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Sinopsis

Dentro de los paradigmas de programación en el mundo de la informática te-

nemos la “Programación Lógica”, cuyo principal exponente es el lenguaje Prolog.

Los programas Prolog se componen de un conjunto de predicados, cada uno de

ellos definido por medio de reglas que aportan un elevado nivel de abstracción

y declaratividad al programador. Sin embargo, las formulación con reglas impli-

ca, frecuentemente, que un predicado se recompute varias veces para la misma

consulta y además, Prolog utiliza un orden fijo para evaluar reglas y objetivos

(evaluación SLD) que puede entrar en “bucles infinitos” cuando ejecuta reglas re-

cursivas declarativamente correctas. Estas limitaciones son atacadas de ráız por

la tabulación, que se basa en “recordar” en una tabla las llamadas realizadas y sus

soluciones. Aśı, en caso de repetir una llamada tendŕıamos ya disponibles sus so-

luciones y la tabulación evitaŕıa la recomputación de esta llamada. También evita

“bucles infinitos” ya que las llamadas que los generan son suspendidas, quedando

a la espera de que se computen soluciones para las mismas usando derivaciones

alternativas.

La implementación de la tabulación no es sencilla. En particular, necesita de

tres operaciones que no pueden ser ejecutadas en tiempo constante simultánea-

mente. Dichas operaciones son: suspensión de llamadas, relanzamiento de llama-

das y acceso a variables. La primera parte de la tesis compara tres implemen-

taciones de tabulación sobre Ciao, cada una de las cuales penaliza una de estas

operaciones. Por tanto, cada solución tiene sus ventajas y sus inconvenientes y se

comporta mejor o peor dependiendo del programa ejecutado.

La segunda parte de la tesis mejora la funcionalidad de la tabulación para

combinarla con restricciones y también para evitar computaciones innecesarias.

La programación con restricciones permite la resolución de ecuaciones como me-

dio de programar, mecanismo altamente declarativo. Hemos desarrollado un fra-

mework para combinar la tabulación con las restricciones, priorizando objetivos

como la flexibilidad, la eficiencia y la generalidad de nuestra solución, obteniendo

una sinergia entre ambas técnicas muy útil en numerosas aplicaciones. Por otra

parte, un aspecto fundamental de la tabulación hace referencia al momento en



que se retornan las soluciones de una llamada tabulada. Local evaluation devuel-

ve soluciones sólo cuando todas las soluciones de la llamada tabulada han sido

computadas. Por contra, batched evaluation devuelve las soluciones una a una

conforme van siendo computadas, por lo que se adapta mejor a problemas don-

de no nos interesa encontrar todas las soluciones. Sin embargo, su consumo de

memoria es exponencialmente peor que el de local evaluation. La tesis presenta

swapping evaluation, un método alternativo que devuelve soluciones tan pronto

como son computadas pero con un consumo de memoria similar a la de local eva-

luation. Además, se implementan operadores de poda para descartar la búsqueda

de soluciones alternativas cuando encontramos la solución deseada.

Por último, Prolog adopta con relativa facilidad soluciones para paralelismo

gracias a su flexibilidad en el control de la ejecución y a que sus asignaciones son

lógicas. La tercera parte de la tesis extiende el paralelismo conjuntivo de Ciao

para trabajar con programas no deterministas, lo que presenta dos problemas

principales: los objetivos atrapados y la recomputación de objetivos. Las solu-

ciones clásicas para los objetivos atrapados romṕıan invariantes de la ejecución

Prolog, siendo soluciones dif́ıciles de mantener y de extender que han cáıdo en

desuso. Nosotros proponemos una solución modular (basada en la implementa-

ción de swapping evaluation), localizada y que no rompe los invariantes de la

ejecución Prolog, pero que mantiene un alto rendimiento de la ejecución paralela.

En referencia a la recomputación de objetivos paralelos en presencia de no de-

terminismo hemos adaptado ténicas derivadas de la tabulación para memorizar

computaciones de estos objetivos y evitar su recomputación.
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Abstract

Prolog is the main language in the Logic Programming paradigm. A Prolog pro-

gram is a set of predicates whose definition is based on a set of clauses and whose

evaluation selects which clauses have to be computed in order to reach a conclu-

sion. This representation is very declarative and offers a highlevel of abstraction

to the programmer. Since predicates can be recursive, the standard evaluation

strategy of Prolog usually performs recomputations and can even enter infinite

loops for programs which have a well-defined declarative meaning. Tabled evalu-

ation attacks these issues by remembering the solutions for tabled predicates and

by suspending looping predicate calls in order to find other answers by executing

alternative clauses.

Tabled evaluation implementation is complex. It relies on three different op-

erations which cannot all be performed in constant time. These operations are:

call suspension, call resumption and variable accesses. The first part of this the-

sis compares three different tabled evaluation implementations (implemented in

Ciao), where each of them penalizes one of these three operations. Each im-

plementation has advantages and disadvantages depending on the behavior of a

specific tabled evaluation application.

The second part of this thesis improves the functionality of tabled evaluation

in order to combine it with constraints and to avoid unneeded computations.

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is a natural extension of Logic Program-

ming that applies efficient, incremental constraint solving techniques which blend

seamlessly with the characteristics of logical variables and which increase the ex-

pressive power and declarativeness of Logic Programming. We present a complete

implementation framework for constraint tabled evaluation, independent from the

constraint solver, which enlarges the application domain of tabled evaluation. On

the other hand, a key decision of a tabled evaluation is related to the moment

when answers are returned to the tabled call. Local evaluation returns solutions

only when all of them have been computed and has low memory consumption.



Batch evaluation returns answers on-demand, which has a wider applicability,

but its memory behavior is unacceptable for most of the applications. This the-

sis presents swapping evaluation, a method that returns answers on-demand but

whose memory behavior is much closer to that of local evaluation. We also sup-

port pruning operators in order to prune the search when the desired solution is

found.

Last but not least, Prolog adapts very well to parallelism due to the flexibility

of its execution control and the use of logical variables. The third part of this

thesis extends the independent and-parallelism capability of Ciao to work with

non-determinism programs. One of the major issues for this is the trapped goal

problem and the recomputation of goals. The classical solutions for the trapped

goal problem break several invariants of the Prolog abtract machine, affecting

the implementation of the system everywhere. Consequently, they are difficult

to maintain and to extend, which is why they tend not to be used. We propose

a modular solution which does not break any invariant of the Prolog abstract

machine while keeping the same performance for parallel executions (this solu-

tion is close related to the swapping evaluation). Respect to the recomputation

of goals, we have adapted techniques from tabled evaluation for remembering

previous computations in order to improve the performance.
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1
Introduction

Summary

This chapter introduces the conceptual ideas behind the Logic Programming

paradigm and analyzes the objectives of this thesis. The structure of this

document and a brief description of each chapter are also presented. Finally,

it provides a general perspective of the contributions of this thesis, including

the related publications and the collaborations with other authors.

1.1 Logic Programming

Logic Programming [82] is a programming paradigm based on a subset of a First

Order Logic named Horn Clause Logic. Logic programming is a simple theorem

prover that, given a theory (or program) and a query, uses the theory to validate

that the query is satisfiable.

A logic program consists of a collection of Horn clauses, which are usually

written as:

A : −B1, B2, . . . , Bn

The literal A is defined as the head of the clause, while the conjunction B1, B2,

. . . , Bn represents the body of the clause. Note that the head and the body of a

rule are separated by the symbol ’:-’ (read as if ) and the subgoals in the body of

a rule are separated by the symbol ’,’ (read as and). Each Bi is called a subgoal.

If the head of a clause is empty, then the clause is called a query. If the body

1
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is empty, then the clause is called a fact. If the head and the body are both

non-empty, then the clause is called a rule. A sequence of clauses with the same

functor in the head form a predicate. Thereby, predicates can be formed with

facts and/or rules. A logic program represents the theory for a problem solution

and the particular solutions are found by the computation of the program. In

general, the computation of a logic program determines if a user query can be

derived from the theory that the logic program represents. Logic programming

is often said to include the following advantages [16]:

Simple declarative semantics: a logic program is simply a collection of pred-

icate logic clauses with an intuitive interpretation.

Simple procedural semantics: a logic program can be read as a collection of

recursive procedures.

High expressive power: logic programs can be seen as executable specifica-

tions that, despite their simple procedural semantics, allow for designing

complex and efficient algorithms.

Inherent non-determinism: since in general several clauses can match a goal,

problems involving search are easily programmed in these kind of languages.

1.1.1 The Prolog Language

Prolog is arguably the most popular logic programming language. Prolog was

made a viable language when in 1977 David Warren developed the first Prolog

compiler. This system showed good performance, comparable to the best Lisp

implementations of that time. Later, Warren proposed a new abstract machine

for executing compiled Prolog code known as the Warren Abstract Machine, or

simply the WAM [133]. The WAM became the most popular way of implement-

ing Prolog and almost all current Prolog systems are based on WAM technology.

The advances made in the technology of sequential compilation of Prolog imple-

mentations in the last two decades allow state-of-the-art Prolog systems to be

highly efficient with comparative performance to imperative languages such as
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C [132]. Prolog has been successfully applied in areas such as natural language,

artificial intelligence, deductive database, or expert systems.

The computation process of Prolog is mainly based on two mechanisms: unifi-

cation [109] and resolution. Unification is an operation that finds the most general

common instance of two Prolog terms. A Prolog term is either a constant (also

called atom), a compound term or a variable. Compound terms are structured

data objects of the form f(t1, . . . , tn), where f/n is a functor with arity n and

each ti is also a term. After the unification of two terms, some of their variables

are instantiated. The logical nature of Prolog variables implies that they can be

instantiated only once (destructive assignments are not allowed).

The resolution mechanism of Prolog is known as SLD resolution [82]. SLD

resolution is a top-down resolution mechanism, where subgoals in a query are

unified with the head of a clause generating a new query called the resolvent.

The resolvent is formed by the body (after unification) of the matching clause

and by the remainder subgoals in the initial query. This process is recursively

applied until either a subgoal fails to find a clause with which unify (failure), or

until an empty query is generated (success). After failure, execution backtracks

in order to try another derivation which might satisfy the original query. This

process, known as backtracking, undoes the instantiations (or bindings) of logical

variables done by previous unification operations.

SLD resolution imposes a fixed selection function: the leftmost subgoal of a

query is always selected first. If several alternative head clauses can be unified

with this subgoal, Prolog systems use the order of the clauses in the program.

When the computation fails, the execution backtracks to the previous state where

it had left unexplored alternative clauses. The search tree is thus explored from

top to bottom and in a left to right manner. To better illustrate how Prolog works,

Figure 1.1 (on the left side) shows a small Prolog program that implements the

well-known Fibonacci function.

The program includes 3 clauses that form the fib/2 predicate, where the first

argument, N , is the input number and the second argument is the output that

computes the Fibonacci number N . The first and second clauses simply state

that the Fibonacci of 1 and 2 (input arguments) is 1 (output argument). The
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fib(1,1).
fib(2,1).
fib(N ,R) :-

N > 2,
N1 is N − 1,
N2 is N − 2,
fib(N1,R1),
fib(N2,R2),
R is R1 + R2.

?− fib(4,R).

3. fib(3,R), fib(2,R), R is R1 + R2

6. fib(2,R11), fib(1,R12), R1 is R11 + R12, fib(2,R2), R is R1 + R2.

8. fib(1,R12), R1 is 1 + R12, fib(2,R2), R is R1 + R2.

9. R1 is 1 + 1, fib(2,R2), R is R1 + R2.

10. fib(2,R2), R is 2 + R2.

12. R is 1 + 2.

13. R = 3.

2. fail1. fail

5. fail4. fail

7. fail

11. fail

Figure 1.1: Fibonacci program and its execution.

third clause is the recursive rule that computes the Fibonacci function. Initially,

it checks if the input argument N is greater than 2 and, if this is the case, it

calls recursively itself twice with the first argument set to N − 1 and N − 2. The

final result is the sum of the results obtained by these two calls. Variable names

start with capital letters and names for constants start with lower case letters.

Figure 1.1 (right-side) shows the execution sequence for the query fib(4,R).

1.2 Motivation

A major problem with Prolog is that SLD resolution presents some fundamen-

tal limitations when dealing with recursions and redundant sub-computations.

One of the foundations of Logic Programming is that a logic program should be

independent from the execution control, but the limitations of SLD resolution

force Prolog programmers to take SLD semantics into account during the pro-

gram development process. For example, the program in Figure 1.1 recomputes

fib(2,R) several times, which could have been an arbitrarily large computation.
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path(A,B) :-
edge(A,C),
path(C,B).

path(A,B) :-
edge(A,B).

edge(1,2).
edge(2,1).

infinite loop

?− path(1,B).

1. edge(1,C), path(C,B).

2. path(2,B).

3. edge(2,C), path(C,B).

5. path(1,B).4. fail

Figure 1.2: An infinite SLD evaluation.

Also, it is quite common for logically correct programs to enter infinite loops,

as the program in Figure 1.2 illustrates. This program defines a small directed

graph, represented by the edge/2 predicate, with a relation of reachability given

by the path/2 predicate. Consider the query goal path(1,B). Using SLD resolu-

tion to solve this query leads us to an infinite loop because the first clause of

path/2 recursively calls path(1,B). Thereby, the past years have seen wide effort

at increasing the declarativeness and expressiveness of Prolog.

One of these solutions is the use of tabling [24] (or tabled LP). In a nutshell,

tabling consists of storing intermediate answers for subgoals. These answers can

be reused when a repeated subgoal appears during the resolution process in order

to avoid the subgoal recomputation or the execution of an infinite loop. Therefore,

tabling improves the termination properties of Prolog and can improve efficiency

in programs which repeatedly perform some computation. These characteristics

help make logic programs less dependent on clause and goal order, thereby bring-

ing operational and declarative semantics closer together. Consequently, tabling

has been successfully applied in many areas including deductive databases, pro-
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gram analysis, or semantic Web reasoning, to name a few.

Our motivation is to make tabling compatible with other powerful mechanisms

of Logic Programming in general, and Prolog in particular, in order to enlarge the

application domain of tabling. We work on the development of answer on-demand

resolution strategies with support for pruning operators (current tabling systems

do not behave well here) and on the combination of tabling with constraint logic

programming. These improvements on the tabling functionality should be done

with the best possible performance. We explore different tabling implementation

approaches to analyze the pros and cons of them, which will also give us a better

understanding of the tabling execution. Tabling implementations are done at

the level of the WAM, which make them a tedious task. We will prioritize the

adoption of modular solutions in order not to affect the WAM invariants, which

improves the extensibility and the maintainability of the system.

Finally, an orthogonal way to improve performance is parallelism. We get

advantage of some of the tabling techniques we have developed in order to

be adapted for the implementation of independent and-parallelism with no-

determinism. Again, parallel implementations are complex and we will prioritize

modular solutions while keeping the best possible performance.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

This section summarizes the main contributions of this thesis:

• Study of different approaches for tabling implementation in order to provide

the best support for tabling in Ciao [68]. Tabling is based on three differ-

ent operations which cannot all be performed in constant time. Thereby,

this thesis develops three different tabling implementations (each of them

penalizes each of these operations) in order to experimentally evaluate the

practical behavior of each tabling approach.

• One of the extended functionality of LP which has attracted more interest

is the use of constraints (CLP). The combination of tabled evaluation with

constraints is not trivial since the notion of implication between subgoals
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cannot be syntactically deduced. This thesis presents a general implemen-

tation framework for the combination of tabling with constraints.

• Tabled evaluation executes a fixpoint algorithm in order to compute all

possible solutions. The most successful tabling implementations are based

on returning solutions only after all the solutions have been computed.

This is trivially inefficient for cases where only a subset of the answers is

demanded. This thesis develops an answer on-demand tabled evaluation

strategy which returns answers as soon as they are computed. Other an-

swer on-demand tabled evaluation strategies show a very inefficient memory

behavior. The proposed answer on-demand tabled evaluation strategy over-

comes this drawback.

• Answer on-demand tabling evaluation is not enough by itself to prune al-

ternative execution paths if a sufficient answer is found. Pruning under

tabled evaluation presents several issues which have not been deeply an-

alyzed so far. This thesis analyzes these issues and presents a practical

implementation of pruning under tabled evaluation.

• One of the main characteristics of the Logic Programming paradigm is

its flexibility to adapt solutions for parallelism. On the other hand, the

implicit non-determinism of Prolog gives a challenging scenario which make

the parallel solutions for Prolog much more complex than expected. This

thesis proposes the application of ideas generated in the context of tabling

in order to facilitate and improve the implementation of and-parallelism

with non-determinism in the context of Prolog.

1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into three conceptual parts. The first part (Chapter 2 and

3) provides a background on tabling and studies different approaches for tabling

implementation. The middle part (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) extends the function-

ality of tabling with common techniques of Logic Programming. The final part
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(Chapter 7 and 8) applies ideas from tabling implementations to the (efficient)

implementation of and-parallelism with non-determinism. We introduce each of

these chapters in the next sections.

1.4.1 Tabling Background

The first part of Chapter 2 introduces the general ideas of tabling, a resolution

strategy that overcomes some of the limitations of SLD resolution. Tabling is

presented by an evaluation example and some applications are given. The second

part of this chapter explains tabling in more detail. In particular, we give expla-

nations about the tabled space and about a high-level program transformation for

the execution of tabled programs in order to facilitate the understanding of the

following chapters.

1.4.2 Suspension-based Tabling Implementation Approaches

Chapter 3 analyses the most complex operations for tabling implementation. In

particular, there are three different operations that cannot be all performed in

constant time: consumer suspension, consumer resumption and variable access.

We propose three different tabling implementations where each of these operations

is penalized. CCAT, a low-level implementation of our work presented in [26, 25],

penalizes the consumer suspension operation. OCHAT penalizes the consumer

resumption operation and MVB, a work presented in [29], penalizes the variable

access operation. Since these implementations are not time-comparable from a

theoretical point of view, at the end of this chapter we make an experimental

performance evaluation of them using a set of common tabling benchmarks in

order to determine which one is the most adequate tabling implementation.

1.4.3 A General Implementation Framework for Tabled CLP

Chapter 4 has been published in [27] and is the result of an eight-month stay at the

University of Melbourne with Professor Peter Stuckey. It describes a framework

to combine tabling evaluation and constraint logic programming (TCLP). While
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this combination has been studied previously from a theoretical point of view and

some implementations exist, they either suffer from a lack of efficiency, flexibility,

or generality, or have inherent limitations with respect to the programs they can

execute to completion (either with success or failure). Our framework addresses

these issues directly, including the ability to check for answer / call entailment,

which allows it to terminate in more cases than other approaches. The proposed

framework is experimentally compared with existing solutions in order to provide

evidence of the mentioned advantages.

1.4.4 Swapping Evaluation under Tabled LP

Chapter 5 has been published in [30] and it is the result of a three-month stay

at Stony Brook University with Professor D. S. Warren. One of the differ-

ences among the various approaches to suspension-based tabled evaluation is the

scheduling strategy. The two most popular strategies are local and batched eval-

uation. The former collects all the solutions to a tabled predicate before making

any one of them available outside the tabled computation. The latter returns

answers one by one before computing them all, which in principle is better if only

one answer (or a subset of the answers) is desired. Batched evaluation is closer

to SLD evaluation in that it computes solutions lazily as they are demanded,

but it may need arbitrarily more memory than local evaluation, which is able to

reclaim memory sooner. Some programs which in practice can be executed under

the local strategy, quickly run out of memory under batched evaluation. This

has led to the general adoption of local evaluation at the expense of the more

depth-first batched strategy. This chapter studies the reasons for the high mem-

ory consumption of batched evaluation and proposes a new scheduling strategy

which we have termed swapping evaluation. Swapping evaluation also returns

answers one by one before completing a tabled call, but its memory usage can be

orders of magnitude smaller than the one of batched evaluation.
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1.4.5 Pruning Operators under Tabled LP

Chapter 6 has been accepted for publication in PADL’13. It discusses the is-

sues which appear in order to support pruning operators under tabled LP. A

novel version of the once/1 pruning operator for tabled LP is introduced. The

once/1 operator, together with answer-on-demand strategies, makes it possible

to avoid computing unneeded solutions for a certain type of problems which can

benefit from tabled LP but in which only a single solution is needed. Model

checking and planning are examples of that broad class of applications in which

all-solution evaluation strategies, such as local evaluation, perform unnecessary

work. The proposed version of once/1 is also directly applicable to the efficient

implementation of other optimizations, such as early completion, cut-fail loops

(to, e.g., prune at the top-level), if-then-else statements and constraint-based

branch-and-bound. Although once/1 still has open issues such as dependencies of

tabled solutions on program history, our experimental evaluation confirms that

the combination of swapping evaluation and once/1 provides an arbitrarily large

efficiency improvement in several application areas.

1.4.6 Swapping Operation for Executing Trapped Computations

Chapter 7 has been published in [32]. It considers the problem of supporting goal-

level, independent and-parallelism (IAP) in the presence of non-determinism.

IAP is exploited when two or more goals which will not interfere at run time

are scheduled for simultaneous execution. Backtracking over non-deterministic

parallel goals runs into the well-known trapped goal and garbage slot problems.

The proposed solutions for these problems generally require complex low-level

machinery which makes systems difficult to maintain and extend, and in some

cases can even affect sequential execution performance. This chapter proposes

a novel solution to the problem of trapped nondeterministic goals and garbage

slots which is based on the tabling swapping operation, offering several advantages

over previous proposals. While the implementation of this operation itself is not

simple, in return it does not impose constraints on the scheduler. As a result, the

scheduler and the rest of the run-time machinery can safely ignore the trapped
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goal and garbage slot problems and their implementation is greatly simplified.

Also, standard sequential execution remains unaffected. In addition to describing

the solution we report on an implementation and provide performance results.

1.4.7 Memoization of Parallel Computations

Chapter 8 has been published in [31]. The most successful IAP implementations

to date have used recomputation of answers and sequentially ordered backtrack-

ing. While in principle simplifying the implementation, recomputation can be

very inefficient if the granularity of the parallel goals is large enough and they

produce several answers, while sequentially ordered backtracking limits paral-

lelism. And, despite the expected simplification, the implementation of the classic

schemes has proved to involve complex engineering, with the consequent difficulty

for system maintenance and extension. This chapter presents an alternative par-

allel backtracking model for IAP and its implementation. The model features

parallel out-of-order (i.e., non-chronological) backtracking and relies on answer

memoization to reuse and combine answers. We show that this approach can

bring significant performance advantages and, in our experience, it is not harder

to implement than existing approaches.
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2
Tabling Background

Summary

The first part of this chapter introduces the general ideas of tabling, a res-

olution strategy which overcomes some of the limitations of SLD resolution.

Tabling is presented by an evaluation example and some applications are given.

The second part of this chapter explains tabling in more detail. In particular,

we provide a detailed explanation of the tabled space and a give high-level pro-

gram transformation for the execution of tabled programs in order to facilitate

the understanding of the following chapters.

2.1 Introduction

A proposal that overcomes some of the limitations of SLD resolution and there-

fore improves the declarativeness and expressiveness of Prolog is the use of

tabling [127, 24]. In a nutshell, tabling consists of storing intermediate answers

for subgoals declared as tabled so that they can be reused when a repeated call

to a tabled subgoal appears during the resolution process. Note that non-tabled

subgoals are executed as usual. Resolution strategies based on tabling are able

to reduce the search space, avoid looping, and have better termination properties

than traditional Prolog models based on SLD resolution.

The basic idea behind tabling evaluation is straightforward: whenever a tabled

subgoal is first called, a new entry is allocated in an appropriate data space called

13
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the table space. Table entries are used to verify whether calls to subgoals are

repeated and to collect the answers found for their corresponding subgoals. Re-

peated calls to tabled subgoals are not re-evaluated against the program clauses;

instead, they are resolved by consuming the answers already stored in their table

entries. During this process, as new answers are found, they are stored in their

tables and later returned to all repeated1 calls. Within this model, the nodes

in the search space are classified as either: generator nodes, corresponding to

first calls to tabled subgoals; consumer nodes, corresponding to repeated calls to

tabled subgoals; or interior nodes, corresponding to non-tabled subgoals.

2.2 Tabled Evaluation by an Example

Figure 2.1 shows a similar program to the one of Figure 1.2 to illustrate the

main principles of tabled evaluation. At the top, the figure shows the program

code (the left box) and the final state of the table space (the right box). The

declaration :- table path/2 in the program code indicates that calls to predicate

path/2 should be tabled. The sub-figure below shows the tabled evaluation for

the query goal path(1,B). This evaluation is split into three different execution

trees. Generator nodes are depicted by black oval boxes, and consumer nodes by

white oval boxes. Remember that SLD resolution enters an infinite loop because

the first clause of path/2 leads to a repeated call to path(1,B). In contrast, as we

will see, termination is ensured with tabled evaluation.

The evaluation starts by adding a new entry to the table space and by allocat-

ing a generator node to represent path(1,B). Next, path(1,B) is resolved against

the first clause for path/2, calling edge(1,C) (step 2). The edge/2 predicate is then

resolved as usual because it is not tabled. The first clause for edge(1,C) succeeds

with C = 2, and in the continuation path(2,B) is called (step 3). As this is the first

call to path(2,B), a new entry to the table is added, and proceed by allocating a

new generator node as shown in the bottommost tree. Again, path(2,B) is resolved

against the first clause for path/2, calling edge(2,C) (step 4). The first clause for

1A subgoal repeats a previous subgoal if they are the same up to variable renaming.
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edge(2,C) fails (step 5), but the second succeeds creating consumer node (step 6).

Since path(1,B) is a repeated call to the initial subgoal, no new tree is created,

and instead, execution tries to consume answers from the table. At this point,

the table does not have answers for path(1,B), and thus, the current evaluation is

suspended. Consumers must suspend because new answers may still be found for

the corresponding call.

The only possible action after suspending is to backtrack to generator node

3. Execution tries the second clause for path(2,B), thus calling edge(2,B) (step 7).

The first clause for edge(2,B) fails (step 8), but the second one succeeds obtaining a

first answer for path(2,B) which is inserted into the table space (step 9). Execution

follows a Prolog-like strategy and continues forward execution, returning to the

context of the path(1,B) generator. The binding B = 1 is propagated, obtaining

a first answer for path(1,B) (step 10) and a first solution for the query goal (step

11).

Execution returns to the context of the generator node 3, which has no more

clauses left to try. Thus, its completion fixpoint computation is executed. The

completion fixpoint computation resumes consumers in the execution tree of a

generator node in order to consume available answers until no more answers

are generated.2 The consumer node 6 is then resumed with the now available

answer B = 1. The execution succeeds with a new answer for path(2,B) (step 12).

However, this answer repeats the one which was found in step 9. Tabled resolution

does not store duplicate answers in the table. Instead, repeated answers fail. This

is how unnecessary computations are avoided, and even looping in some cases.

At this point, all available answers have been consumed by consumer node

6 and, thus, the consumer is suspended again. Execution thus backtracks to

generator node 3. Its completion fixpoint computation is finished and then, it is

checked whether path(2,B) can be completed.3 It can not, because it depends on

the previous generator path(1,B) (node 6). Completing path(2,B) earlier is not safe

2To this end, the subgoal frame of a generator keeps track of the consumer that appear in

its execution subtree.
3A node is completed when no more answers can be found. It is a non-trivial operation, we

will talk about it later.
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:- table path/2.

path(A, B):-
edge(A, C),
path(C, B).

path(A, B):- edge(A, B).

edge(1, 2).
edge(2, 1).

Subgoal Answers

10. B = 1

1. path(1, B) 15. B = 2

20. Complete

9. B = 1

3. path(2, B) 18. B = 2

20. Complete

21. no

19. fail

13. fail

20. complete

17. fail

5. fail

12. fail

20. complete

8. fail

?− path(1,B).

11. B=1 16. B=2

1. path(1,B).

2. edge(1,C), path(C,B).

3. path(2,B).

10. B=1
(B=2)

14. edge(1,B).

15. B=2

3. path(2,B).

4. edge(2,C), path(C,B).

6. path(1,B).

(B=1)
18. B=2

7. edge(2,B).

9. B=1

Figure 2.1: A successful tabled evaluation.

because, at this point, new answers can still be found for subgoal path(1,B). If

new answers are found, node 6 should be resumed with the newly found answers,
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which in turn can lead to further answers for subgoal path(2,B). If the generator

is completed sooner, execution can lose such answers.

Execution thus backtracks to node 2, fails in step 13 and returns to node

1. Execution tries the second clause for path(1,B), thus calling edge(1,B) (step

14). The first clause for edge(1,B) succeeds with B = 2 obtaining a new answer

for path(1,B) (step 15) and a new solution for the query goal (step 16). In the

continuation, the second clause for edge(1,B) fails (step 17) and backtracking

sends us back to node 1. Node 1 has no more clauses left to try, so its completion

fixpoint computation is performed. Consumer node 6 can be resumed as it has

new unconsumed answers, and the new answer B = 2 is thus forwarded to it. This

gives new answers to path(1,B) (step 18) and to path(1,B) (step 19). However,

this last answer repeats the one which was found in step 10, so execution fails

and backtracks again to node 1. The completion fixpoint computation of the

generator path(1,B) is now finished. As this subgoal does not depend on any

other subgoal, it is sure no more answers are forthcoming. Therefore, the two

generators are completed (step 20) and execution returns no to the query goal

(step 21).

One of the major characteristics of this execution model is that it can ensure

termination for a wider class of programs. In particular, tabling ensures termina-

tion for program with the bounded term size property — those programs where

the sizes of subgoals and answers produced during an evaluation are less than

some fixed number. This makes it much easier to reason about termination than

in basic Prolog and can be useful when dealing with applications with recursive

predicates, such as the path/2 predicate, that can lead to infinite loops. More-

over, as tabling-based models are able to avoid re-computation of tabled subgoals,

they can reduce the search space and the complexity of a program. This latter

property can be explored as a mean to speedup the execution. Consider again

the Fibonacci program defined in Figure 1.1. If predicate fib/2 is declared as

tabled, each different subgoal call is only computed once, as for repeated calls the

corresponding answer is already stored in the table space. To compute fib(n,R)

for some integer n, SLD resolution will search a tree whose size is exponential in

n. Because tabling remembers sub-computations, the number of resolution steps
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for this example is linear in n.

2.3 Scheduling Strategies

It should be clear that at several points we can choose between continuing forward

execution, backtracking to interior nodes, returning answers to consumer nodes,

or performing completion. The decision on which operation to perform is crucial

to system performance and is determined by the scheduling strategy. Different

strategies may have a significant impact on performance, and may lead to a

different ordering of solutions to the query goal. Arguably, the two most successful

tabling scheduling strategies are batched scheduling and local scheduling [52].

Batched scheduling is the strategy we followed in Figure 2.1: it favors forward

execution first, backtracking next, and consuming answers or completion last. As

a result, it schedules the program clauses in a depth-first manner as does the

WAM. It thus tries to delay the need to move around the search tree by batching

the return of answers. When new answers are found for a particular tabled

subgoal, they are added to the table space and the evaluation continues. For

some situations, this results in creating dependencies to older subgoals, therefore

delaying the completion point to an older generator node. When backtracking

we may find three situations: (i) if backtracking to a generator or interior node,

we try the next clause; if a generator has no more clauses left to try we execute

its completion fixpoint computation (iii) if backtracking to a consumer node, we

try the next unconsumed answer; (iv) if a consumer has no more unconsumed

answers, we simply backtrack to the previous node on the current branch.

Local scheduling is an alternative tabling scheduling strategy that tries to

evaluate subgoals as independently as possible. In this strategy, evaluation is

done in a generator subtree at a time. The key idea is that whenever new answers

are found, they are added to the table space as usual but execution fails. Thus,

execution explores the whole generator subtree before propagating answers to the

generator continuation. Coming back to the previous tabled evaluation, we would

fail at step 9, prioritizing the completion of generator node 3 against the answer

propagation. Hence, answers are only returned when the completion fixpoint
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computation of a generator is finished. Since local scheduling completes subgoals

sooner, we can expect less dependencies between subgoals.

2.4 Tabling Applications

The previous sections have shown that tabling significantly expand the types of

programming that can be done in Prolog by allowing recursions to be coded in

more declarative way. Tabling improves termination properties of Prolog and

its better declarativeness allows easier program analysis over tabled programs

than over the equivalent non-tabled ones. Thereby, robust implementation of

tabling have led to a profusion of research and commercial applications, including

program verification [102, 49, 89, 101, 74, 94, 98, 117], program analysis [43, 12,

33, 72, 115], natural language analysis and data standardization [78, 102, 111,

38, 41], agent implementations [4, 81, 73, 79, 80, 125], semantic web [97, 42,

128, 124, 123, 139, 11, 48], diagnosis [22, 3, 9], medical informatics [54, 91],

machine learning [76, 93] and software engineering [95, 120, 92, 103]. Many other

commercial applications have been developed by XSB, Inc., Medical Decision

Logics, Inc (www.mdlogix.com), Ontology Works (www.ontologyworks.com) and

other companies. All of these applications demonstrate that tabled LP is a vibrant

field of research, involving numerous Prologs including Ciao.

2.5 The Table Space for Tabling

This section describes a key module for tabling implementation: the one which

implements the table space. This module is very important since the correct

design of the algorithms to access and manipulate the table data is critical to

achieve an efficient implementation. We explain a solution for the tabled space

based on tries, as proposed by [105].
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2.5.1 The Trie Data Structure

Tries were first proposed by [51], the name coming from the central letters of

the word retrieval. Tries were originally invented to index dictionaries, and have

been generalized to index recursive data structures such as terms. Please refer

to [105, 8] for the use of tries in automated theorem proving, term rewriting

and tabled logic programs. An essential property of the trie structure is that

common prefixes are represented only once. The effectiveness of the memory

consumption of a particular trie depends proportionally on the percentage of

terms that have common prefixes. For (tabled) logic programs, which recursively

construct answers, we often can take advantage of common prefixes.

A trie is a tree structure where each different path through the trie data units,

the trie nodes, corresponds to a term. At the entry point we have the root node.

Internal nodes represent symbols in terms and leaf nodes specify the end of terms.

Each root-to-leaf path represents a term described by the symbols labeling the

nodes traversed. Two terms with common prefixes will branch off from each

other at the first distinguishing symbol. When inserting a new term, the trie is

traversed starting at the root node. Each child node specifies the next symbol to

be inspected in the input term. A transition is taken if the symbol in the input

term at a given position matches a symbol on a child node. Otherwise, a new

child node representing the current symbol is added and an outgoing transition

from the current node is made to point to the new child node. On reaching the

last symbol in the input term, we reach a leaf node in the trie.

Figure 2.2 presents an example for the insertion of three different terms in

a trie structure. Initially, the trie contains the root node only. Next, f(X,a) is

inserted. As a result, three nodes are created: one for the functor f/2, next for the

variable X (which is renamed as explained in the next paragraph), and last for

the constant a (Figure 2.2(a)). The second step is to insert g(X,b,Y ). Since the

two terms differ on the main functor, tries bring no benefit here (Figure 2.2(b)).

In the last step, f(Y ,1) is inserted and the two nodes common with term f(X,a)

are saved (Figure 2.2(c)).

An important point when using tries to represent Prolog terms is the treat-
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Figure 2.2: Using tries to represent terms.

ment of variables. We follow the formalism proposed by [8], where each variable

in a term is represented as a distinct constant. Formally, this corresponds to a

function, numbervar(), from the set of variables in a term t to the sequence of con-

stants VAR0,...,VARN, such that numbervar(X)<numbervar(Y ) if X is encountered

before Y in the left-to-right traversal of t. For example, in the term g(X,b,Y ),

numbervar(X) and numbervar(Y ) are respectively VAR0 and VAR1. On the other

hand, in terms f(X,a) and f(Y ,1), numbervar(X) and numbervar(Y ) are both VAR0.

This is why the child node VAR0 of f/2 from Figure 2.2(c) is common to both

terms.

2.5.2 Using Tries to Organize the Table Space

We next describe how tries are used to implement the table space. Figure 2.3

shows an example for a tabled predicate f/2 after the execution of the following

tabling operations:

tabled subgoal call: f(X,a)
tabled subgoal call: f(Y ,1)
tabled new answer: f(0,a)
tabled new answer: f(a,1)
tabled new answer: f(b,1)
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Figure 2.3: Using tries to organize the table space.

We use two levels of tries: one stores the subgoal calls and the other the

answers of a particular subgoal call. Each different call to a tabled predicate

corresponds to a unique path through the subgoal table. Such a path always

starts from the root node in this trie, the SG TRIE variable, follows a sequence

of subgoal trie nodes, and terminates at a leaf data structure, the subgoal frame.

Each subgoal frame stores information about the subgoal, namely an entry point

to its answer table. Each unique path through the answer trie nodes corresponds

to a different answer to the entry subgoal.
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2.6 Tabling Explained as a Source to Source Transformation

The purpose of this section is purely pedagogical in order to enhance understand-

ing of the basic actions of tabling. This is done by presenting a simple source

to source transformation that affects only tabled predicates. While it is the case

that such a source to source transformation hides certain aspects of a tabling

implementation, it also illustrates clearly that it is possible to implement tabling

by adding a set of (admittedly quite complex) built-in predicates to an existing

Prolog implementation. On the other hand, the source to source transformation

gives a good high level description of the actions to be taken by a tabling sys-

tem. It is then instructive to link these actions to those of the different tabling

implementation approaches presented later in Chapter 3.

An example is used in order to show the source to source transformation —

the generalization of the transformation is straightforward. Let t/1 be a tabled

predicate defined as follows:

:- table t/1.

t(X) :- body1(X).
t(X) :- body2(X).

t/1 is source-transformed to the following:

t(X) :-
lookup call(t(X),SF ),
(

SF.status == new −>
tabled t(X,SF )

;
SF.status == complete −>
consume answers(t(X),SF )

;
create consumer(t(X),SF ,Cons),
protect consumer(Cons),
fail

).

tabled t(X,SF ) :-
body1(X), new answer(t(X),SF ).

tabled t(X,SF ) :-
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body2(X), new answer(t(X),SF ).
tabled t( ,SF ) :- complete(SF ).

The functionality of the newly introduced built-ins is as follows:

lookup call/2 always succeeds. It finds (or inserts) the tabled call t(X) in the

table space returning a handle to its subgoal frame, SF , and in doing so it also

determines its status: whether the subgoal is new to the evaluation or not and

whether it is already complete or it is being evaluated. Note that we consider

here variant tabling, where two subgoals calls/answers are considered the same if

they are identical up to variable renaming.

If the subgoal was just inserted in the table (i.e. it is new), the current subgoal

is a generator and the execution resolves against program clauses (nodes 1 and

3 in Figure 2.1). Then execution of the program clauses happens by calling the

tabled t/2 predicate, which takes SF as an extra argument for tabling control rea-

sons. If the subgoal is not new to the evaluation, the current subgoal is a consumer

and no clauses of the original predicate t/1 are executed. If the corresponding

table entry is complete, consumption of answers from the table space can be initi-

ated by the built-in consume answers/2 which accesses the answer table — where

solutions to tabled predicated are stored — through its second argument. Oth-

erwise, the corresponding generator is being evaluated and a consumer pointed

by CONS is created by create consumer/3 (node 6 in Figure 2.1), whose memory

will be protected from backtracking by protect consumer/1 to allow a later resump-

tion (implementation details of protect consumer/1 are given in the next section).

create consumer/3 also updates the dependency information between generators

which will be used to detect completion.

Notice that in the above transformation, there is a fail after protect consumer/1.

This means that alternative branches of the computation are explored before the

consumer gets to consume any answer. An alternative is to let the consumer

first consume the currently available answers. However, the choice between such

alternatives belongs to the scheduling strategy, which is an orthogonal issue.

Note that the split up of actions between create consumer/3 and protect consumer/1

is entirely for explanatory reasons.
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A call to new answer/2 is performed at the end of each clause of the original

predicate. If the answer computed by this clause was derived before and already

appears in the table space new answer/2 fails (steps 12 and 19 in Figure 2.1); if

the answer is new, new answer/2 inserts it in the answer table of the particular

tabled call and then computation proceeds normally (steps 9, 10, 15 and 18 in

Figure 2.1). Remember that the second argument of new answer/2, SF , contains

a pointer to the answer table.

Predicate complete/1 is called after all program resolution against clauses of

a generator is finished. complete/1 performs the completion fixpoint computation

of a generator, scheduling consumers to consume their answers until no more

answers are available. If the completion fixpoint computation is finished, exe-

cution backtracks to the previous node. Otherwise, a consumer that have not

consumed all its answers is resumed. Later on, when the consumer reads all

its available answers and it is suspended, the completion fixpoint computation

continues. Consumers read answers in the same order they are inserted in the

table.

A generator is said to be complete when its set of stored answers represent all

the conclusions that can be inferred from the set of facts and rules in the program

for the tabled call associated with the table space entry. Otherwise, it is said to

be incomplete. A generator is thus marked as complete when, after the execution

of the completion fixpoint procedure, it is determined that the generator does

not depend on previous generators which have not been completed yet (step 20

in Figure 2.1). This dependency appears when there is a consumer of a previous

(non-completed) generator in the execution subtree of the generator at hand (after

step 12 in Figure 2.1).

Completion is non-trivial because a number of subgoals may be mutually de-

pendent, thus forming a Strongly Connected Component(or SCC) [129]. Clearly,

we can only complete the subgoals in an SCC together. A SCC is usually repre-

sented through its leader node which is the youngest generator node which does

not depend on older generators. For example, in Figure 2.1, the leader node for

the SCC that includes the subgoals path(1,B) and path(2,B) is node 1. A leader

node is also the oldest generator node for its SCC, and defines the next completion
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point.

2.7 Protecting Consumer Memory from Backtracking

In order to explain the implementation details of protect consumer/1 we assume

some familiarity with the usual implementation model of Prolog: the Warren

abstract machine (WAM)[2], although we give a short introduction here.

2.7.1 Warren Abstract Machine

A WAM is a stack-based architecture with simple data structures and a low-level

instruction set. We assume a four stack WAM, i.e. an implementation with

separate stacks for the choicepoints, the environments, the heap and the trail,

although this is by no means essential to this thesis. For stack representation,

it is assumed that stacks grow downwards; i.e. higher in the stack means older,

lower in the stack means younger or more recent. An explanation for the different

WAM stacks follows:

• Heap stack : stores dynamic terms created on execution time. The topmost

heap cell is pointed by the H register. New terms are created on top of H

and then, H is updated.

• Trail stack : saves information about variable bindings in order to undo

these binding on backtracking before executing an alternative execution

path. The topmost trail cell is pointed by the TR register.

• Environment stack or local stack : keeps information about the environ-

ments of the predicate calls. Environments (or frames) are pushed into

the local stack when a clause whose body contains more than a subgoal is

called. They are popped off when the last subgoal of the body is executed.

The current frame is pointed by the E register and the topmost one by the

EB register. Frames keep information about the previous active frame (to
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be reinstalled when a frame is popped off), the program counter of the ex-

ecution when a frame is reactivated, and pointers to the local variables of

the clause execution.

• Choicepoint stack : keeps information about alternative execution paths.

Choice points are pushed onto the choicepoint stack when a predicate with

different alternatives is executed. Choicepoints store information to reset

the execution state at the point of the choicepoint creation. They also keep

a pointer to the next alternative to be executed. Choice points are popped

off when the last alternative of the predicate is executed. The topmost

choicepoint is pointed by the B register.

For the purpose of this thesis, we need a deeply introduction to the unification

and backtracking operations. When a variable is unified, a new trail cell is pushed

into the trail stack which points to the memory cell of the variable. Variables can

live in either the heap or the local stack and they are represented as a pointer

to themselves. The trailing of unified variables is needed in order to allow the

execution of the backtracking operation.

The backtracking operation uses the information stored in the choicepoint

pointed to by B. A choicepoint stores the value of H, EB and TR at time of the

choicepoint creation. We will use, respectively, the following notation for these

fields: B[H], B[EB] and B[TR]. In order to discard the failing alternative, the back-

tracking operation has to undo all the bindings done by the failing alternative.

This is achieved by traversing the trail stack from TR until B[TR] and setting a

self-reference into the memory cells pointed to by these trail cells, which repre-

sent the variables which were unified by the failing alternative. Also, the heap

cells, the local frames and the trail cells which were created after the creation of

the choicepoint pointed to by B can be discarded, as they belongs to the failing

alternative. This is achieve by doing:

H=B[H]

EB=B[EB]

TR=B[TR]
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2.7.2 Implementation Details of protect_consumer/1

Recall that a consumer fails after suspension in order to execute alternative exe-

cution paths and then, the memory associated to the consumer execution would

be reclaimed by the backtracking operation. A common feature of the implemen-

tation approaches of Chapter 3 is to protect the consumer execution state from

backtracking. To this end, we need to keep alive the heap cells and frames asso-

ciated to the consumer (the freezing stack operation), and reinstall the consumer

bindings which are undone by the backtracking operation before the consumer re-

sumption (the forward trail operation). The tabling implementation approaches

presented in this thesis share the same techniques for the freezing stack opera-

tion, implemented by protect consumer/1, and differ in the implementation of the

forward trail operation.

A classical solution for the freezing stack operation which has been imple-

mented and proven in [112] is based on freeze registers. We introduce the ideas

of the freezing stack operation based on freeze register as it is more intuitive for

the reader. We also present an alternative approach, whose correctness is proven

by showing equivalence to the freeze register technique. We name HFr the freeze

register for the heap stack and EFr the freeze register for the local stack. The

freeze register technique is based on that backtracking will never reclaim stack

memory younger that the freeze register values, i. e., for the case of the heap, H

is updated on backtracking as:4

IF older(B[H], HFr)
H := HFr

ELSE
H := B[H]

Consumer can protect their heap/local stack memory by updating the value of

the freeze registers to point to the current top of the heap/local stacks at time

of consumer suspension. Frozen space is reclaimed only upon determining com-

pletion of a generator. For this purpose, generators save the value of the freeze

registers at time of the generator call. Initially all freeze registers point to the

4older(A, B) is True if A is older than B.
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beginning of the stacks.

The alternative to the freeze register technique used by this thesis is a variation

of the techniques presented in [46] and [44]. [46] uses a original technique to freeze

memory without using freeze registers. As we have note before, the WAM sets

H := B[H] upon backtracking to a choicepoint pointed to by B. Consider the

situation shown by Figure 2.4, where the consumer C is being suspended. The

pointers of the figure corresponds to choicepoint fields which store the value of

H at time of the choicepoint creation. We can achieve that no heap lower than

the one associated to C is reclaimed on backtracking to any previous choicepoint

by setting these pointers to the top of the heap stack at the moment of the

consumer suspension. More precisely, upon creating a consumer C whose heap

memory should be protected from backtracking we update these pointers for all

choicepoints between C and its generator, G, both included. Figure 2.5 shows the

state of the heap stack after the execution of this version of protect consumer/1.

To see why this action is correct, compare it with how it is done by using

freeze registers: when a consumer is encountered, HFr is updated as HFr := B[H].

Recall that on backtracking to a choice point, H is reset as follows:

IF older(B[H], HFr)
H := HFr

ELSE
H := B[H]
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which is equivalent to the proposed technique. The advantage of this freezing

approach is that it works with the standard WAM mechanisms and the global

efficiency is better since it does not impose any overhead to the WAM machin-

ery [46].

The cost of setting these heap pointers is linear in the number of choicepoints

that exist between the consumer and the generator up to which the freezing is per-

formed. Note that visiting each choicepoint once would not affect the complexity,

since this adds only a fixed cost to a choicepoint that was already created. In

order to update these heap pointers only once even if they are affected for several

consumer suspensions, we propose to update them with the value of an indirect

pointer to a position where the value of the current top of frozen memory is stored

(as shown in Figure 2.6). In this way, we can stop the choicepoint traversal when
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we encounter a choicepoint whose heap pointer is already pointing to the indirect

pointer and none of the heap pointers is updated twice. Therefore, there is only a

constant time overhead against the freeze register approach. The idea of indirect

pointers was proposed in [28] and it is closely related to the solution proposed

in [44].

The above mechanism can also be used for the top of the local stack. Similarly

to what happens for the heap pointers, the EB pointer of affected choicepoint can

be updated to a pointer to the top of the local stack at time of suspension. This

is done for all choicepoints between the consumer C and its generator (included).

Therefore, the top of the local stack can now be computed as in the WAM:

IF older(B[EB], E)
E+length(environment)

ELSE
B[EB]

and no change to the underlying WAM is needed. Again, we look at the freeze

register approach to achieve freezing of the local stack: EFr is set to EB on freezing

a consumer. Whenever the first free entry on the local stack is needed, e.g. on

backtracking to a choicepoint B, this entry is determined as follows:

IF older(B[EB], EFr)
EFr

ELSE
B[EB]

The code for the allocate instruction is slightly more complicated as a three-

way comparison between B[EB], EFr and E is needed. As for the case of the heap,

this solution does not impose any overhead to the WAM machinery and it has a

better global performance than the one based on freeze registers [44].
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3
Suspension-based Tabling

Implementation Approaches

Summary

This chapter analyses the most complex operations for tabling implementation.

In particular, there are three different operations that cannot be all performed

in constant time: consumer suspension, consumer resumption and variable ac-

cess. We propose three different tabling implementations where each of these

operations is penalized. Since these implementations are not time-comparable

from a theoretical point of view, at the end of this chapter we make an ex-

perimental performance evaluation of them using a set of common tabling

benchmarks in order to make conclusions about the most adequate tabling

implementation.

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 introduced the most general ideas about tabling implementation and

showed that one of the main features of tabled evaluation is its ability to stop the

execution of consumer calls and resume these consumers later on. Two main cat-

egories of tabling mechanisms can be distinguished to support this functionality:

suspension-based and linear tabling mechanisms. In suspension-based mecha-

nisms the computation state of suspended consumers is protected from back-

tracking by keeping a forest of execution trees on the stacks. Examples of this

33
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mechanisms are the SLG-WAM [112], CAT [45] and CHAT [47]. Linear tabling

mechanisms maintain a single execution tree where tabled calls always extend

the current computation without requiring suspension and resumption of sub-

computations. A consumer is resumed via the recomputation of its execution

tree. Examples of this mechanisms are the linear tabling of B-Prolog [138, 137]

and the DRA scheme [56].

This thesis focuses on suspension-based mechanism, which have been shown

to achieve better performance results. In general, suspension-based mechanisms

require deep changes to the underlying Prolog implementation in order to (ef-

ficiently) support the suspension and resumption of computations at low level.

A suspension-based tabling implementation maintains a forest of execution trees

on the stacks, where different execution trees might share some variables. Note

that each execution tree might have a different binding for the same variable,

which presents the well-know problem of the multi-binding representation. The

multi-binding representation problem can be defined as “how to represent differ-

ent bindings of the same variable corresponding to different branches of the search

space” [134], and was originally introduced in the context of or-parallelism [59].

Essentially, the multi-binding representation problem has to be solved by devis-

ing a mechanism where each execution tree has some private area where it stores

conditional bindings applicable to itself. For any solution, we can define the cost

of multi-binding representation in a tabling implementation by the composition

of the following operation costs: a) variable access cost, consumer suspension cost

and consumer resumption cost. It has been shown that it is impossible to imple-

ment these operations in constant time at the same time [58].1 In other words,

the management of tabled evaluation imposes a non-constant time cost.

Having the previous result in mind, we have devised different implementation

alternatives for solving the problem of multi-binding representation. All of the

proposed tabling implementation assume local evaluation, which is in principle,

easier to implement. Each implementation penalizes one of the different costs of

the multi-binding representation solution:

1This paper demonstrates a similar result for or-parallelism, but it can be trivially applied

to tabled evaluation.
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• Callable Copy Approach to Tabling (CCAT). Explained in Section 3.2. It

penalizes the consumer suspension cost by duplicating the memory acces-

sible by suspended consumers. Thereby, consumers share no memory. We

say penalizes because suspension is never a constant time operation as back-

tracking has to be performed. Suspension is not penalized if it has the same

complexity order as the backtracking operation.

• Optimized Copy Hybrid Approach to Tabling (OCHAT). Explained in Sec-

tion 3.3. It penalizes the consumer resumption cost by reinstalling the

conditional bindings applicable to the consumer itself before resuming the

consumer. The heap and local stack memory which is not affected by con-

ditional bindings is shared between all the consumers.

• Multi-Value Variables (MVB). Explained in Section 3.4. It penalizes the

variable access cost by creating variables that are associated to a set of

values. The right value is accessed in non-constant time using a special

consumer identifier. The heap and local stack memory that are unaffected

by multi-value variables is shared between all the consumers.

Finally, Section 3.5 shows that these tabling implementations are not time-

comparable from a theoretical point of view (as expected) and performs an exper-

imental evaluation to make conclusions about the most practical approach. There

is also a comparison with the most successful tabling system, XSB, in order to

infer conclusions about the maturity state of our implementations.

3.2 Callable Copy Approach to Tabling

Our first approach for tabling implementation is called CAT’ (Copy Approach to

Tabling’), which is similar to the one proposed in [45]. CAT’ copies selectively

the execution states of consumers and reinstalls these copies when needed. In this

respect, CAT’ resembles the approach also used in the MUSE model [5] in the

context of or-parallelism. CAT’ penalizes both, consumer suspension and con-

sumer resumption and it is optimized by CCAT in order not to penalize consumer
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resumption.

3.2.1 What needs to be saved?

This section analyzes the information that needs to be saved on consumer sus-

pension in order to allow consumer resumption later one. One could imagine

that create consumer/3 needs to save the whole state of the abstract machine (i.e.

all the stacks) in a separate memory area and then, execution just fails over the

consumer to perform backtracking. On consumer resumption the saved copy is

reverted on the stacks and the consumer would be feed with its answers. This

initial solution is inefficient because copying the whole WAM state is unneces-

sary. Moreover, this solution also leads to unnecessary recomputations, as the

execution of the query p(X). against the following program shows:

:- table p/1.

p(1) :- b.
p(2).

b :- p(Y ). b :- q.

The state of the abstract machine at the moment of the call to p(Y ) contains the

choicepoint for b. Note that the second alternative of b will have been exhausted

by the time p(X) generates its first answer (p(1) in this case). When the previous

consumer is resumed, we do not want to reinstall the alternative for b as the

goal q represents an arbitrary amount of (re)computation that can — and in the

presence of side-effects should — be avoided. Thus, a more selective copying of

the WAM state can and should be done.

Consumers are resumed by the completion fixpoint computation of a generator

in order to consume a new answers. For each available answers, the continuation

code of the consumer is executed, which is known to always fail, at last, after the

generation of a new answer for the generator being executed, since we are assum-

ing local evaluation. Thereby, the information to be saved by create consumer/3

is the one which is needed by the consumer continuation code, i. e., all the en-

vironment frames between the consumer and the current generator and all the
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heap structures hanging from the local variables belonging to these environment

frames. Note that this information needs to be protected from backtracking. On

consumer resumption, this information is copied back on the stacks in order to

restore the execution state at time of the consumer suspension.

3.2.2 Improving Consumer Resumption Complexity

This section introduces some modifications over the CAT’ design in order to re-

sume consumers in constant time and it can be seen as a low-level implementation

of the ideas presented in [25]. CAT’ is a relatively non-intrusive technique, but

it requires copying terms back and forth between Prolog and the table space

where consumer information is stored. Restarting a consumer is then an oper-

ation whose complexity is linear in the size of the memory. If a consumer is

resumed often and its amount of copied memory is large, the efficiency of the

tabled evaluation can quickly degrade.

The new (optimized) version of create consumer/3 copies the consumer environ-

ment frames directly onto the local stack — using standard Prolog format — and

the heap structures hanging from the corresponding local variables onto the heap

stack — using standard Prolog format too.2 Note that these duplicated terms

will not be untrailed on backtracking (they live on new memory locations and

then, they are not pointed to from the trail stack) as the original values would

be. Therefore, the consumer bindings are protected from backtracking and they

do not need to be reinstalled before the consumer resumption.

However, the fragment of code that copies the consumer memory on the top

of the stacks performs backtracking after consumer suspension in order to con-

tinue exploring alternative branches. Backtracking would remove the (duplicated)

consumer memory from the stacks. The solution is to protect the (duplicated)

consumer memory using the freezing stack operation introduced in Section 2.7.

Figure 3.1 shows the state of a choicepoint stack and local stack before calling

create consumer/3. The local stack is split into five segments. Consumer frames

2There is room for several optimizations here. For example, we could share ground terms

between different copies.
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Figure 3.1: Initial state.
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Figure 3.2: Frozen consumer frames.

belong to segments with numbers 3, 4 and 5 (segments 1 and 2 are discarded

because the generator always fails after computing any solution). All these envi-

ronment frames are duplicated to protect them from untrailing via backtracking

(we name bis to the duplicated segments). Segment 5 does not need to be du-

plicated because it only belongs to the consumer which is being suspended, but

segment 3 and 4 are duplicated to point to the duplicated structures hanging

from these local frames. Although the heap stack is not shown, heap structures

hanging from the consumer environment frames are also duplicated in a simi-

lar way to the local stack. The duplicated structures are then protected from

backtracking using protect consumer/1.

Figure 3.2 (right-side) shows the B[E] fields of the choicepoints G, P , A3 and

C, which point to an indirect pointer, L′, which ensures that the duplicated

memory is not reclaimed on backtracking (see Section 2.7). This memory will

be reclaimed after the completion of the generator G. Finally, the generator of

C stores in its subgoal frame a pointer to the (duplicated) environment frames

of C. Therefore, C can be resumed by doing the environment frame 5bis the

active one. The new implementation is called Callable CAT because consumers

are directly callable.

3A is the choicepoint just before the choicepoint of the consumer C.
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It is important to note that, in order to avoid more complex trail management

in the CCAT approach, we have defined a tabling source to source transforma-

tion where consumers are only resumed in the completion fixpoint procedure.

This condition ensures that a consumer is never resumed in the context of the

resumption of another consumer and then, the duplicated consumer memory is

guaranteed not to be shared between different resumptions of the same consumer

which might do different unifications for the same variables. Tabling based on

a different source to source transformation might need additional machinery in

order to manage the trail for this scenario.

3.3 Optimized Copy Hybrid Approach to Tabling

Figure 3.3 shows the execution stack state before the suspension of a general

consumer C, where G is the youngest generator being executed. We have the

B[H], B[EB] and B[T] fields represented. B[T] points to the topmost trail cell at

time of the choicepoint creation and represents the limit for the trail cells which

have to be undone on backtracking over B. In our example, a trail cell is pointing

to the variable A and another one is pointing to the variable B, whose bindings
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Figure 3.4: CHAT version of create consumer/3.

have been done during the execution of the generator G and before the consumer

C suspension.

We might think that the consumer memory can be protected from backtrack-

ing by freezing the current local and heap stacks as explained in Section 2.7. This

intuitive idea does not suffice to protect the consumer state at time of suspen-

sion because the untrailing operation executed on backtracking will undo some

of the bindings that belong to the consumer state. In our example, the bindings

of A and B will be undone on backtracking and this is clearly wrong because

the continuation code of the consumer C might access the variables A and/or B

and the bindings at time of consumer suspension should be accessed. The Copy

Hybrid Approach to Tabling (CHAT) [46] completes this intuitive idea by storing

in a separated memory area (the CHAT area) the bindings belonging to the con-

sumer. In particular, create consumer/3 stores in the CHAT area the part of the

trail between the consumer (C in our example) and the youngest generator being

executed (G in our example). The values the trail entries point to are also stored

to be reinstalled on consumer suspension. The result is shown in Figure 3.4.

After the consumer suspension, backtracking is performed. The local and heap

stacks is not reclaimed because they have been frozen, but the consumer bindings
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Figure 3.6: CHAT version of resume consumer/1.

are undone as shown in Figure 3.5 in order to explore alternative execution paths.

Later on, when the consumer needs to be resumed, its bindings are reinstalled by

using the information saved in the consumer CHAT area. Figure 3.6 shows the

result of this operation.

As explained before, create consumer/3 stores the part of the trail between the

consumer being suspended, say C, and the youngest generator being executed,
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say G. The problem is that G might depend on older generators and it would not

complete by itself. Therefore, execution would backtrack over G and bindings

older than the execution of G, which might belong to C, would be undone. Since

C can still be resumed because G did not complete, those bindings need to be

associated to the CHAT area of C too.

[46] solves this problem by creating a CHAT area for generators which cannot

complete by themselves. This CHAT area contains the bindings between G and

the youngest generator being executed before the call to G. Finally, the CHAT

area associated to G is shared between all the consumers inside the execution tree

of G and it is reinstalled on resumption of any of these consumers. In this sense,

G behaves as a consumer and its local and heap stacks need to be also frozen until

the choicepoint of the youngest generator being executed before the call to G.

Finally, if a consumer call C1 appears in the continuation code executed after the

resumption of another consumer C2, all the bindings in the CHAT area of C2 also

need to belong to the CHAT area of C1, what can be implemented by linking the

CHAT area of C1 with the CHAT area of C2. As a result of the previous scenarios,

CHAT areas are linked in order to share all the possible bindings between all the

consumers.

A More Lazily Creation of CHAT Areas

[46] creates CHAT areas on consumer suspension by examining which variables

have been recorded in the trail. However, this in the end needs to “simulate”

backtracking by traversing the choicepoints and the associated entries in the

trail. Since this is going to be done anyway on backtracking, we propose to lazily

create CHAT areas on backtracking over the consumer choicepoints. This saves

also work/memory if a binding is shared between several consumers. We call this

new tabling implementation approach Optimized CHAT (OCHAT), which is an

adaptation to Ciao [13] of the ideas presented in [44].

The functionality of create consumer/3 is now lazily spread on backtracking.

To this end, we use a special type of backtracking for frozen choicepoints. If a

consumer suspends, the choicepoints between that consumer and the youngest
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generator being evaluated have to be marked to reflect the initial consumer they

belong to. This is done by scanning the choicepoint stack from the topmost choi-

cepoint (i.e., the one corresponding to the suspending consumer) until an already

marked choicepoint (which belongs to the execution of another suspended con-

sumer) is found (see Section 2.7). On backtracking, a CHAT area is created which

is shared by a set of consumers. These consumers are the consumer created from

the one marked in the choicepoint until the last consumer which suspended. This

is, however, difficult to implement in systems that discard choicepoints just before

the last alternative is taken (this includes our implementation platform, Ciao): in

such cases the bindings of such an alternative would be wrongly associated with

the consumer marked in previous choicepoints. Non-trivial changes to the stack

management have to be done to avoid this (i.e., not removing a choicepoint when

the last alternative is taken), and the last alternative optimization would be lost.

In order to avoid this inconveniences, our solution is implemented in the un-

trail operation of backtracking. Each time a consumer suspends, the top of the

trail together with an identifier of the consumer that suspended are pushed onto

a special stack, the OCHATStack. When performing untrailing, if the trail pointer

is equal to the value of the topmost element of OCHATStack, we insert a new

binding in a CHAT area which is associated to the consumers corresponding to

the topmost element of OCHATStack and the last consumer that was suspended.

The trail pointer of the topmost element of OCHATStack is then decremented, and

if it is equal to the previous element in OCHATStack, it is popped out because the

following value to be untrailed is also shared with previous consumers. Note that

this implements a mechanism similar to the choicepoint-based one sketched in the

previous paragraph, but where the OCHATStack keeps track only of the relevant

fields which would otherwise go in the choicepoints. This makes it possible to

make these fields survive choicepoint removal without having to fiddle with the

choicepoint management, and keeping the last alternative optimization.

The code of the new untrail operation is shown in Figure 3.7. This can

obviously be made more efficient, but we are showing a simple version for clarity.
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if (!TrailYounger(trailPointer, top(OCHATStack)) {
createOrUpdateCHATarea(trailPointer);
trailPointer = trailPointer − 1;
top(OCHATStack) = trailPointer;
if (top(OCHATStack) == pre top(OCHATStack)) pop(OCHATStack);
}
else Untrail(trailPointer);

Figure 3.7: Pseudo-code for OCHAT untrail.

When are CHAT Areas Removed?

When a generator is completed, none of the CHAT areas created within its exe-

cution are needed any longer. On generator completion, the CHAT areas created

under the execution tree of that generator are reclaimed. Note that if CHAT

areas are stored on the standard heap stack, this operation is automatically done

by resetting the freeze registers to the value they have at the time of the generator

call.

3.4 Multi-Value Binding Approach to Tabling

The multi-value binding approach to tabling (MVB) defines a new kind of variable

(assigning a new tag, MVB, to it) that can keep several bindings at once. In

this respect, MVB resembles the approach also used in the Aurora model [86]

in the context of or-parallelism.4 Depending on a global flag, which we will

name the sid (from Suspension Identifier), the correct binding of a variable is

accessed. Therefore, dereferencing a variable can, under this approach, be seen

as a function:

Deref : V ariable× SuspensionId −→ V alue

which can retrieve the value a given variable had when a suspension was performed

if we provided the identifier of such a suspension. Therefore, MVB also freezes

4Although there are significant differences because the number of consumers (processes) is

unbounded.
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the stacks as the OCHAT approach makes, but instead of storing CHAT areas for

reinstalling the consumer bindings before a consumer resumption, MVB creates

multi-value variables to access the right binding of each consumer.

We will now provide more details on how this suspension identifier is managed,

and how the multi-value binding variables are accessed and kept up-to-date.

The Management of the Suspension Identifier

The global flag, sid, associated with a normal, SLD execution is zero. Whenever a

consumer appears, a new sid is associated to it in by incrementing a global counter,

last sid. When a generator completes, last sid and the sid global flag are reset to

the value they had at the moment in which the generator was created —i.e., a

sort of backtracking is performed on the last sid when completing generators.

With this scheme, resuming a consumer boils down to updating the value of

sid to the value at time of the consumer suspension. Consequently, the bindings

accessed through MVB variables will correspond to the bindings existing when

the consumer was suspended.

Which variables are MVB?

The variables which have to maintain different bindings for each consumer are

those appearing in the trail between a consumer and the youngest generator,

because these bindings would otherwise be lost on backtracking. These bindings

are associated with the suspension identifier of the consumer that suspends. For

the zero suspension identifier the corresponding variables behave as normal WAM

variables, and they will be unbound on backtracking.

How is an MVB variable implemented?

In our current implementation, MVB variables keep their bindings using a list

relating sids with variable values. Finding out the value of a variable for a given

sid in principle needs to traverse this list until sid is found. Obviously, this imple-

mentation makes the operation of accessing the value of a variable a non-constant
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time operation, which is one of the main issues when working with MVB imple-

mented as lists.5

It is important to remark that the suspension identifiers for bindings inserted

in the list associated to an MVB are increasing and consecutive, because they

correspond to consumers that have been created on or after the initial creation of

the variable, and they are sequentially numbered. Not all (conditional) variables

will necessarily be bound to a different value in different suspensions; alterna-

tively, a binding of an MVB can be seen by several consumers, for the same

reason that a segment of trail can be shared between different consumers. There-

fore, we actually compress somewhat the list representation. Instead of a single

suspension identifier per node in the list, each binding is associated to a pair of

sids which represent a range of suspensions for which the variable had the same

value. Then, each of the elements of the list of an MVB variable is a tuple of

the form <bind,first,last>, where bind is the binding for the variable for the sids

between first and last, both included.

To reduce the impact of non-constant variable access, an MVB variable is

equipped with a cache where the last accessed value and the range of suspension

identifiers for which it is valid are stored. If retrieving from the cache fails (be-

cause the sid looked up is not available), the binding is searched in the list and

the cache is updated. In addition, the list is kept sorted from the most recent sus-

pensions, with the highest sid, to older suspensions, with a lower sid. Whenever

a new binding is added to the list, its associated sid is necessarily greater than

all the sids associated with existing bindings, because consumers are generated in

a sequential order, and therefore it just has to be added to the front of the list.

Keeping the list sorted improves the efficiency of lookups (see later a description

of how lookups are done).

If an MVB variable is accessed with a sid that does not appear in the MVB list,

the cache is updated to point to a new free value, thus allowing for considerable

5Note that we could use an array to index the values of variables using directly the suspension

identifier. However that would mean that, in a conservative implementation, for every variable

which could take part in a suspension, we would need an array large enough to accommodate

a variable value for every possible suspension.
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memory savings. If that free variable is bound and a suspension is performed

later, those bindings will generate a new element of the MVB list.

This MVB representation is illustrated in Figure 3.12. For example, in heap

stack number 5, variable B has created an MVB variable pointing to the cache

(which is a free variable associated to sid zero) and then the value 3 is associated

with the 〈2, 2〉 range of sids and the value 2 is associated with the 〈1, 1〉 range.

Suspensions Nested Inside Resumptions

Assumed that consumer A is restarted and consumer B appears in this restarted

execution. There might be MVB variables of B which are associated with the

sid of A. If B is restarted, some of these variables could be accessed. The right

binding for B is the same as the binding for A, but the sid associated with B does

not belong to that MVB variable and a free variable would be returned.

To solve this problem the dependence between A and B has to be remembered.

As a consumer can depend directly on at most another consumer, it is enough to

have a single field per consumer to record this dependency. This dependency is

registered when suspending, and the sid of the consumer which suspends is made

to depend on the sid of the consumer within whose resumption we are suspending.

A sid can of course depend on other sids transitively.

As sids are generated in sequential order, a suspension can only depend on

previous suspension with a smaller sid. Therefore, when the MVB list is accessed,

if the sid S we are looking for is greater than the one being inspected (which means

that it is not going to appear in that list) we can search for the sid which S depends

on, starting at the current point in the list. Thanks to the order of sids in the

list and the ordering between dependencies, the MVB variable is traversed at

most once, even if several dependencies are followed. The code for MVB variable

access is shown in Figure 3.8. Note that we do not advance to the next element

if there is a sid dependence, because the same element should be inspected again.

Also, the cache is only updated with a range value if the current sid is found.

Otherwise, if we use dependencies, the cache is only updated with sidAux.
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Term accessMVB(Ref var) {
int sidAux = sid;
<value,first,last> = cache(var);
if (sidAux in [first,last]) return value;
<value,first,last> = firstElem(var);
do {

if (sidAux in [first,last]) {
if (sid == sidAux) updateCacheMVB(var,<value,first,last>);
else updateCacheMVB(var,<value,sid,sid>);
return value;

}
if (sidAux > last) {

sidAux = getDependence(sidAux)
if (!sidAux) {

updateCacheMVB(var,<free var,sid,sid>);
return free var;

}
}
else <value,first,last> = nextElem(var);

} while (hasMoreElem(var));
}

Figure 3.8: Pseudo-code for MVB access.

When are MVB variables created?

Similarly to CHAT areas (see Section 3.3), MVB variables could be created when

suspending a goal, by examining which variables reachable from that goal are

conditional and have been recorded in the trail. For the same reasons than

explained in Section 3.3, we create MVB variables lazily on backtracking. This

saves also work when a binding is shared between several consumers, because

regular variables in the shared part are converted into MVB variables only by

one of them.

Our solution is very similar to the one of lazily generation of CHAT areas and

it is implemented in the untrail operation of backtracking. Each time a consumer

suspends, the top of the trail is pushed onto a special stack, the MVBstateStack,

and it is associated to the sid of the consumer which suspends. When perform-

ing untrailing, if the trail pointer is equal to the value of the topmost element of
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if (!TrailYounger(trailPointer, top(MVBstateStack)) {
createOrUpdateMVB(trailPointer);
trailPointer = trailPointer − 1;
top(MVBstateStack) = trailPointer;
if (top(MVBstateStack) == pre top(MVBstateStack)) pop(MVBstateStack);
}
else Untrail(trailPointer);

Figure 3.9: Pseudo-code for MVB untrail.

MVBstateStack, we create (or insert a new binding in the MVB list if it was already

created) an MVB variable and the current binding is associated with the suspen-

sion range from the sid corresponding to the topmost element of MVBstateStack

and the last consumer which suspended, last sid. The trail pointer of the topmost

element of MVBstateStack is then decremented, and if it is equal to the previ-

ous element in MVBstateStack, it is popped out because the following value to be

untrailed is also shared with previous consumers.

The code of the new untrail operation is shown in Figure 3.9. This can

obviously be made more efficient, but we are showing a simple version for clarity.

When Are MVB Variables Removed?

When a generator is completed, none of the MVB variables (or, more precisely,

none of their bindings) created within its execution are needed any longer. As we

want to interfere as little as possible with the existing backtracking / untrailing

mechanism, each time an MVB variable is created (or updated) it is recorded in

a list associated with the last generator. On generator completion, the bindings

added under the execution tree of that generator are removed. If all of the

elements of the MVB list are removed, the MVB variable is made a regular and

free variable again.
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:- table p/1.

p(X) :-
A = 1,

(B = 2; B = 3),
p(X),
A = B.

p(1).

Figure 3.10: Tabled program.

13.− X = 1

12.− complete
?− p(X).

1.− A = 1, (B = 2; B = 3), p(X), A = B. 5.− p(1).

2.− (B = 2; B = 3), p(X), 1 = B.

3.− p(X), 1 = 2.

suspension

6.− p(1), 1 = 2.

4.− p(X), 1 = 3.

9.− p(1), 1 = 2.

10.− 1 = 2.

11.− fail.

suspension

7.− 1 = 2.

8.− fail.

Figure 3.11: MVB tabling execution.

Freezing Stacks

The way the heap and the local stack are managed in the MVB approach is the

same as the one of OCHAT. The main difference between these approaches is that

OCHAT saves the values pointed from the trail of each consumer to reinstall them

when resuming the consumer while MVB uses multi-value variables variables to

do that.

3.4.1 MVB Tabling Execution

We will try to clarify the MVB tabling approach presented previously using a

simple tabled program (Figure 3.10). The tabled execution tree of this program

is shown in Figure 3.11, and Figure 3.12 shows the creation of MVB variables.

Figure 3.13 shows the management of the MVBstateStack to create MVB variables

to be shared between several consumers.

We start with the query p(X). Execution starts with a global sid of zero. A and

B are created as unbound variables in Figure 3.12 (1), and they are unified with

A = 1 and B = 2 (Figure 3.12 (2)) before the execution is suspended because
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Figure 3.12: MVB variables.

a consumer is found (step 3). The suspension identifier associated with this

consumer is sid = 1, and last sid is updated to be 1.

Figure 3.13 (1) shows the entries in the trail for the variables A and B (PT

is the top of the trail) and the record to be inserted in MVBstateStack. Each

consumer inserts a pair <trail pointer, consumer sid> in the MVBstateStack —in this

case, it is the pair <2,1>.

Execution fails then and backtracks over the last choicepoint (2). As the

trail pointer is equal to the value of the trail pointer stored at the top of the

MVBstateStack, an MVB variable is created and associated with the range from

the sid of the topmost element of MVBstateStack, 1, to the value oflast sid, which

is 1 (Figure 3.12 (3)). Also, the cache of the new MVB variable is associated

with the sid zero and a free variable. This corresponds to the (unbound) variable

which would have been restored on backtracking. Besides, the value of the trail

pointer in the topmost element of MVBstateStack is decremented and the new pair

is <1,1> (Figure 3.13 (2)). Recall that free variables are created in the cache

associated with sid zero.

After backtracking, B = 3 (step 4) is executed and the cache of the MVB
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variable is updated with this binding (Figure 3.12 (4)). A new consumer is found

and associated with the sid 2, and last sid is updated to be 2. A new element is

inserted in MVBstateStack, <2,2>, which represents the current trail pointer and

the new consumer sid (Figure 3.13 (3)). Execution fails and backtracks over the

second clause of p/1. When B is untrailed, its MVB variable is updated to the

value B = 3 and it is associated with the sids (2,2) (Figure 3.12 (5)), inserted in

descending order.

To know the sids that B is associated to, the topmost item of MVBstateStack is

used. When the trail value stored there is decremented it reaches the same value

as the previous element in MVBstateStack, and the top of the stack is popped

out. (Figure 3.13 (4)). Now, A variable is untrailed, and a new MVB variable is

created (Figure 3.12 (6)), but it is associated with sids (1,2) because last sid is 2

and the top most element of MVBstateStack represents sid 1.

The second clause of p/1 is executed and the first answer, p(1), is found (step

5). It is inserted in an external table (as all tabling implementations do), and

then consumers can be restarted with this answer. In order to do that, the sid

variable is updated to be the sid associated to the consumer being restarted: for

example, when consumer 1 is restarted (step 6) and variable A is accessed, the

cache of its MVB variable is updated with the value associated with sid 1, and

the same for variable B (Figure 3.12 (7)). When consumer 2 is restarted (step

9), variable A is accessed in the cache, but the cache of variable B has to be

updated (Figure 3.12 (8)). Finally, the generator p(X) can be completed (step

12) and all of the MVB variables created under its execution tree are unbound

(Figure 3.12 (9)). The sid and last sid variables are updated to the value just
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before the generator execution (zero, in this case) and the answers found and

stored in the answer table are returned on backtracking (step 13).

3.5 Performance Evaluation of Suspension-based Tabling

Implementations

This section discusses the weak and strong points of the previous suspension-

based tabling implementations. First, we will develop a complexity analysis of the

previous implementations from a theoretical point of view based on the consumer

suspension cost, the consumer resumption cost and the variable access cost. We

will conclude that none of these implementations is better than the other ones for

the general case. Thereby, we will perform an experimental evaluation of these

implementations based on a common set of tabling benchmarks in order to decide

which implementation is the most practical one for the general case.

3.5.1 Theoretical Complexity Analysis

In this section we present a comparative analysis of the complexity of CCAT,

OCHAT and MVB.6 This complexity analysis focuses on the operations of con-

sumer suspension, consumer resumption and variable access. The rest of the

operations, i.e., checking if a tabled call is a generator or a consumer, are not

analyzed, because they are common to all three implementations.

CCAT

CCAT implements create consumer/3 by duplicating the memory accessible in the

continuation code of a consumer in a special memory area to protect it from

backtracking. In the preliminary implementation (CAT’) this continuation is

copied from the heap to a separate table (when suspending) and back (when

resuming). However, CCAT saves this consumer memory using the same data

format as the heap in order to use WAM code directly on these memory locations

6Note that the complexity of OCHAT is equivalent to the one of the SLG-WAM [44].
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when resuming. Thereby, consumer memory does not need to be copied back

each time the consumer is resumed. Consequently, resume consumer/1 is Θ(1).

The CCAT version of create consumer/3 copies all the environments until the last

generator and all the structures on the heap which hang from these environment.

Let E be the size of all the environments and H the size of the structures in

the heap. The time consumption of create consumer/3 is Θ(E + H). Note that

E is linear on the size of the local stack and H is linear on the size of the heap

stack. CCAT penalizes the cost of consumer suspension because its version of

create consumer/3 can be very costly. Finally, the variable access operation uses

standard Prolog terms and it can be considered a Θ(1) operation. The worst case

for CCAT is a tabled evaluation that generates a lot of consumers, but has few

consumer resumptions. For this case, create consumer/3 is expensive and we do

not take advantage of the efficiency of the constant time consumer resumption.

The larger is the memory associated to these consumers, the more harmful is this

scenario for the CCAT efficiency.

OCHAT

The OCHAT version of create consumer/3 copies the trail segment (and its associ-

ated values) between a consumer and its nearest generator onto the CHAT area.

This makes it possible to reinstall the values of the variables which were bound

when suspending a consumer C (and which backtracking will unbind) before re-

suming C. This amount of memory is linear in the size of the trail stack and

then both, create consumer/3 and the consumer resumption are Θ(T ), where T is

the size of the trail. OCHAT penalizes the cost of consumer resumption because

this operation can be done an unbounded number of times and it is not a Θ(1)

operation. Again, the variable access operation uses standard Prolog terms and

it can be considered a Θ(1) operation. The worst case for OCHAT is a tabled

evaluation where consumers are resumed very often but their reinstalled bind-

ings are not used in the continuation code of these consumers. In this case, the

consumer resumption operation would do an unbounded amount of speculative

work. The larger the trail section which need to be saved and the more times the
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Suspension Resumption Var. Access

CCAT Θ(E +H) Θ(1) Θ(1)

OCHAT Θ(T ) Θ(T ) Θ(1)

MVB Θ(T ) Θ(1) Θ(S)

Table 3.1: Complexity of CCAT, OCHAT and MVB.

consumers resumed, the more harmful is this scenario for OCHAT efficiency.

MVB

The OCHAT version of create consumer/3 can really be comparable with the oper-

ation of creating a CHAT area. Therefore, create consumer/3 is Θ(T ). MVB does

not perform the speculative OCHAT work of reinstalling the conditional bindings

of a consumer C before resuming C and thus, the consumer resumption operation

is a Θ(1) operation. MVB penalizes the cost of variable access, which is a very

frequent operation. Note that this penalization is only for the access to MVB

variables – standard variables are accessed in Θ(1). Although we are using an

MVB cache, sometimes the MVB list has to be traversed to find the right MVB

bindings for the current sid and the cost of MVB variable access is Θ(S), where

S is the number of consumers, since we might have a different bindings for each

of the consumers.7 The worst case of MVB is a program that generates MVB

variables with a large amount of bindings and they continuously suffer from cache

misses.

Summarizing

The analysis of previous sections is summarized in Table 3.1. We need to make

some assumptions in order to analyze this table: a) the suspension operation

is executed only once per consumer, the resumption operation is executed an

unbounded number of times for each consumer and variable access is a very

frequent operation; b) the size of the heap stack is usually much larger than that

7More efficient mechanism for accessing variable bindings is possible.
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of the trail stacks.

For the following analysis, which compares CCAT with OCHAT/MVB, we

consider that the cost of MVB variable access is a delayed cost of resuming which

is lazily done in order to avoid the speculative work of OCHAT. We can conclude

that E + H ≥ T, because each variable can be only once in the trail, and then

CCAT is worse than OCHAT and MVB when suspending. On the other hand,

CCAT is better than OCHAT and MVB when resuming. Consequently, for a

plausible general case, the more resumptions there are, the better CCAT behaves

in comparison with OCHAT and MVB, and conversely.

In any case, the worst and best cases for each implementation are different,

which makes them difficult to compare. For example, if there is a very large

structure pointed to from the environments, and none of its elements are pointed

to from the trail, CCAT is slower than OCHAT and MVB, since CCAT has to

copy all the structure in a different memory area when suspending and OCHAT

and MVB does nothing both when suspending and when resuming. On the other

hand, if all the elements of the structure are pointed to from the trail, CCAT

has to copy all the structure on suspension in a different memory area to protect

it on backtracking, but it is ready to be resumed without any other operation.

OCHAT and MVB have to copy all the structure on suspension too, because all

the structure is on the trail. In addition, each time the consumer is resumed,

OCHAT (speculatively) reinstalls all the elements of the structure. Thereby, the

more resumptions there are, the worse OCHAT would be in comparison with

CCAT. Finally, MVB would reinstall these bindings via the MVB cache if the

are accessed in the continuation code of the consumer. Although MVB avoids

some speculative work at the cost of a less efficient variable access operation, in

general, the more resumptions there are, the worse MVB would be in comparison

with CCAT.

Finally, MVB and OCHAT behave very similar on consumer suspension. MVB

should outperform OCHAT when the speculative work of reinstalling the condi-

tional bindings of a consumer is larger than the cost of the overhead due to the

MVB variable access.
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Program CCAT OCHAT MVB XSB

sg 1841.8 1905 1806 1649

atr2 390.5 353.4 339.2 351.0

pg 13.16 13.20 13.11 12.03

kalah 18.79 18.82 19.23 16.77

gabriel 19.47 19.39 19.83 18.42

disj 15.09 15.12 15.19 14.02

cs 58.25 57.80 58.19 51.03

peep 60.21 59.20 60.01 52.10

Dev. 2.55% 1.34% 0.91% -

Table 3.2: Performance evaluation of CCAT, OCHAT, MVB and XSB.

3.5.2 Experimental Evaluation

We have implemented the techniques proposed in this chapter as an extension

of the Ciao system [13]. All of the timings and measurements have been made

with Ciao-1.13 and using the standard, unoptimized bytecode-based compilation.

For XSB we have used XSB 3.3. All the executions were performed using local

scheduling and disabling garbage collection. We used gcc 4.1.1 to compile all the

systems, and we executed them on a machine with Ubuntu 11.04 and a 2.7GHz

Intel Core i7 processor.

We have used a common set of tabling benchmarks which is available from

http://clip.dia.fi.upm.es/˜pchico/tabling/. sg is the well-known same generation

program. atr2 is a compiled version of a probabilistic parser of Japanese by

Shigeru Abe, Taisuke Sato and Neng-Fa Zhou (13000+ lines), and pg, disj, kalah,

gabriel, cs o, cs r and peep are program analyzers created by automatically spe-

cializing the original programs w.r.t. the generic analyzers [33], and whose sizes

range from 600+ to 1500 lines. Table 3.2 provides the raw time (in milliseconds)

taken to execute these benchmarks using the different tabling implementations

explained in this chapter. We show in bold the best performance implementations

among the three for each of the benchmarks. Also, the last line is the average per-
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formance deviation of each approach respect to the most performance approach

for each benchmarks (the bold execution times). We are also comparing with

XSB, arguably the most successful tabling system (its tabling implementation

approach is equivalent to OCHAT).

The first conclusion is that XSB behaves better than Ciao. This is not sur-

prising since our tabling primitives are not yet compiled into WAM code and

they work by traversing a Prolog-C interface. We estimate the overhead of our

high-level implementation on 20% on average. Therefore, we expect to overper-

form XSB when the tabling compilation is improved. On the other hand, the

differences with XSB are not very large, what gives the intuition that our imple-

mentations are at a reasonable level of maturity.

The second conclusion is that the differences between the different tabling

implementations introduced in this chapter are not very large. We cannot con-

clude that this is a general behavior for other real world applications and we

plan to do more research here. Moreover, the high-level tabling compilation we

are using might hide the differences even more and this analysis will be redone

with the improved compilation process. We can conclude that the performance

of the different tabling approaches depend on the application domain, which is a

direct consequence of the ideas presented in Section 3.5.1 because these tabling

implementations are not time comparable.

Taking this issues into account, if we focus on our current set of benchmarks,

MVB overperforms CCAT and OCHAT on average. This is very interesting.

CCAT penalizes the consumer suspension and its worst case scenario is not very

rare. OCHAT penalizes consumer resumption by performing speculative work

to reinstall all the consumer bindings. Its worst case scenario appears in some

applications. For example, we have measured this speculative work in more than

50% of the execution time on average for the right-recursive transitive closure

application, which represents a very common scenario. On the other hand, MVB

does not penalize either consumer suspension or consumer resumption.

We have instrumented our implementation to count the number of value cache

misses, the percentage of cache misses with respect to the total accesses, the

average length of the chain of values, and the average number of items traversed
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Measure sg atr2 pg kalah gabr. disj cs peep Avg.

Cache misses 1504 2545 147 100 155 103 54 335 —

Cache misses (%) 1% 7% 17% 18% 9% 9.5% 5.3% 5.7% 8.7%

Avg. MVB length 30.6 1 3.5 1.4 1.8 1.3 1.2 2.1 4.9

Avg. list trav. 15.8 1 11.5 1.3 3.8 2.5 1.7 5.4 5

Table 3.3: Some statistics on the dynamic behavior of MVB variables.

in this list for each cache miss.8 This information is summarized in Table 3.3,

which shows that MVB variable access is not very time consuming. The main

conclusions we can draw are: even if the number of consumers is in principle

unknown and can be very large, value chains are usually rather small, which

suggests that an implementation with direct indexing may not in the end bring

large advantages. Moreover, the benchmark with the longest value chains (sg)

has as well the best cache behavior: only 1% of the accessed values were not in the

cache. The cache behavior is in general reasonable in the rest of the benchmarks

as well.

As said before, although the general case seems to be favorable to MVB in our

set of benchmark, we could find applications where CCAT overperforms OCHAT

and MVB and also applications where OCHAT overperforms CCAT and MVB

(as happens in some of our benchmarks). Future work will investigate on this

topic using other real word applications in order to find the approach with better

characteristics in general. In case the differences between the different tabling

approaches will be irregular, we plan to develop analysis in order to decide which

tabling implementation approach fits the best for a particular application.

3.6 Conclusions

.

We have presented and evaluated three different implementation techniques

for tabled evaluation. From the experiments we can conclude that, while theo-

retically any of these implementations can be arbitrarily better or worse than the

8This can be larger than the average list length because value searches can concentrate on

lists with lengths over the average.
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other ones, MVB seems to adapt better for the general case. On the other hand,

it is interesting to have available different tabling implementation approaches

because each of them can fit better depending on the application domain. Al-

though our implementation can still be improved in several directions (mainly

in the compilation phase), the performance we obtain is already acceptable and

comparable with state-of-the-art systems.



4
A General Implementation Framework for

Tabled CLP

Summary

This chapter describes a framework to combine tabling evaluation and con-

straint logic programming (TCLP). While this combination has been studied

previously from a theoretical point of view and some implementations exist,

they either suffer from a lack of efficiency, flexibility, or generality, or have in-

herent limitations with respect to the programs they can execute to completion

(either with success or failure). Our framework addresses these issues directly,

including the ability to check for answer / call entailment, which allows it to

terminate in more cases than other approaches. The proposed framework is

experimentally compared with existing solutions in order to provide evidence

of the mentioned advantages.

4.1 Introduction

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) [70] is a natural extension of Logic Pro-

gramming (LP) which has attracted much attention. CLP languages apply effi-

cient, incremental constraint solving techniques which blend seamlessly with the

characteristics of logical variables and which increase the expressive power and

declarativeness of LP.

61
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The interest in combining tabling and CLP stems from the fact that, similarly

to the LP case, CLP systems can also benefit from the power of tabling: it can

enhance their declarativeness and expressiveness and in many cases also their

efficiency. Some of the areas which can benefit from Tabled CLP (TCLP) are:

Constraint Databases [75] are databases where assignments to atomic values

are generalized to constraints applied to variables. This allows for more compact

representations and increases expressiveness. Database evaluation in principle

proceeds bottom-up, which ensures termination in this context. However, in order

to speed up query processing and spend fewer resources, top-down evaluation is

also applied, where tabling can be used to avoid loops. In this setting, TCLP is

necessary to capture the semantics of the constraint database [131].

Timed automata [7, 10] are used to represent and verify the behavior of

real-time systems. Checking reachability (to verify safety properties) requires

accumulating and solving constraints (with CLP) and testing for loops (with

tabling). TCLP needs constraint projection and entailment to optimize loop

detection and, in some cases, to actually detect infinite loops and non-reachable

states.

Abstract interpretation [37] requires a fixpoint procedure, often imple-

mented using memo tables and dependency tracking [66] which are very similar

to a tabling procedure [130]: repeated calls have to be checked and accumulated

information is reused. Some sophisticated abstract domains, such as the Octagon

Domain [87], have a direct representation as numerical constraints. Therefore,

the implementation of abstract interpreters might take advantage of TCLP.

The theoretical basis [131, 34] (and an initial experimental evaluation) of

TCLP were laid out in the framework of bottom-up evaluation of Datalog sys-

tems, where soundness, completeness, and termination properties were estab-

lished. While that work does not cover the full case of logic programming (due

to, e.g., the restrictions to non-interpreted functions), it does show that the con-

straint domain needs to offer projection and entailment checking operations in
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t(X) :- t(f(X)).

t(a).

?− t(X).

Figure 4.1: Looping, incomplete under variant tabling.

order to ensure completeness w.r.t. the declarative semantics. However, existing

TCLP frameworks and implementations lack a complete treatment of constraint

projection and / or entailment. The novelty of our proposal is that we present a

complete implementation framework for TCLP, independent from the constraint

solver, and which can use either precise or approximate projection and entailment.

We have validated the flexibility, generality, and efficiency of our framework

by implementing two examples: difference constraints [53] and disequality con-

straints. We have also evaluated the performance of our framework w.r.t. existing

similar implementations and w.r.t. tools that check timed automata properties.

4.2 Interaction Between Tabling and CLP

We have assumed variant tabling in the previous chapters, where a tabled call is

considered a consumer if it is identical to the one of a generator, up to variable

renaming. Variant tabling is not enough to ensure termination for some programs

and queries. The query in Figure 4.1 has the answer X = a, but it loops under

variant tabling: the initial query t(X) produces the call t(f(X)), which in turn

produces the call t(f(f(X))), and so on. Every call is not a variant of the call which

caused it. However, the second call (t(f(X))) is subsumed by the first one (t(X))

and, therefore, any answer to the former can be obtained by further specializing

some answer to the latter. Execution can suspend at this point and try the second

clause, which succeeds with the single answer X = a. This is termed subsumption

tabling [107] and is very useful in some programs.
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In TCLP, and in order to retain similar completeness properties when using

constraints, we will need to use operations of the constraint domain to detect

both when a more particular call can consume answers from a more general one

(call subsumption) and when to discard some answer because we already found a

more general one (answer subsumption).

In the case of TCLP, subsumption is generalized to constraint entailment. A

set of constraints C1 is entailed by another set of constraints C2 in the domain D

if D |= C2 → C1. This would make it possible to determine that the program:

p(X) :- Y < X, p(Y).

finishes under the query {X ≤ 10} p(X).1 if p/1 is tabled. Moreover, entailment

checking can avoid redundant computations.

Another required constraint operation is projection. The projection of a set

of constraints C onto variables V is a constraint C ′ over variables V such that

D |= ∃x.C ↔ C ′ where x = vars(C)−V . The projection makes it possible to get

rid of irrelevant constraints of a tabled call or a found answer. This is particularly

important for programs where otherwise an infinite number of answers with ever

growing answer constraint stores could be generated. Consider the following CLP

tabled predicate p/1:

p(X) :- X1 #= X + 1, X2 #= X1 − 1, p(X2).

where the symbol # differentiates constraints from arithmetical operations.

p/1 would generate an infinite set of answers to p(X) unless the constraints are

projected onto X, which will make it clear that the answers are identical.

The sometimes very high computational cost of entailment and projection

has to be taken into account when deciding how to implement them in a TCLP

system. The constraint domains we implemented and describe in Section 4.4

have comparatively inexpensive entailment and projection operations. Our TCLP

framework allows the implementation of approximate entailment/projection op-

eration. An alternative to performing entailment/projection operations is call

abstraction, where the constraint store associated to a tabled call is not taken

1The constraint store at call time is shown between curly brackets.
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into account to execute it. Call abstraction is a very simple approximation for

the projection and entailment operations, but it can unfortunately lead to arbi-

trarily larger computations and impact termination properties.

4.3 A General Framework for TCLP

We now present our TCLP implementation framework, which tries to address

the following main challenges: designing a global table that is parametric on the

constraint system; devising a new program transformation for TCLP programs

that can take advantage of entailment; and managing consumer suspension and

resumption when using general, perhaps external constraint solvers in which up-

dates cannot be directly recorded / undone by the Prolog trail. We also point to

some implementation alternatives for the primitives used by the constraint solver

to communicate with our TCLP framework.

4.3.1 Constraint Global Table

For reasons that will become clear shortly, our enhanced global table needs to

distinguish between (normal) Prolog variables and variables that take part in

constraints. In our implementation, the TCLP framework uses attributed vari-

ables [69] (which we will term AVs) for the constrained variables. AVs are a

mechanism to customize the behavior of the unification and are used, among

other things, to develop (in Prolog) constraint solvers for Prolog: the attributes

can be used to keep the constraints themselves, or to point to a constraint store

managed by an external constraint solver. We will denote the normal Prolog

variables as VAR. Figure 4.2 shows a snapshot of a constraint global table, which

the adaption to TCLP of the standard global table. Figure 4.2 will help us

understand the TCLP program transformation.

Since we still want to filter / classify calls according to their data structures

(i.e., Herbrand terms), call patterns are distinguished at the level of the constraint

subgoal trie, which is an extension of the subgoal trie to differentiate between

VARs and AVs. Figure 4.2 shows nine different Herbrand call patterns: f(X,A),
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Constraint Subgoal Trie

f/2

VAR0 a

VAR0 VAR1 VAR0 b VAR0

Subgoal

Frame 2

Subgoal

Frame 1

Subgoal

Frame 3

c VAR0

node
root

node
root

Constraint Store 1

Constraint Answer Trie
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AV0 < 0

Constraint Store 2 Constraint Store 3
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0 =< AV1

3=<AV0=<4

AV1 =< 0

3=<AV0=<4

AV0

Figure 4.2: Constraint Global Table.

f(X,X), f(X,Y), f(A,A), f(A,B), f(A,X), f(a,b), f(a,A), and f(a,X). 2

Every leaf node points to the call constraint store set, a general structure

(here, a list) which can maintain separate constraint stores (representing different

generators) for the same Herbrand call pattern. Call constraint store sets are

managed by the constraint solver and the global table merely keeps pointers to

them. Here, f(X,A) has three different constraint stores, corresponding to the

different generators: {A < 0} f(X,A), {3 < A < 5} f(X,A) and {7 < A} f(X,A). Each

generator is associated to its corresponding subgoal frame.

The constraint answer trie follows a similar idea, classifying the different

answer patterns of a generator at the Herbrand level. Every leaf node of the

constraint answer trie points to the answer constraint store set, which maintains

constraint stores of possibly different answers for every Herbrand answer pat-

tern. Figure 4.2 shows five different answers for the generator {3 < A < 5} f(X,A):

{3 ≤ A ≤ 4} f(c,A), {3 ≤ A ≤ 4} f(X,A), {3 ≤ A ≤ 4} f(A,A), {3 ≤ A ≤ 4, 0 <≤ B} f(B,A),

2A and B are AVs while X and Y are VARs.
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and {3 ≤ A ≤ 4, B ≤ 0} f(B,A).

4.3.2 TCLP Program Transformation

The program transformation for TCLP programs uses some operations pro-

vided by the tabling engine (lookup call/2, prune generators/1, create consumer/3,

protect consumer/1, consume answer/2, lookup answer/2, prune answers/1, new answer/3

and complete/1) and some operations that have to be provided by the con-

straint solver: solver lookup call/4, solver recover CS/1, solver consume answer/1 and

solver lookup answer/4. The new program transformation for the code:

:- table t/1.

t(X) :- body1(X).
t(X) :- body2(X).

is illustrated in Figure 4.3, and explained below.

lookup call/2 finds/inserts the Herbrand pattern of the current tabled call in

the constraint subgoal trie and returns CallS, the leaf node of the constraint sub-

goal trie which represents the current tabled call. Note that CallS represents a

set of generators since the same Herbrand pattern can be shared between differ-

ent generators that have different constraints associated to the variables of the

Herbrand pattern. Therefore, solver lookup call/4 uses CallS to look for a previous

generator whose associated constraint store CS is more general than the store

CSo associated to the current call G. To achieve this, CSo is projected onto

V ars(G) to give CSp, and entailment checking is used to search for a CS more

general than CSp. If it is found, SF is unified with the subgoal frame associated

to CS. Otherwise, CSp is added to the call constraint store set CallS and SF is

unified with a new subgoal frame associated to CSp. CSp can be made the active

store (which in some cases can speed up the execution of the generator — see

Section 4.3.4), in which case CSo is returned to be used by solver recover CS/1 in

order to reinstall it for continuing the execution. PG may be unified with a list of

existing generators entailed by the new tabled call (whose constraint stores would

be removed from CallS), which can be pruned and transformed into consumers
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t(X) :-
lookup call(t(X),CallS),
solver lookup call(CallS ,SF ,CSo,PG),
prune generators(PG),
(

Status == new −>
tabled t(X,SF ,CSo)

;
Status == complete −>
solver recover CS(CSo)
consume answers(t(X),SF ,ACS),
solver consume answer(ACS)

;
create consumer(t(X),SF ,Cons),
protect consumer(Cons),
fail

).

tabled t(X,SF ,CSo):-
body1,
lookup answer(SF ,AS),
solver lookup answer(AS ,CSo,ACS ,PA),
prune answers(PA),
new answer(SF ,AS ,ACS).

tabled t(X,SF ,CSo):-
body2,
lookup answer(SF ,AS),
solver lookup answer(AS ,CSo,ACS ,PA),
prune answers(PA),
new answer(SF ,AS ,ACS).

tabled t( ,SF , ):- complete(SF ).

Figure 4.3: The new program transformation for TCLP.

of the new tabled call by prune generators/1.

consume answer/3 is a modified version of consume answer/2 which unifies ACS

with the constraint store of the answer being consumed.

solver consume answer/1 uses ACS to conjoin the current constraint store with the

answer constraints.
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lookup answer/2 behaves as its LP version and returns AS, the leaf node of the

constraint answer trie which represents the Herbrand pattern of the new answer.

solver lookup answer/4 is the answer version counterpart of solver lookup call/4. It

uses AS to look for a previous answer whose associated constraint store CS is

more general than the current constraint store. The current constraint store is

projected onto the set of variables which are visible by the rest of the execution

to give ACS, and entailment checking is used to search for a CS more general

than ACS. If it is found, solver lookup answer/4 fails. Otherwise, ACS is added

to the answer constraint store set AS. CSo, which is the constraint store of the

current tabled call, can be used to avoid storing redundant constraints between

the tabled call and the current answer. For example, if CSo is {0 < X < 10} and

ACS is {0 < X < 5} we could store only {X < 5} as the new answer constraint

store, since {0 < X} is already a constraint in the generator. PA may be unified

with a list of existing answers entailed by the new one (whose constraint stores

would be removed from AS), which will be removed from the answer list of SF

by prune answers/1. If they are currently being consumed, the current execution

path is canceled. Finally, new answer/3 inserts the pair 〈AS , ACS〉 into the answer

list of SF to be later returned by consume answer/3.

4.3.3 Consumer Suspension/Resumption

Suspension-based tabling needs to navigate the execution tree in order to suspend

and resume consumer executions. As we have seen in Chapter 3, suspension-based

tabling usually uses stack freezing and trail management to this end. However,

the TCLP framework hides the way the constraint solver keeps the constraint

store and therefore cannot rely on updates being trailed. We work around this by

having the constraint solver define a forward trail/2 predicate. Its first argument

represents actions which specify how to undo constraint addition (i.e., how to

backtrack) and the second one represents actions which specify how to reinsert

previously removed constraints, needed to proceed towards consumer resumption.

Every time there is a change in the constraint store, a forward trail/2 term is

pushed onto the trail stack (using the undo/1 predicate) so that it is invoked on
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backtracking. By defining forward trail/2 to execute its second argument when

called, the action to undo updates to the constraint store will be executed on

backtracking. Later on, when recovering a consumer execution state, the TCLP

framework will find a forward trail/2 term in the trail and its first argument will

be called to, stepwise, recover the state of the constraint store at the time of

suspension.

4.3.4 Improvements to Constraint Domain Operations

The implementation of the constraint solver API can offer additional functionality

besides what is strictly necessary to use tabled constraints.

A constraint store S is a conjunction of constraints. We define the result of

merging a set of constraint stores, Si, as a new constraint store M such that

M ⇔
∨

i Si where
∨

i Si is true for and only for valuations of variables which

make at least one Si true.

solver lookup answer/4 can benefit from answer merging, which replaces two or

more answer constraint stores by the result of merging them. This can save mem-

ory in the answer constraint store set and also execution time, since consumers

will consume one, more general answer, instead of two or more.

solver lookup call/4 can also take advantage from call merging, which replaces

two or more generators by a new one whose associated constraint store is the

result of merging the constraint stores of the original generators. This is sound

(in the absence of pruning operators), as any answer to the more general call

will also be an answer to the more concrete ones. The advantage is that answers

can be reused in more cases, but it can also recompute execution paths of the

merged generators. For example, the generators G1 ≡ {0 < X < 3} p(X) and

G2 ≡ {X ≥ 3} p(X) can be merged and replaced by G3 ≡ {0 < X} p(X). A future

consumer {X ≥ 2} p(X) can reuse answers from G3 but it could not have reused

answers from either G1 or G2. lookup constraint call/4 might also apply standard

call abstraction to create a call more general than the actual one, based on some

constraint domain heuristics.

As we presented earlier, the state of the constraint store of a resumed consumer
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can be recreated using forward trail/2. Another alternative is cloning : copying the

constraint store when consumers suspend to make reinstalling that state cheaper.

This can be built on top of the forward trail/2 mechanism: when suspension hap-

pens, the constraint store is copied and forward trail/2 is installed on the trail (via

$undo/1) to switch between the current and the consumer (copied) constraint

store. The rest of the forward trail/2 calls can be left in the stack with null ac-

tions, or just not be pushed. This can make it possible to find a balance between

copying and trailing [119].

Finally, solver lookup call/4 projects the active constraint store onto the vari-

ables of the current (generator) goal in order to perform entailment checking.

A new constraint store can be generated with this projection and made the

active one in order to speed up the execution of the goal, As an alternative,

solver lookup call/4 may avoid making the projected constraint store active, so

that the goal is executed under the non-projected one. The impact on perfor-

mance depends on the particular program, and deciding the best option in every

case is left for future work.

4.4 Some Samples of Constraint Solvers in TCLP

4.4.1 Equality and Disequality Constraints

The constraint domain D 6= allows constraints of the form X = a, X = Y , X 6= a

and X 6= Y . Under the assumption that there is an infinite domain of constants,

managing this constraint domain is easy. The normal Prolog mechanisms can

handle the equality relationships by implementing them with unification, and

therefore the solver representation only has to keep track of the disequalities.

Hence, a constraint store C is simply a set of disequalities. These constraints

simply suspend until both sides of the disequality are ground and the solver then

fails if they are identical.

The projection and entailment operations are simple. Projecting C onto V

is simply {d | d ∈ C, vars(d) ⊆ V }, i.e., keeping only disequalities that involve

variables in V . Entailment is defined by D 6= |= C1 → C2 iff C1 ⊇ C2.
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Merging in this domain is also easy, since the constraints are so weak. Suppose

that we have two constraint stores C∪{X 6= a} and C∪{X 6= b}. Any solution θ

of C where X takes some value c is clearly a solution of (C∧X 6= a)∨(C∧X 6= b),

since either c 6= a or c 6= b. Hence we can merge the two constraint stores to obtain

C. As a consequence, two constraint stores over the same variables can always be

merged and the call/answer constraint store set always has one constraint store.

This constraint solver is fully implemented using the attributes of the con-

strained variables and, thus, the functionality of the forward trail/2 predicate is

not needed (the standard trail takes care of constraint store changes).

4.5 Difference Constraints

Difference constraints D≤ are of the form X−Y ≤ d. This is an important class of

constraints that are useful for scheduling problems and temporal reasoning. They

include the simple bounds constraints X ≤ d and X ≥ d as special cases by using

a distinguished variable V0 which represents the value 0: X ≤ d ⇔ X − V0 ≤ d

and X ≥ d⇔ V0 −X ≤ −d.

Solving difference constraints is based on shortest path algorithms. Each con-

straint X−Y ≤ d represents an edge from X to Y of length d. The system is satis-

fiable if there are no negative cycles. This can be checked using the Bellman-Ford

single-source shortest path algorithm. An incremental solver for these problems is

also possible [53]. While satisfiability only requires a single-source shortest path

algorithm, for entailment and projection we will need information on all pairs of

shortest paths. Hence, we make use of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to compute

them.

The solver representation is an n × n matrix of distances A where AX,Y is

the shortest distance from X to Y . Satisfiability is checked by running the O(n3)

Floyd-Warshall algorithm and checking that the AX,X entries are all non-negative.

Incremental solving simply updates the matrix using a new edge X − Y ≤ d and

is O(n2). This matrix is implemented in C and the attributes of the AVs are

indexes in this matrix. forward trail/2 is used to undo/redo changes in the matrix

dimension or in any matrix cell.
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Projecting the constraint store onto a set of variables V is simply extracting

from the current matrix A a matrix of distances A′v1,v2 = Av1,v2 for all pairs

{v1, v2} ⊆ V . Entailment of one store A′ by another A, D≤ |= A → A′, simply

checks that Av1,v2 ≤ A′v1,v2 ,∀{v1, v2} ⊆ vars(A).

Store merging is also possible. We have implemented a modified version of [40].

We attempt to merge a new answer constraint store An with each previous answer

constraint store Ai, 0 ≤ i < n. If Ai

⋂
An 6= Ø, we calculate their convex hull,

i.e., the matrix Ai

⊎
An =

∧
max(Aivj,vk

, Anvj,vk
). We then subtract all answer

constraint stores Aj, 0 ≤ j ≤ n from Ai

⊎
An. If the result is unsatisfiable,

Ai

⊎
An is the new merged answer constraint store and all the previous answer

constraint stores which are entailed by Ai

⊎
An can be eliminated.

4.6 Experimental Performance Evaluation

In this section we compare our TCLP framework with other systems. In par-

ticular, we compare with TCHR under XSB [118]3 and UPPAAL [77], a time

automata verification tool. Our TCLP framework has been implemented in Ciao

Prolog [68], available from http://ciaohome.org/download latest.html.

All the systems were compiled with gcc 4.5.2 and executed on a machine with

Ubuntu 11.04 and a 2.7GHz Intel Core i7 processor. The TCLP program transfor-

mation imposes some overhead w.r.t. the regular tabling program transformation

when there are no constraints in the tabled calls. We have measured this overhead

to be, on average, around 10%, using the set of benchmarks in [30]. Of course,

whether to use TCLP or normal tabling can be decided by the user.

3Plain XSB [113] (which supports constraint call variant) and [39] were not included in our

comparison. The current version of the former is currently not able to execute most of our

benchmarks and the latter is not publicly available.
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4.7 Ciao TCLP versus TCHR / XSB

Table 4.1 shows execution times in ms. for a set of benchmarks.4 sg is the same

generation benchmark with 50 nodes, and it uses the D 6= disequality solver. The

suffix dq\ N indicates a query such as sg(1,X) where X is constrained with N

disequalities.

The rest of the benchmarks use the D≤ difference constraint solver. path im-

plements right-recursive reachability in a (dense) graph with 30 nodes. The suffix

indicates the maximum number of nodes in the path (which is forced through a

constraint). truckload is taken from [118] and is a shipment problem with time

constraints and parametrized by the load of the truck; the more load, the larger

the search space. fibo is the Fibonacci problem using a constraint-based recursive

definition. fibo 10 calculates the 10th Fibonacci number and b fibo 89 finds the

index whose Fibonacci number is 89. Note that the two last benchmarks use the

same program; reversibility stems from using constraints.

We compare standard SLD in Ciao and our TCLP implementation in Ciao,

and CHR and TCHR in XSB. Our implementation is clearly more efficient than

TCHR, partly due to a better, leaner constraint solver and partly to the TCHR

overhead in managing tabled constraint calls.

If we ignore these overhead differences, interesting conclusions can be reached.

From the examples, TCHR does not appear to benefit from additional constraints:

the execution time for the sg and path benchmarks5 is largely stable despite the

increasing number of constraints imposed on the call variables. This is to be

expected as TCHR uses call abstraction and removes these constraints before

executing the calls. Our implementation maintains all the constraints, and there-

fore execution time in these benchmarks decreases as the constraints get tighter

because the search space is reduced. In particular, for a node count of 0 in the

path benchmark, the search space is empty. Note that for 10 disequalities in

the sg benchmark execution time increases. We postulate that it is because the

search space does not change very much and we add the overhead of constraint

4Available from http://clip.dia.fi.upm.es/˜pchico/tabling/flops2012.tar.
5All of these benchmarks need tabling because they lead to infinite derivations.
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Ciao SLD Ciao TCLP CHR TCHR

sg dq 0 — 2 312 — 49 184

sg dq 10 — 2 408 — 50 638

sg dq 20 — 2 008 — 51 952

sg dq 30 — 1 441 — 52 179

sg dq 40 — 730 — 52 366

sg dq 50 — 104 — 52 511

path 30 — 7 140 — 129 978

path 25 — 6 680 — 129 876

path 20 — 5 964 — 128 955

path 15 — 4 336 — 129 313

path 10 — 2 396 — 128 994

path 5 — 433 — 129 616

path 0 — 1 — 129 472

truckload 100 254 78 3 041 1 511

truckload 200 12 040 2 096 105 833 26 505

truckload 300 119 815 5 900 > 15min 102 901

fibo 10 53 0 2 047 4

b fibo 89 62 4 2 231 —

Table 4.1: Time comparison for TCLP frameworks in ms.

management.

fibo and truckload do not need tabling but they benefit from memoing. Here,

constraints do not prune the search space very much and TCHR / call abstraction

could be viewed as a usable alternative (the differences w.r.t our framework can be

mainly attributed to TCHR overheads). On the other hand, b fibo under TCHR

does not finish because the recursive call generates an infinite search space when

using call abstraction. As a conclusion, call abstraction is acceptable for some

problems but there are other cases where constraint entailment is key (to ensure

termination, for example).

Although we did not present memory statistics, benchmarks where our frame-
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Ciao TCLP UPPAAL

Fischer 2 0 0

Fischer 3 12 1

Fischer 4 270 44

Fischer 5 10 576 4 514

Table 4.2: Ciao TPLP vs. UPPAAL.

size 4 size 5 size 6 size 7

Ciao 14 94 1 948 212 169

Ciao Merging 0 17 112 741

Table 4.3: Non-Merging vs. Merging.

work explores a search space smaller than TCHR have a memory behavior im-

provement similar to that in execution time.

4.7.1 Timed Automata Applications

Reachability problems in timed automata (TA) can be expressed with difference

constraints. Table 4.2 shows execution times in ms. for the verification of the

Fisher Mutual Exclusion protocol for N processors. We compare with UPPAAL

v4.0.13, a specialized, well-known, industry-standard tool widely recognized as

the most efficient TA verification tool. We are using it here without extrapolation

and memory reduction techniques, to make a fairer comparison.

It is clear that UPPAAL outperforms our TCLP framework, but we think that

our implementation is still usable. The reasons for the difference are obvious: our

TCLP implementation is a generic tool and in any case much less mature than

UPPAAL, and it is still open to many optimizations, while UPPAAL is a specific

tool developed over several years. On the other hand, our TCLP framework is

strictly more powerful than UPPAAL. TCLP can perform backward reachability

analysis and deal with Timed Modal Mu-Calculus formulas [94], while UPPAAL

only performs forward reachability analysis. Also, our TCLP framework could
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implement a more general constraint domain – e.g. linear constraints – to solve

more complex problems (although entailment/projection operations would be less

efficient) and it can combine all these characteristics with standard Prolog code.

Finally, Table 4.3 shows the benefits of answer merging. We verify a synthetic

timed automaton where the stores for answer constraints of each TA state can

be merged into a more general one (e.g {X > 0, X ≤ Y, Y < 10} can be merged

with {Y > 0, Y < X,X < 10} to obtain {0 < X < 10, 0 < Y < 10}). Size

indicates the number of states, the larger the size, the larger the search space.

The merging algorithm can be expensive and therefore it may not be advisable to

turn it on by default, but it can prune the search space exponentially and give an

exponentially better memory usage. It will be interesting, in our view, to explore

how to detect the cases where answer merging can bring an advantage.

4.8 Related Work

Besides the seminal work of [131, 34] there are other proposals [39, 118] notably

close in spirit to this paper, but which differ in a number of relevant points.

A framework for tabled constraint solvers in XSB is presented in [39]. It builds

around the ability to table calls with attributed variables, and it assumes that

the constraint solver is written using attributed variables. The advantage is that,

since attributed variables are trailed, the built-in forward trailing mechanism of

XSB is automatically reused, instead of having to provide one tailored to the

constraint solver. However, we also provide that functionality automatically for

solvers written using attributed variables, and in addition we can use external

solvers. We note that the latter is very interesting since attributed variables are

sometimes cumbersome or underperforming. Additionally, the entailment, pro-

jection, and abstraction operations have to be provided by the constraint solver

in [39], while we require the operations solver lookup call/4, solver recover CS/1,

solver consume answer/1 and solver lookup answer/4, that are more oriented towards

tabling and which could be optimized further in the constraint solver. Finally,

one of the drawbacks of [39] is related to efficiency: it requires a rigid manage-

ment of answers (stored as lists) or answer entailment checking with respect to
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all the previous found answers, even if they have different answer patterns, which

can lead to poor performance.

XSB also supports constraint tabled calls by default, but it imposes the restric-

tion of using only variant call checking (including constraints), without entailment

checking of calls/answers. As we have seen (Section 4.2), this is impractical in

some scenarios.

A general framework for CHR under tabling evaluation is described in [118].

This approach, which brings the flexibility that CHR provides for writing con-

straint solvers6 also suffers from rigid management of constraint stores associated

to tabled calls / answer sets, efficiency issues rooted on the need to change the

representation between CHR and Herbrand terms, and the necessity to perform

a non-trivial manual program transformation. Beyond this, the main drawback

of this approach is the lack of call entailment checking and the enforcement of

total call abstraction. This was a deliberate design decision, but, as we have seen,

it brings serious disadvantages. We believe that constrained tabled calls should

be supported, and the constraint solver should be able to decide the abstraction

level of call abstraction to be provided.

Finally, XMC/rt [50] and XMC/DBM [94] are two tools written in XSB to

perform verification of timed automata. We did not compare with them because

they are not complete constraint programming systems, but rather applications.

Also, we could not find up to date versions to execute and compare with, and

extrapolating from previously published performance figures proved unreliable.

4.9 Conclusions

We have studied the viability of a new architecture for tabled constraint and im-

plemented solvers with support for tabling evaluation for two different domains.

Both solver implementations had an impact on the design of our TCLP frame-

work and contributed to a more general management of the constraint stores.

6Note that our approach allows, in principle, to use solvers written in CHR, specially since

the Ciao system includes a CHR implementation.
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To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation of TCLP support-

ing call entailment checking, which provides reliability, flexibility, and efficiency.

In particular, in our TCLP framework call/answer constraint store sets can be

managed using data structures other than lists, the suspension/resumption of

consumers is based on trail management, and performing entailment checking

and user-defined call abstraction is possible. Although some of these charac-

teristics demand more work from the constraint solver programmer (call/answer

merging, forward trail/2,. . . ), the implementation of tabling already provides non-

trivial mechanisms such as consumer suspension, consumer resumption, freezing

of execution states, or computation pruning. Finally, our system incorporates

novel ideas such as answer merging, call merging, answer merged pruning or call

merged pruning. A proper use of these features can lead to large performance

improvements in TCLP evaluation.
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5
Swapping Evaluation under Tabled LP

Summary

One of the differences among the various approaches to suspension-based

tabled evaluation is the scheduling strategy. The two most popular strate-

gies are local and batched evaluation. The former collects all the solutions to

a tabled predicate before making any one of them available outside the tabled

computation. The latter returns answers one by one before computing them

all, which in principle is better if only one answer (or a subset of the answers)

is desired. Batched evaluation is closer to SLD evaluation in that it com-

putes solutions lazily as they are demanded, but it may need arbitrarily more

memory than local evaluation, which is able to reclaim memory sooner. Some

programs which in practice can be executed under the local strategy quickly

run out of memory under batched evaluation. This has led to the general

adoption of local evaluation at the expense of the more depth-first batched

strategy. This chapter studies the reasons for the high memory consumption

of batched evaluation and proposes a new scheduling strategy which we have

termed swapping evaluation. Swapping evaluation also returns answers one by

one before completing a tabled call, but its memory usage can be orders of

magnitude less than batched evaluation.

5.1 Introduction

One of the key decisions in the implementation of tabled evaluation is when to

return new answers to subsequent calls (called consumers), i.e., the scheduling

81
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strategy. Two main scheduling strategies have been studied and applied so far:

local and batched [52]. In the previous chapters we have studied different imple-

mentation approaches for local evaluation, which computes all the answers of a

generator (the first appearance of a call to a tabled predicate) before returning

them outside the generator tree. It is efficient in terms of time and stack usage

when all answers are needed. It is also efficient when an answer maximizing or

minimizing some metric is required, because usually all the answers are available

when it comes to computing the extremal one.

Batched evaluation returns answers as soon as they are available. It is efficient

for finding the first answer (or, in general, some but not all answers) of a tabled

predicate and for parallelizing tabled evaluations: in parallel local evaluation,

consumers outside the generator tree have to wait for the generator to complete,

while in batched evaluation these consumers could in principle run in parallel

and use answers stored in the table while the generator is still computing and

adding more answers. Batched evaluation, however, may need arbitrarily more

memory than local evaluation: space can be reclaimed when subgoals have been

completely evaluated, and local scheduling completes goals earlier and so can

reclaim space earlier, while batched evaluation normally has more subgoals in

the process of being computed at any particular point in time (and thus not

completed). Memory management is also complicated by its usual stack-based

nature, and batched evaluation ends up with more unused memory trapped in

the stacks. We will analyze these factors and propose solutions to improve the

memory usage of batched evaluation while still keeping its good behavior for

first-answer scenarios.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 gives a brief

account of the advantages that answer-on-demand tabling can bring. Sections 5.3

and 5.4 explain why batched evaluation uses more memory than local evaluation

and propose how to improve it through a new scheduling strategy, swapping eval-

uation. Section 5.5 evaluates in XSB our solution experimentally and shows that

in some cases it uses orders of magnitude less memory than batched evaluation

without compromising execution speed. As there are applications where swapping

evaluation is better than local evaluation and vice-versa, Section 5.6 suggests how
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to combine both evaluations in the same engine. Finally, Section 5.7 shows some

implementation details of swapping evaluation in XSB and Section 5.8 adapts the

XSB implementation of swapping evaluation to Ciao.

5.2 Motivation.

We can loosely divide many Prolog applications into two broad categories: in-

memory deductive database applications where all answers to a query are re-

quired, and artificial intelligence (AI) search applications where it is required

only to determine the existence of a solution and perhaps provide an exemplar.

Tabled Prolog has been effectively applied for the former type, such as model

checking and abstract interpretation, but not so effectively for the latter, such

as planning. This may be traced back to the fact that local scheduling is mem-

ory efficient for all-answer queries, but batched scheduling, which is better for

first-answer queries, shows relatively poor memory utilization in the latter case.

The swapping evaluation strategy proposed in this paper is a depth-first search

strategy that has memory performance much closer to local scheduling. In fact

the order of its search is much closer to Prolog’s order than is batched schedul-

ing, thus allowing Prolog programmers’ intuitions on efficient search orders to be

brought to bear while programming in tabled Prolog. We believe swapping evalu-

ation will make tabled Prolog a much more powerful tool in tackling applications

in AI areas involving search.

5.3 Improving Memory Usage by Precise Completion Detec-

tion.

One of the reasons for the importance of the completion instruction is that it

allows reclaiming memory from the WAM stacks. Before a generator begins doing

clause resolution, it saves the then-current values of the freeze registers. Their

values generally change during the execution of the generator in order to preserve

the execution state of new consumers. When the generator completes, the freeze
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?− a(X).

:- table a/1, b/1.

a(X) :- b(Y), a(X).
a(X) :- ...

b(1).
b(X) :- large, b(X).

Figure 5.1: Tabled program.
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Figure 5.2: ASCC memory behavior.

registers are reset to their original values and the frozen space is reclaimed.

5.3.1 An Overview of ASCC Memory Behavior.

Batched evaluation uses an approximation to detect SCCs (termed ASCC [112])

in which the completion of some generators is postponed to ensure that memory

needed by later executions is not incorrectly reclaimed. However, this results in

keeping some space frozen that could be reclaimed. Consider the example code in

Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2(A) shows the stack of the generators, in which Gb is under

Ga at the moment of the b(Y) call. The triplets of the completion stack (on the

right) are the original identifier of each generator, its deepest dependence,1 and

the values of its freeze registers; note that we are showing only the choicepoint

stack, and therefore we need just the freeze register for it. Then, Gb finds a

solution and a consumer (Ca) of Ga appears in the first clause of a/1. Thus, Gb

cannot be completed before Ga when the ASCC is used to ensure that memory

frozen by Ca is not incorrectly reclaimed (see Figure 5.2(B)). Gb continues its

execution and a consumer Cb of Gb appears, which freezes a lot of memory. That

memory can be released upon completion of Gb, but it is not released using the

ASCC (see Figure 5.2(C)) because the leader of Gb is Ga, and the completion of

Gb is postponed.

1A generator can complete if its deepest dependence is not lower than its own identifier.
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Figure 5.3: SCC memory behavior.

5.3.2 A Solution: Imposing SCC Memory Behavior.

The ASCC changes the structure of the SCC to overapproximate the protection of

frozen memory. In the previous execution, Gb does not depend on Ga, because Ca

lies outside the scope of Gb. Instead of changing the SCC structure, we propose

to let Gb complete and release memory up to Ca (the youngest node belonging

to a not-yet-completed SCC). We do this by changing the original values of the

freeze registers that were stored when a generator was created as follows. When a

consumer appears, all the generators that appear after that consumer’s generator

have their original freeze register values updated to the current freeze register

values. Then, the memory frozen by the new consumer will not be reclaimed if

those generators complete.

Consider the previous execution using the new approach. When Ca appears,

the stacks are frozen until cell number 3 (included). The generators which ap-

peared after Ga (the generator of the new consumer) update their freeze register

values to be 3, but the SCC structure is not changed (see Figure 5.3(A)). Then,

Cb freezes the stacks (see Figure 5.3(B)) but since Gb is a leader node, it can

complete and the value of the freeze registers is updated to be 3. All the mem-

ory frozen by Cb is reclaimed (including ancillary memory used by Gb such as

its ordered list of answers and list of consumers) without reclaiming the memory

frozen by Ca (see Figure 5.3(C)). The memory used by Gb is kept unreclaimed2.

2It could, however, be collected by garbage collection. This kind of trapped memory already
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5.4 Swapping Evaluation: the General Idea.

Both in local and batched evaluation, whenever a new consumer whose generator

has not been completed appears, execution suspends after consuming all the

available answers and WAM stacks are frozen. Some of these suspensions are

inherent to tabled evaluation, but some others are not, as we will see in the next

section.

5.4.1 External Consumers: More Stack Freezing than Needed.

We define two kinds of consumers: internal and external. A consumer is internal

to an SCC when it appears inside the execution tree of that SCC, and it is

external otherwise. As a simple example, let us have a program with clauses

{(:− table a/0), (a :− a), (a)} and the query ?− a, a. The leftmost a in the query

is a generator, the a in the body of the first clause is an internal consumer, and

the rightmost a in the query is an external consumer.

Freezing the stacks associated with internal consumers is necessary for

suspension-based tabled evaluation because they avoid infinite loops. But ex-

ternal consumers (which don’t appear in local evaluation) freeze the stacks so

that they can resume when the generator produces additional answers. Note

that future external consumers can freeze the stacks again in those branches gen-

erated by a external consumer suspension. This stack freezing happens out of the

scope of the tabled evaluation, leading to a sort of memory-consuming breadth-

first search that may require significant memory, as the following example that

uses batched evaluation shows:

?− t(X), p, t(Y), fail.
:- table t/1.
t(1).
t(2).

p :- large1.
p :- large2.
...
p :- largeN.

t(1) is found first and then the first clause of p/0 is executed. Then t(Y), which

appears in other suspension-based tabling implementations and, interestingly, in the marker

model for independent and-parallel execution when backtracking happens on trapped goals [64]
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is the first consumer, consumes t(1) and execution suspends after freezing the

stacks because there are currently no more available answers for the consumer to

return. Execution backtracks to the second clause of p/0 but the memory used

by the execution of the first clause of p/0 has not been reclaimed. The same

behavior will happen with the second consumer of t(X) after the second clause of

p/0 succeeds. At the end of the program, N large computations corresponding to

each of the clauses of p/0 are frozen, in a fashion similar to a breadth-first search

evaluation. In the next section we will see how this behavior can be avoided.

5.4.2 Swapping Evaluation: External Consumers No Longer Suspend.

An external consumer suspends when it does not have more available answers,

and it waits for its generator to (eventually) produce more answers. We propose

a different approach. When an external consumer needs more answers, it is

transformed into a generator to produce them. Symmetrically, its generator is

transformed into a consumer, because answers will be computed by the new

generator. We termed this new scheduling strategy swapping evaluation because

an external consumer and its generator are swapped. The swapping operation

can be seen as a change in the backtracking order since we backtrack over the

generator before backtracking over the top of the stacks.

Consider the previous example using swapping evaluation. When the con-

sumer t(Y) needs more answers, it is transformed into a generator to find the

second answer t(2). Note that it does not recompute the first solution; it instead

continues where the generator left the computation. Then, execution fails (due

to the call to fail/0 in the query) and the swapped generator completes. The first

clause of p/0 is backtracked over, but now the space it used can be reclaimed. A

new consumer appears after the second clause of p/0 succeeds which consumes

both answers (using the completion optimization) before fail/0 is reached. Ex-

ecution backtracks over the remaining clauses of p/0 until it fails. Finally, the

original generator consumes the second answer t(2). The rest of the execution

continues as expected, with the former generator, now consumer, t(X) consuming

saved answers. The result is that at most one clause of p/0 is kept in the stacks
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at a time, as in depth-first evaluation.

This is the most basic example of swapping evaluation, but the swapping

operation is complex due to swapping control, precise completion detection, and

the reordering of the stacks to change the backtracking order. Section 5.7 gives

implementation details of swapping evaluation.

This scheduling strategy was suggested in [114], where the authors suggested

it as a way to recover SLD-like execution to support cuts. As they show, local

and batched evaluation do not follow the order of SLD resolution even if there

are no internal consumers, but swapping evaluation has an interesting property:

“if SLD resolution finishes, swapping evaluation keeps the clause resolution order

of SLD, but some (redundant) branches are pruned.”

We independently rediscovered this strategy by analyzing where memory us-

age in batched scheduling was excessive and deriving methods to improve that.

Our original contribution is the design of the algorithms and data structures,

their efficient implementation, and their performance evaluation in XSB. Our

performance analysis supports the effectiveness of the solution.

5.5 Experimental Performance Evaluation.

We have implemented the techniques proposed in this chapter in the XSB system.

All timings and measurements have been made with XSB Version 3.2, disabling

the garbage collector: we wanted to study the effects in time and memory con-

sumption of the different evaluation strategies, without additional “agents” which

could add additional noise. We used gcc 4.1.1 to compile the systems and we ex-

ecuted them on a machine with Ubuntu 8.04, kernel 2.6.25, and an 1.6GHz Intel

Core 2 Duo processor. Execution times are shown in ms. and memory usage in

bytes.

The benchmarks, which we will briefly explain here, are available from

http://clip.dia.fi.upm.es/˜pchico/tabling/. tcl, tcr, and tcn are transitive closures

on a graph with left, right, and double recursions, respectively. sg is the well-

known same generation program. numbers takes a list of numbers and a target

number N, and tries to find an arithmetical expression that evaluates to N us-
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ing operations from a fixed set and all the given numbers. It uses both guided

and blind search in a potentially huge and irregular space, ultimately driven by

number theory. atr2 is a compiled version of a probabilistic parser of Japanese

by Shigeru Abe, Taisuke Sato and Neng-Fa Zhou (13000+ lines), and pg, disj,

kalah, gabriel, cs o, cs r and peep are program analyzers created by automatically

specializing the original programs w.r.t. the generic analyzers [33], and whose

sizes range from 600+ to 1500 lines.

5.5.1 First-Answer Queries

For queries requiring only one solution, swapping/batched evaluation can be sig-

nificantly faster and use less memory (both in the stacks and in the call/answer

table) than local evaluation. Table 5.1 shows the results, in time and memory, of

several such programs, under local and swapping evaluation. Batched evaluation

is not shown because it behaves quite similarly to swapping evaluation in these

cases. The first four benchmarks look for the first answer of the query presented

in the table. atr2 ground parses a (ground) Japanese sentence of twelve tokens.

atr2 1var and atr2 2var parse the same sentence but with the last token and the

last and first token, respectively, being free variables, which naturally leads to

an increase of the size of the search space. numbers is an example of the kind

of program that merely looks for a witness for the existence of a solution. In

numbers X, X represents the size of the set of numbers.

These results give a strong motivation for using answer-on-demand tabling, as

the behavior in time and memory of these benchmarks is significantly better un-

der swapping/batched evaluation than under local evaluation. Notice, specially,

the exponentially bad behavior of numbers when local evaluation is used, while

swapping/batched evaluation remains linear.

5.5.2 All-Solution Queries.

We have also analyzed a set of well-known programs which are queried to gen-

erate all solutions. Note that, following the classification in Section 5.2, these

benchmarks exemplify the worst case, where local evaluation, naturally devised
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Local Swapping

Query Time Stack Mem Table Mem Time Stack Mem Table Mem

tcl(100, ) 0 2,320 1,828 0 3,276 212

tcr(100, ) 20 162,756 89,108 0 21,164 9,852

tcn(100, ) 20 190,660 90,640 0 2,228 212

sg(1, ) 392 147,420 191,128 0 2,228 212

atr2 ground 36 405,512 386,696 36 258,732 382,273

atr2 1var 1,048 522,844 3,864,540 744 296,244 3,374,687

atr2 2var 2,060 622,380 19,299,868 756 338,640 4,015,368

numbers 4 20 3,916 81,884 0 5,412 2,496

numbers 5 544 7,108 2,406,312 1 6,632 4,416

numbers 6 22,865 202,676 99,177,188 2 7,956 8,620

Table 5.1: Time and memory comparison for first-answer queries.

to generate all the solutions to a query, performs in general better than swapping

evaluation. Therefore, they are not representative of an average behavior.

Their memory and time behavior appear, respectively, in Tables 5.2 and 5.3.

In both we show data for local evaluation, original batched evaluation, batched

evaluation with precise completion, and swapping evaluation (which uses precise

completion), plus a normalized comparison between swapping and local evalua-

tion. We include both versions of batched evaluation to determine whether the

differences come from a more precise SCC at completion or from using swapping

evaluation.

We divide the benchmarks into three classes, according to their structure.

Benchmarks from tcl to atr2 are highly tabling intensive. They do not show big

differences when using the different tabling evaluations because they generate few

SCCs. We might in any case conclude that there is a slight time overhead due to

the precise completion or/and the more involved swapping control. On the other

hand, they in general favor swapping evaluation memory-wise.

Benchmarks pg to peep call all the predicates in the analyzers with free vari-

ables as arguments. Every predicate is called from a different clause and after

the call finishes failure is forced to generate all the solutions and to backtrack to
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Program Local Batched-ASCC Batched-SCC Swapping Swapping
Local

tcl 2,248 2,176 2,708 2,172 0.97

tcr 196,068 180,368 180,692 178,768 0.91

tcn 229,392 209,648 209,972 208,644 0.91

sg 764,960 813,276 813,600 790,068 1.03

atr2 478,112 476,736 452,572 475,592 0.99

pg 18,140 133,736 104,064 74,660 4.11

disj 7,096 32,900 33,312 11,124 1.57

kalah 11,700 61,060 39,944 23,324 1.99

gabriel 20,256 42,460 42,268 22,700 1.12

cs o 8,424 31,172 31,268 10,596 1.26

cs r 9,532 31,896 28,976 11,420 1.20

peep 22,700 354,612 77,664 78,572 3.46

pg deep 18,564 339,744 307,572 32,384 1.74

disj deep 23,852 - 63,253,432 45,920 1.93

kalah deep 29,116 - - 132,232 4.54

gabriel deep 30,884 - 333,494,384 69,444 2.25

cs o deep 8,356 63,420 50,680 32,988 3.95

cs r deep 21,424 12,961,540 4,075,708 78,772 3.68

peep deep 28,396 - 51,194,340 106,228 3.74

Table 5.2: Memory comparison for all-solution queries.

the next clause. Solutions are kept in the table space and can be reused between

calls, as benchmark predicates call each other internally. Forcing failure simulates

a sort of local scheduling, even if the engine supports swapping or batched eval-

uation. For this reason, local performs always better than swapping (but within

reasonable limits), and batched performs worse than swapping, but not with a

huge difference. Precise completion brings advantages in some benchmarks.

The queries in the previous paragraph do not represent a common case where

there are few simultaneous dependencies between producers and consumers.
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Program Local B-ASCC B-SCC Swapping Swapping
Local

tcl 37.35 35.36 35.46 35.49 0.95

tcr 55.91 56.49 57.53 57.55 1.03

tcn 67.25 68.04 68.77 68.59 1.02

sg 263.27 272.57 275.99 293.37 1.11

atr2 872.64 876.29 884.07 884.65 1.01

pg 9.02 8.93 9.043 9.06 1.00

disj 10.66 10.46 10.73 10.88 1.02

kalah 12.05 11.91 12.06 12.31 1.02

gabriel 13.48 13.19 13.45 13.52 1.00

cs o 18.54 18.49 19.03 18.82 1.02

cs r 36.43 36.54 37.21 36.57 1.00

peep 38.34 38.07 39.01 38.60 1.01

pg deep 10.13 10.07 10.97 9.88 0.98

disj deep 165.58 - 574.72 171.07 1.03

kalah deep 17,375.49 - - 17,147.00 0.99

gabriel deep 2,749.17 - 4,180.91 2,808.98 1.02

cs o deep 1.88 1.81 1.87 1.94 1.03

cs r deep 70.27 79.51 99.15 69.36 0.99

peep deep 273.05 - 384.99 272.07 0.99

Table 5.3: Time comparison for all-solution queries.

Therefore, we have used a new category of queries where the program code is

the same as in the previous group, but queries to the predicates in the analyzers

are arranged in a conjunction, resulting in a much more complex set of interde-

pendences (again, due to predicates internally calling each other). Generating all

the solutions is, as before, forced by a fail/0 call at the end of the conjunction.

In this category, swapping evaluation performs somewhat worse than local

evaluation both in memory and (with some exceptions) in time behavior,3 due

3This is because swapping evaluation imposes some swapping control, some new data struc-
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to the need to keep alive the environment stacks of the generators in order to

resume search for more solutions. However, unlike batched evaluation (which is

not even able to finish some of the benchmarks), swapping evaluation maintains

an acceptable memory behavior.

As a conclusion, answer-on-demand tabling has been found to be advantageous

when only some answers are required. However, batched evaluation (the classical

answer-on-demand strategy) was found to have a very bad memory behavior in

cases where complex dependencies appear among tabled calls. This problem led

to the use of local evaluation for all applications (with the lack of efficiency in some

cases), but we think that our measurements indicate that swapping evaluation is

a viable alternative for answer-on-demand applications because it does not have

the bad-memory-behavior of batched evaluation.

5.6 Combining Local and Swapping Evaluation.

The previous section exhibits applications where swapping evaluation performs

much better than local evaluation (and vice-versa, within reasonable limits).

While it could be possible to select the adequate engine for every application,

for simplicity, ease of maintenance, and benefit of the final user, it would be nice

to have the tabling engine implement only one strategy. We show that this is

feasible by demonstrating how local evaluation can be effectively emulated by

swapping evaluation. Assume that t(X) is a tabled predicate in a swapping evalu-

ation engine. It is possible to generate automatically a wrapper which evaluates

t(X) using local scheduling by:

1. Renaming the header of the clause(s) defining t/1 to be t orig/1.

2. Adding the following wrapper code:

t(X) :- call is consumer(t orig(X)), !, t orig(X).
t(X) :- (t orig(X), fail; t orig(X)).

ture management, and mainly an execution stack reordering which leads to a non-negligible

overhead. In any case, the differences are not very significant, and there are optimizations still

available if execution speed proves to be a problem (see Section 5.7).
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If the call to t(X) is a consumer (determined using a built-in available in

the tabling engine), we consume from t orig(X), and we cut the second clause of

t(X). Otherwise we force the generation of all the answers for t orig(X) and then

we consume them. Note that a similar transformation to make local evaluation

behave as batched or swapping does not seem to be possible.

Experimentally, this simple simulation performs around 10% worse than local

evaluation in memory and time when executing very intensive tabling programs.

Note that in this case the relatively costly swapping operation is never invoked,

since there are no external consumers. Therefore, the overhead comes from other

sources (e.g., the check/insert operations in the global table are executed three

times for every generator call: one for the call is consumer/1 call, and two for

the t orig/1 calls of the second clause), and a lower-level implementation should

improve both memory and time behavior.

In return, this transformation makes it possible to have, in the same system

and with the same engine, a predicate-level decision on whether to evaluate under

a local or a swapping policy, and use the appropriate strategy in each case. A

similar consideration leads to the combination of batched and local evaluation at

the subgoal level in [108]. However, in their work, batched evaluation is still used

as the alternative to local evaluation, and the way in which the combination is

achieved is much more complex, involving lower-level changes to the engine.

5.7 Swapping Evaluation Implementation Details.

We now describe, at a somewhat high level, some implementation details for the

implementation of swapping evaluation in XSB in order to provide an idea of the

complexity inherent to the implementation of swapping evaluation.

Generator Dependency Tree (GDT): we use an XSB register named ptcp

(from parent tabled choicepoint) which points to the nearest generator under

which we are executing, and which is stored in each consumer choicepoint. The

ptcp fields of the generator choicepoints make up the GDT representing the cre-

ation order and dependencies among generator calls.
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Leader Detection: we have added a new field to every generator choicepoint

which keeps track of the leader of each generator (NULL if the generator is a leader

itself), and it is used to accurately reconstruct the SCC. When a new consumer

C appears whose leader is LC, the generators in the current GDT branch update

their leader field to be LC, until we find a generator whose leader is already LC.

External Consumers Detection: a key to implement swapping evaluation

is determining whether a consumer is external or internal. To do that, we have

defined a new field in all the generator choice points (the executing field) which

points to a free heap variable. When the new answer operation is executed,

that variable is unified with some arbitrary value. Then, whenever a consumer

appears, if the executing field of its leader generator points to a free variable

the consumer is internal and otherwise, the consumer is external. Note that

that binding is undone if we continue with the leader generator execution on

backtracking, as we need.

Creating Generators with Private Variables: since generators can be

swapped with external consumers, and the execution segments of each generator

can be moved to the top of the stack, the tabled subgoal call operation makes

a private fresh copy of the generator variables. Then, all the bindings of the

generator call will be private to its execution, and those new variables cannot

be bound from outside the scope of the generator execution. Consequently, the

execution tree of the generator can be moved to the top of the stacks in the same

state as it was left.

An alternative possibility would be to untrail all bindings done between the

last answer of the generator and the external consumer call in order to recover the

original generator state each time an external consumer (which was swapped by

the generator) continues making clause resolution to find new answers. We have

chosen to make a private copy of generator variables because it does not require

a significant use of memory (between 2.5% and 0.1% in the benchmarks we have

executed) and it simplifies our implementation. In terms of speed, we cannot

make strong conclusions because the untrailing alternative is not implemented,
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but we are quite confident that their performance would be very similar.

Thus, in our implementation, each generator has two substitution factors:4

one for the original generator call (to consume answers) and another one for the

answer bindings of private variables (to insert them in the table). As a drawback,

we lose the binding propagation of batched evaluation which makes it faster than

local evaluation in some benchmarks. On the other hand, swapping evaluation

performs less trail management (because external consumers do not switch their

environments) than batched evaluation, and, also, more consumers can take ad-

vantage of the completion optimization because some external consumers will find

their table entry completed.

More Functionality in the New Answer Operation: Pointers to the top

of the trail and the top of the choicepoint stack are saved by the new answer

operation when a generator finds a non-duplicate answer. Two new fields of the

generator choicepoints, answer cp and answer trreg, remember those values. These

pointers will be used to determine which parts of the execution tree must be

moved when the swapping operation is performed to continue the execution from

where it was left by the generator.

The Swapping Operation: we term OldGen the choicepoint of the generator

and NewGen the choicepoint of the external consumer to be swapped. First,

OldGen is inserted into its corresponding consumer list (the one belonging to the

generator pointed to by the ptcp register of OldGen) and NewGen is erased from the

consumer list it belongs to. Then, the fields of the choicepoints are updated, such

as the program counter, the substitution factor of the private copy of variables,

the leader of the new generator (NULL), the last consumed answer of OldGen (which

is the last one found) and the executing field of the new generator. The following

pseudo-code summarizes this operation:

NextAlternative(NewGen) = NextAlternative(OldGen);

4Substitution factor is a structure to keep track of the originally free variables of a tabled

call. It is used in order to consumer answers by consumers and insert answers in the global

table by generators.
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NextAlternative(OldGen) = answer return inst;
PrivateSubstitutionFactor(NewGen) = PrivateSubstitutionFactor(OldGen);
Leader(NewGen) = NULL;
LastConsumeAnswer(OldGen) = LastAnswerFound(NewGen);
isExecuting(NewGen) = YES;

If OldGen found an answer before leaving its execution scope, we need to move

the segment of the choicepoint stack which belongs to its clause resolution to

the top of the choicepoint stack. In other words, we move all the choicepoints

between the point where the last answer of OldGen was found (pointed to by

answer cp) and OldGen to the top of the choicepoint stack. To do that, OldGen will

point to the current top of the choicepoint stack and the choicepoint following

answer cp will point to OldGen. This is implemented by scanning the choicepoints

from answer cp looking for a choicepoint that points to OldGen; that choicepoint

is made to point to NewGen.5 The same reordering is done with the trail6 and

the local stack (indeed, the program counter of the last local stack frame is also

updated to point to the continuation of NewGen).

The next step is to reorder stacks from NewGen to the point where the last

answer of the generator was found. In this case, reordering the local stack is

not needed, and the choicepoint that points to answer cp is updated to point to

OldGen. The final result is that we have moved the execution tree of OldGen to

the top of the stack.

This stack reordering is also done for all consumers under the execution of

OldGen, because they can belong to different execution paths.7 Originally, we

should traverse all the generators in the same SCC OldGen belongs to looking

for consumers that appear under the execution of OldGen by checking if OldGen

5This traversal can be avoided by inserting a marker choicepoint after OldGen and updating

its pointer to its previous choicepoint.
6That means that trail cells are no longer kept in relative order, and the way environment

switching locates the first common ancestor of two consumers being switched has to be changed.

The new algorithm traverses the trail of each of the consumers alternatively, marking cells as

they are traversed. The first common ancestor is found when an already-marked cell appears.
7This step is not needed should the marker choicepoint optimization be done, as all the

consumers would be linked to that marker.
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appears in their ptcp chain. To make this checking more efficient, consumers are

stored in the list of consumers of the generator pointed to by their ptcp field

(which is the nearest generator under they are executing), instead of in the list

of consumers of their generator.8

The final step is to reorder the completion stack and update the freeze reg-

isters. The portion of the SCC which OldGen belongs to and which is under the

execution of OldGen, has to be moved to the top of the completion stack (because

their corresponding stacks have been moved to the top). The freeze register val-

ues of these generators are updated to protect the memory space of NewGen from

backtracking. This is because, as the physical and logical order are different, after

backtracking over a choicepoint physically younger than NewGen, the associated

memory to NewGen would be wrongly reclaimed. Indeed, the oldest generator

among the generators younger than OldGen9 which does not belong to that SCC

(called G) receives the original freeze register values of OldGen. This is because

when G appears, the freeze registers are protecting memory of the SCC which

OldGen belongs to. But that SCC was moved to the top of the stacks, and the

segment from the memory protected by the original freeze register values of G to

the memory protected by the freeze registers of OldGen can be reclaimed when G

completes.

A Sample Execution We consider a non-trivial swapping evaluation scenario

using the code in Figure 5.4. The first operation is the tabled subgoal call of a(X)

where private variables (marked with primes in Figure 5.6) of the original call are

created to facilitate moving generator executions. Then, an internal consumer

of Ga, Ca1, appears and suspends. When the second generator, Gb, creates its

completion stack frame, the freeze register value is 2 (see Figure 5.5(A)). A new

internal consumer of Ga, Ca2, appears and suspends, setting the freeze registers

8This change does not affect the rest of the tabling implementation and it should (heuristi-

cally) be more efficient than the original approach, because switching between consumers will be

more likely to select those which are closer in the execution tree, thereby reducing the amount

of work invested in untrail/redo operations.
9The completion stacks gives us the age of the generators.
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?− a(X), inter, b(Y).

:- table a/1, b/1.

a(X) :- a(X).
a(X) :- code1,

b(X),
code2.

b(X) :- code3,
a(X),
code4.

b(X) :- code5,
X = 1.

Figure 5.4: Non-trivial

scenario.
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to 6. As swapping evaluation needs a precise SCC (Section 5.3), Gb also updates

its original freeze register values. Later, Gb finds its first answer using its second

clause. This answer is propagated to the generator and Ga finds its first answer

(Figure 5.5(A) shows answer cp of each generator).

After the execution of inter, there is an external consumer b(Y) of Gb. When it

consumes all the available answers, a swapping operation is performed. Using the
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limits saved by the new answer operation, the dotted rectangle in Figure 5.6(A) is

moved under b(Y) as shown in Figure 5.6(B). To do that, we update the pointers

to the previous choicepoint of code3 and code2 and the current choicepoint is

code5, as shown in Figure 5.5(B). A similar reordering is done with trail cells and

local stack frames. The new generator Gb saves the current values of the freeze

registers and the freeze registers are updated to be 10, to protect the memory of

Gb.

The execution continues as expected until Gb tries to complete. Note that

the swapping operation has transformed Ca2, which was an internal consumer,

into an external consumer. Consequently, before checking for completion, all

the consumers under the execution of Gb are checked in case they have become

external consumers. We can easily access them because, as explained before,

consumers are saved in the consumer list of the generator pointed to by their

ptcp.

Since Ca2 is now an external consumer, the swapping operation is performed

to move the execution tree in the dashed rectangle in Figure 5.6(B) under Ca2, as

shown in Figure 5.6(C). The reordered choicepoints are shown in Figure 5.5(C).

As a consequence, generators change their order in the completion stack. The

new generator of Ga saves the value of the freeze registers and Gb takes their

values from the previous values of Ga to reclaim all the memory upon completion

of Gb.

5.8 Porting Swapping Evaluation to Ciao

Although the performance evaluation in Section 3.5.2 encourages using MVB as

the tabling implementation approach, we will use OCHAT for adapting swapping

evaluation due to its similarity to the SLG-WAM, the XSB design. This made the

OCHAT tabling implementation the most mature in Ciao, and it is the currently

distributed.

We will now briefly comment on the differences between the implementations

of swapping evaluation in XSB and Ciao. Our OCHAT implementation freezes

the heap and local stack by updating, on consumer suspension, the heap and
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local stack top pointers of younger choicepoints to point to where the XSB freeze

registers point, which in turn are updated to point to the top of the consumer

memory (see Section 2.7). When accessing the stack top pointers, if they are

pointing to where the freeze registers point, the value of the stack top pointers

is that of the freeze registers. The stack top pointers are used to reclaim mem-

ory on backtracking in the standard WAM and, by updating them on this way,

the consumer memory is protected from backtracking. OCHAT also copies the

consumer choicepoint and its trail section to a special memory area in order to

recover the consumer bindings on consumer resumption.

A generator remembers the value of the freeze registers in its

initial freeze registers field at the time of the generator call to restore them when

the generator completes. When a generator returns a new answer, it stores

the value of the freeze registers (answer fregs field), the choicepoint stack top

(answer cp field), and the trail stack top (answer tr field). answer fregs is used to

check if the value of the freeze registers has changed when the execution re-enters

the generator execution tree on backtracking. This can happen if there were

new consumers in the execution which followed the generator. In this case, the

initial freeze registers of the generator must be updated to the current value of the

freeze registers because these new consumers cannot be reclaimed if the generator

completes. answer cp and answer tr are needed by the swapping operation in order

to identify the generator execution tree.

Ciao does not have backpointers for the choicepoint and trail stacks and then,

the stack reordering has to move the swapped choicepoints and trail cells to the

top of the stacks. A high-level description of the tasks performed by the swapping

operation in Ciao follows:

1. Copy the choicepoint and trail section corresponding to the generator ex-

ecution tree to the top of the stacks; their original memory cells become

garbage. The choicepoint section starts at the generator choicepoint and

finishes at the generator answer cp (if any). The trail section starts at the

trail top pointer of the generator choicepoint and finishes at the generator

answer tr (if any).
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2. Move down the choicepoint and trail section to remove garbage slots.

3. Update the trail pointers of relocated choicepoints to the reordered trail

section.

4. The heap and local stack are not moved. The pointers to the top of the heap

and local stack from the choicepoints belonging to the generator execution

tree are updated to point to the current top of the heap and local stack.

Consequently, the memory corresponding to computations that were moved

down the stack is protected from backtracking.

5. The swapped generator takes its control information from the old generator

but the dependencies of the new generator are reset so that it is now consid-

ered the leader. The consumers inside the execution tree of the generator

(which are now internal w.r.t. the new generator location) are used to up-

date the swapped generator dependencies before restarting the execution of

the generator. The consumers which are external w.r.t. the new generator

will perform swapping operations if needed, but they do not bring in new

dependencies at this time.

Finally, Ciao does not have the ptcp register saved in all the choicepoints.

Our solution is implemented in the untrail operation of backtracking. Each time

a generator call appears, a generator call id is pushed onto a special stack, the

PTCPStack. Later on, when a new answer is returned by this generator, the

topmost element of PTCPStack is popped out by new answer/1 in order to keep

track of the youngest generator which is being evaluated.

Note that the generators calls might have discontiguous executions. Let us

consider a generator call whose generator call id is popped out by new answer/1.

The execution might re-enter the execution of this generator on backtracking in

order to compute additional answers. The mechanism we have used is to leave

actions on the trail to be executed on untrailing (e.g., when performing back-

tracking or switching between consumers) and on resumption (when reinstalling

the trail to continue a suspended consumer call after a new answer is available).
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We insert in the trail, via the undo/1 operation,10 the forward trail/2 goal, which

is defined to execute its second argument when called. This second argument

is then invoked on untrailing. Therefore, a generator call invokes the following

predicate:

undo(forward trail(push ptcp(generator call id),pop ptcp)

in order to pop out the topmost element of PTCPStack on backtracking and re-

install it when resuming an internal consumer of this generator. On the other

hand, new answer/1 also invokes the following predicate:

undo(forward trail(pop ptcp,push ptcp(generator call id))

in order to reinstall on backtracking over a generator the generator call id of this

generator as the topmost element of PTCPStack and pop out this generator call id

when a resuming a consumer which is external to this generator execution tree.

5.9 Conclusions

We have presented swapping evaluation, a new strategy that retains the advan-

tages of batched evaluation such as first-answer efficiency but which is memory-

scalable without compromising execution speed. We have implemented swapping

evaluation in both, XSB and Ciao, and experimentally tested it in XSB using a

series of benchmarks, with good memory and speed results.

The motivation behind this new evaluation strategy is to widen the applica-

bility of tabled Prolog from DB-like problems to other AI applications, including

e.g. search, where not all the solutions for a given problem are required.

Finally, we believe that it would be advantageous to be able to combine the

advantages of local and swapping tabled evaluation in a single system. We have

proposed a mechanism to easily simulate local evaluation using swapping evalu-

ation, which makes it possible to define which evaluation to use at the predicate

level.

10undo/1 is a common facility which leaves a goal call in the trail to be invoked on untrailing.
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6
Pruning Operators under Tabled LP

Summary

This chapter discusses the issues which appear when supporting pruning op-

erators under tabled LP. A novel version of the once/1 pruning operator for

tabled LP is introduced. once/1 operator, together with answer-on-demand

strategies, makes it possible to avoid computing unneeded solutions for a cer-

tain type of problems which can benefit from tabled LP but in which only a

single solution is needed. Model checking and planning are examples of that

broad class of applications in which all-solution evaluation strategies, such as

local evaluation, perform unnecessary work. The proposed version of once/1 is

also directly applicable to the efficient implementation of other optimizations,

such as early completion, cut-fail loops (to, e.g., prune at the top-level), if-then-

else statements and constraint-based branch-and-bound. Although once/1 still

presents open issues such as dependencies of tabled solutions on program his-

tory, our experimental evaluation confirms that the combination of swapping

evaluation and once/1 provides an arbitrarily large efficiency improvement in

several application areas.

6.1 Introduction

As we have seen, one of the key decisions in the implementation of tabled LP

is the scheduling strategy. Local evaluation is is efficient in terms of time and

stack usage when all answers are needed, but performs speculative work when

105
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only a subset of the answers is required. The speculative work performed by

local evaluation makes pruning quite ineffective in practice, since it cannot take

place until all answers have already been computed. On the other hand, swapping

evaluation avoids speculative work before returning demanded answers, but, when

backtracking is required, it performs the same amount of work as local evaluation.

This brings the necessity for pruning operators under tabled LP in order to be

able to discard unnecessary alternative execution paths. The contribution of this

chapter is an efficient pruning operator –a version of once/1– with a more intuitive

semantics than the one of the standard cut operator. once/1 is implemented under

swapping tabled evaluation and can be directly applicable for some optimizations

and programming patterns. The final goal is to enlarge the application domains

to which tabled LP can be applied in a natural way.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 introduces a number

of issues that appear when performing pruning under tabled LP and proposes

solutions for them. Section 6.3 motivates the use of pruning operators under

tabled LP by showing different applications where this combination is useful.

Section 6.4 shows some implementation details of the proposed once/1 pruning

operator. Section 6.5 experimentally evaluates our solution. Finally, Section 6.6

gives an overview of the related work and Section 6.7 makes the final conclusions.

This chapter concentrates on proper tabling (or suspension-based tabling),

which does not recompute execution paths in order to reach the execution state

of a suspended consumer. Also, variant tabling is assumed, i.e., a call is consid-

ered a consumer iff it is identical, modulo variable renaming, to its generator.

Adapting the proposed solutions to work under subsumptive tabling [107], which

considers a goal A to be a consumer of a goal B if Bθ ≡ A for some substitution

θ is left for future work.

6.2 Issues for Supporting Pruning under Tabled LP

A desirable feature of any program language is “to compute only what is needed

and to compute it only once”. Tabled LP is useful to solve the second problem,

but it needs the combination of answer on-demand tabled evaluation with pruning
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operators to solve the first one. This section analyzes the issues of combining

tabled LP with pruning operators, showing the drawbacks of the standard cut

operator (!/0) and proposing a different declarative semantics for our version of

the once/1 pruning operator.

6.2.1 !/0 Operator under Tabled LP

The operational semantics of the standard cut operator, cut/0, is strongly based

on the depth-first search strategy of Prolog. The fact that tabled LP does not

follow this strategy — the execution order of tabled clauses is dynamic — moves

the operational semantics of !/0 far away from its meaning in standard Prolog.

This is specially relevant in the presence of mutually recursive calls, as shown in

Figure 6.1. It is for example quite possible that the !/0 cuts the second clause for

one call to t/2 (when, e.g., t(B,C) is a consumer of a complete tabled call) but not

for other calls (when, e.g., t(B,C) is a consumer which suspends). This behavior

is caused by the effects of !/0 spanning across clauses. This is inadequate in the

context of tabled LP, since the execution order of the clauses of a generator is

not always easy to predict.

Another example of the ill behavior of !/0 under tabled LP is shown in Fig-

ure 6.2. The tabled evaluation of the query t(X) executes the first clause of t/1

and suspends the consumer call t(Y ), executing the second clause of t/1 on back-

tracking. The second clause of t/1 generates the answer X=1, which is returned

:- table t/2.

t(A,B) :- p(A,C), !, ...
t(A,B) :- ...

p(A,B) :- t(B,C), ...

?−t(X).

Figure 6.1: !/0 exam-

ple.

:- table t/1.

t(X) :- t(Y ), !, fail.
t(1).

?−t(X) vs ?− t(1).

Figure 6.2: !/0 incon-

sistency.

:- table t/1, r/1.

t(X) :- r(X).
t(1).

r(X) :- t(X).
r(2).

?−once(t(X)) vs ?−once(r(Y)),once(t(X)).

Figure 6.3: Solution order depen-

dency.
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to the top-level. On backtracking, X=1 is consumed by the consumer t(Y ) and

execution is complete. On the other hand, the tabled evaluation of the query

t(1) executes the first clause of t/1, but now t(Y ) does not suspend. t(Y ) can

be either a generator — which would return answers after its evaluation — or a

consumer which reads the available t(1) answer. Thereby, t(Y ) succeeds and !/0

prunes the second alternative before executing a failure. Therefore, !/0 produces

an inconsistency since t(1) fails and t(X) succeeds with the answer X = 1.

6.2.2 Behavior of once/1

As we have seen, !/0 adapts badly to tabled LP, but pruning is a necessity for

general program techniques such as generate-and-test programs if the generation

of potential solutions is to be pruned when a test succeeds. In the context of

tabled LP the once/1 pruning operator provides a much more appropriate (and

declarative) semantics. once(G) executes G but it also cancels any external back-

tracking over G. once(G) is guaranteed to produce at most one solution without

any guarantee as to which particular solution it is — it could even be a random

pick. It can be defined in terms of !/0 for a non-tabled goal as once(G) :− call(G), !.

Thereby, once/1 is less dependent on the dynamic execution order of the generator

clauses than !/0 because once/1 does not span across clauses.

once/1 can be also used to extend the functionality of !/0 in order to update

tabling data structures. For example, consider a once(G) call which succeeds.

The data and control structures necessary to re-enter the execution of G are not

needed any more. To this end, once/1 must remove not only the choicepoints

belonging to the current execution path — as !/0 does — but also the consumers

that appeared inside the execution tree of G. The resumption of these consumers

might lead to subsequent solutions of the once/1 call, which is obviously incorrect

against the semantics previously introduced. Note that these consumers are, in

implementations that use proper tabling, either protected from backtracking or

copied away to a separate memory area and would not be pruned by !/0. Note

also that this consumer removal, which is necessary for correctness, is not done

by other tabled LP approaches for pruning and it is not trivial. For example,
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one of these consumers, say C, might belong to the consumer list of a generator

not being pruned, and the completion fixpoint operation of this generator would

resume C.

While one may expect that once/1 will return the less computing-expensive

solution (the first one to be computed), the solution order under tabled LP de-

pends on the shape of generator dependencies, which in turn depends on the

program history in classical tabled LP implementations. Consider the program

in Figure 6.3 and the query once(t(X)). Execution enters the first clause of t/1

and calls the generator r(X). The execution of the first clause of r/1 suspends

since t(X) is a consumer. r(X) computes the solution X = 2 and this is the only

solution propagated to the top-level because of the once/1 success. On the other

hand, the execution of the query once(r(Y )), once(t(X)). calls the generator r(Y )

and its first clause calls to the generator t(Y ), whose first clause suspends because

r(Y ) is a consumer. t(Y ) computes the solution Y = 1. After that, once(t(X)) is

called, which can consume the previous solution X = 1. This is the only solution

propagated to the top-level because of the once/1 success. Therefore, the solution

to once(t(X)) depends on the execution history. Moreover, if we impose X = 1

after calling once(t(X)), the execution succeeds or fails depending on the program

history. There is the following dependency chain: program history ⇒ SCCs ⇒
solution order ⇒ once/1 solution ⇒ program results.

We could ensure the shape of generator dependencies to be dependent on, e.

g., generator lexicographical order, but we did not find any completely satisfactory

order to this end. For example, consider the execution of the previous query

once(t(X)). When t(X) is called from the first alternative of r(X), t(X) could be

recomputed as if it was a generator because r(X) cannot depend on t(X) (r(X)

come first using lexicographical order).1 Given a program, its solutions would

not depend on the program history since the lexicographical generator priority

fixes the shape of generator dependencies, but a change to the names of the

tabled predicates might imply a change of the program meaning which is not the

best solution either. In general, orders which rely on syntactic characteristics

1This recomputation might be avoided using the swapping operation.
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of the source code are sensitive to changes to it which are common and which

programmers do not expect to change the program behavior.

This dependency on the program history is also an open issue in other tabled

LP supporting pruning operators, although it has not been documented before.

However, we strongly believe that having a once/1 operator available is worth

it because the combination of pruning and answer on-demand tabled evaluation

is very efficient in a variety of applications, as shown in Section 6.3. Also, the

behavior of the program execution is consistent as long as the programmer is

aware that (s)he cannot rely on which particular solution will be returned by a

call to once/1. Keeping this property in mind, the query once(t(X)), X = 1. makes

little sense and it is a questionable programming pattern.

6.3 Applications of once/1

We motivated the once/1 operator as instrumental when developing programs

which benefit from tabled LP but which only need a subset of all the possible

solutions. In addition, there are a number of programming patterns where once/1

is quite useful and which are worth illustrating.

6.3.1 Generate & Test Applications

Consider a model checking application which performs reachibility analysis —

based on tabled LP (e. g. XMC [104]) — from a given state. We are interested

in the verification of a mutual exclusion protocol for three processes, where each

configuration state is a tuple with an state qi for each process Pi. For example,

the configuration state 〈q1,q2,qme〉 represents a configuration where the process P1

is in the state q1, the process P2 is in the state q2 and the process P3 is the the

mutual exclusion state.

The model checking application provides the predicate reach/2, which returns

in its second argument all the configuration states reachable from the configura-

tion state given by its first argument. Therefore, all configuration states reachable

from the initial configuration state, I0, are returned by the query ?− reach(I0,X).
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Note that, for verification purposes, the search can be stopped when two pro-

cesses are in the mutual exclusion state at the same time. This condition can be

expressed by:

check(〈qme,qme, 〉).
check(〈qme, ,qme〉).
check(〈 ,qme,qme〉).

?− once(reach(I0,X), check(X)).

6.3.2 Early Completion Optimization

Early completion [112] is an optimization for tabled LP which completes a gen-

erator call when a new answer, identical to the generator call itself, is found

(i.e., when some answer does not further instantiate the call). The actions taken

to perform the early completion optimization follow the goal of avoiding fur-

ther backtracking over the early complete generator. This is the same goal that

a once/1 success follows and, thus, early completion optimization can be easily

implemented by associating a (virtual) once/1 call with all the generator calls.

Therefore, in case that all the free variables of a generator call remain unbound

when one of the generator answers is found, a (virtual) success of the generator

virtual once/1 call is simulated. As we will see in Section 6.5.2, early completion

optimization based on once/1 clearly overperforms other early completion opti-

mization implementations. Also, as early completion optimization is performed

when no free variables are instantiated, early completion optimization based on

once/1 does not present the solution order issues commented in Section 6.2.2.

6.3.3 Pruning at the Top Level

A (virtual) once/1 call is also associated to the top-level query in order to perform

pruning at the top level. Similarly to the implementation of early completion

optimization, pruning at the top level when no more answers are demanded by

the user can be achieved by simulating a (virtual) success of the toplevel virtual

once/1 call.
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6.3.4 If-Then-Else Prolog Transformation

The Prolog program transformation for the classical if(Cond)-then(A)-else(B)

statement is as follows:

if−then−else(Cond,A,B)) :- Cond, !, A.
if−then−else( , ,B)) :- B.

which does not work if Cond needs tabled evaluation. This is due to two main

reasons: a) Cond might be suspended and then, B would be executed. Later on,

a resumption of the previous suspension might lead to the execution of A; b) as

remarked in Section 6.2, !/0 does not ensure at most one solution of pruned tabled

calls. The first issue can be solved by supporting negation under tabled LP [126],

which is usually implemented by the tnot/1 operator. The second one can be

solved by using once/1 instead of !/0. The new transformation for if-then-else

statements under tabled LP is:2

if−then−else(Cond,A,B)) :- once(Cond), A.
if−then−else(Cond, ,B)) :- tnot(Cond), B.

6.3.5 Application to Minimization Problems

Although we currently support only variant tabling under swapping evaluation,

Ciao can combine tabled LP and CLP (Chapter 4) and work to combine them

2Note that the call to tnot/1 succeeds at most once.

:- table path/3.
path(X,Y ,Cost) :-

edge(X,Y ,Cost).
path(X,Y ,C) :-

C #= C1 + C2,
C #>= 0,
edge(X,Z,C1),
path(Z,Y ,C2).

min path(X,Y ,Best,Min) :−
once(path(X,Y ,Best)),
NewBest #< Best,
once((min path(X,Y ,NewBest,Min) ; Min = Best)).

?− min path(X,Y , ,Min).

Figure 6.4: Constraint-based optimization.
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with once/1 under swapping evaluation is underway. The resulting system can be

applied, for example, to a declarative and efficient formulation of optimization.

Consider the program in Figure 6.4.3 min path/4 iteratively calls path(X,Y ,Cost)

and successively constrains the path cost. It is called inside once/1 because we

are interested in a single solution. Note that the recursive calls can perform the

reactivation operation (which will be explained in Section 6.4.5) in order to con-

tinue the generator execution at the point where it was pruned after imposing

some more tighter constraints. When the constraints are too tight and the path/3

call fails, the immediately previous cost is returned. The procedure implements a

branch and bound algorithm where tabled LP avoids loops and redundant work,

constraints are used to implement bounds which cut the search, and once/1 re-

stricts the search to return only one witness.

6.4 Implementation Details of the once/1 Operator

Our once/1 operator executes under swapping evaluation (see Chapter 5 and, in

particular, the Section 5.8). once/1 is based on the management of once scopes and

the pruning procedure associated with them. We will also see some optimizations

as the reactivation operation or memory reclaiming after a pruning operation.

6.4.1 Once Scope Data Structure

A once scope is a data structure associated with a once/1 call which keeps track of

relevant information in order to perform the pruning operation. Once scopes are

hierarchically organized, because a once/1 call can be called from the execution

tree of another once/1 call (the latter being the parent of the former). Note

that this hierarchical structure includes the (virtual) once scopes associated to

generator calls and the consumer list of a generator is now accessible via the

generator virtual once scope.4

3The symbol # differentiates constraints from arithmetical operators.
4In order to facilitate the implementation of once/1, we consider the consumer list of a

generator as the consumers appearing inside the generator execution tree instead of the repeated
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A once scope S is composed of the following fields: choicepoint, parent,

children set, consumer set and generator set. choicepoint indicates the choicepoint at

time of the once/1 call corresponding to S. parent indicates the parent once scope

of S. children set stores the set of once/1 calls which are immediately called from

S (those once scopes whose parent field points to S). consumer set is the set of

consumer calls which are called when S is the active once scope. The active once

scope is the youngest once scope of those whose execution tree is being executed.

Similarly, generator set is the set of generator calls that are called when S is the

active once scope.

6.4.2 The Management of Once Scopes

once(G) :-
new once(Scope)
push once(Scope),
undo(forward trail(

push once(Scope),
pop once)),

call(G),
once proceed,
pop once,
undo(forward trail(

pop once,
push once(Scope))).

Figure 6.5: once/1 predicate.

Figure 6.5 shows Prolog code for the once/1 op-

erator, which is responsible for managing the

once scopes. Once scopes are stored on the once

scope stack, whose topmost element is the ac-

tive once scope. new once/1 initializes Scope, a

new scope for the current once/1 call. It ini-

tializes the choicepoint and parent fields of Scope

and updates its children set field.5 push once/1

pushes Scope onto the once scope stack to indi-

cate that it is now the active once scope. If G

succeeds, once proceed/0 performs the pruning op-

eration related to the active once scope. After

that, pop once/0 pops off Scope.

One additional difficulty is that consumer calls that suspend within a once/1

call have discontiguous executions. Let us consider the call once(C), where C

is a consumer call that suspends. The execution might exit the once/1 execu-

tion tree on suspension and reenters it when resuming. This requires the once

scope structure to be popped off on suspension and pushed on on resumption.

calls up to variable renaming. This does not affect to the completion operation fixpoint.
5children set is also updated when a generator completes or after a swapping operation.
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The mechanism we have used is to leave actions on the trail to be executed on

untrailing (e.g., when suspending to enter another clause) and on resumption

(when reinstalling the trail to continue a suspended call after a new answer is

available). We insert in the trail, via the undo/1 operation,6 the forward trail/2

goal, which was already introduced in chapter 4. Its second argument is invoked

on backtracking when C is suspended and the resumption mechanism in turn

recognizes forward trail/2 when reinstalling the trail and calls its first argument.

Therefore, the first undo/1 always discards the scope when the call finally fails.

In the case of a consumer inside the execution tree of once/1, it also uninstalls the

scope when performing untrailing to suspend and pushes the scope back onto the

stack on resumption. The second undo/1 performs the reverse operation, which is

needed to neutralize the actions of the first undo/1 in order to resume consumers

outside the execution tree of the current once/1 call: it reinstalls the once scope

on backtracking which will be popped off by the first undo/1 and pops off the

once scope which has been previously reinstalled by the first undo/1 on consumer

resumption.

The virtual once scopes associated with generators and the top-level execution

are managed by a similar code, but once proceed/0 is not executed by default. For

these cases, once proceed/0 is executed if the early completion optimization can

be performed or no more answer are demanded by the user, respectively.

6.4.3 Terminology

Note that the consumers and generators of a once scope S also belong to the

once scope of the parent of S (although they do not directly appear in their

consumer/generator set fields). We recursively define the once-recursive consumer

set of a once scope S as the members of the consumer set field of S plus the once-

recursive consumer set of the members of the children set field of S. We define

similarly the once-recursive generator set of a once scope.

Remember that we have associated a virtual once scope to all generators.

The consumer list of a generator — those appearing inside its execution tree but

6undo/1 is a common facility which leaves a goal call in the trail to be invoked on untrailing.
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ONCEA:
Parent: NULL
Consumer Set: {C1, C2}
Generator Set: {G1}
Once Set: {ONCEB}

ONCEB:
Parent: ONCEA

Consumer Set: {C3}
Generator Set: {}
Once Set: {}

ONCEG1 :
Parent: ONCEA

Consumer Set: {C4}
Generator Set: {G2}
Once Set: {}

ONCEG2 :
Parent: ONCEG1

Consumer Set: {C5}
Generator Set: {}
Once Set: {}

Figure 6.6: Once structures.

not in the execution tree of internal generator calls — are the members of the

once-recursive consumer set of the once scope associated with the generator. We

also define the recursive consumer set of a once scope S as the once-recursive

consumer set of S plus the recursive consumer set of the once scopes associated

with the members of the once-recursive generator set of S, i.e., it also includes

the consumers inside the execution tree of internal generators, and therefore it is

made up of the set of consumers inside the execution tree of the once/1 call. We

also define the recursive generator set of a once scope S accordingly.

For example, following Figure 6.6, there is a once/1 call (associated to the

once scope ONCEB) which is internal to the execution of another once/1 call

(associated to the once scope ONCEA). ONCEG1 and ONCEG2 are the virtual

once scopes associated to, respectively, the generators G1 and G2. These gen-

erators are called from the execution of the once/1 call associated to ONCEA.

The internal consumers of a virtual once scope are included into the recursive

consumer set of any of its parent once scopes, but they are not included into

the once-recursive consumer set of any of its parent calls. Consequently, the

once-recursive consumers of the once scope ONCEA are C1, C2 and C3, and the

recursive consumers of the once scope ONCEA are C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5.
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6.4.4 The Pruning of a Once Scope

once proceed/0 is responsible for pruning the active once scope. Its pseudocode is:

DELETE act once scope from ParentOf(act once scope);
current choicepoint = InitChoicepoint(act once scope);
for each G ∈ recur gen set(act once scope) do state(G) = PRUNED;

The first line deletes the active once scope from the once scope set of its parent

once scope. This operation causes the removal of all the consumers inside the

execution tree of the active once scope, because the active once scope (and its

consumers) is not reachable from the once scope of any generator any more and

then, these consumers will not be traversed by the execution of any completion

fixpoint procedure. After that, the current choicepoint is updated to the one of

the active once scope in order to discard pending search of the execution tree of

the once/1 call being pruned. Finally, all the non-complete generators inside the

execution tree of the active once scope are marked as PRUNED in order to avoid

inconsistencies if one of their consumers appear. We follow a similar approach

to the one of incomplete tables [110], but it is improved with the use of the re-

activation operation (see Section 6.4.5). The main goal of the incomplete table

proposal is to avoid the generator recomputation when the answers of a PRUNED

generator are enough to evaluate a (future) consumer. (Future) consumers con-

sume the available answers from its PRUNED table, and only if all such answers

are exhausted, the generator is computed from scratch. Later, if the computa-

tion is pruned again, the same process is repeated until eventually the subgoal is

completely evaluated. Note that each recomputation from scratch computes at

least one more solution, keeping the tabled LP termination property for programs

with the bounded term-size.

6.4.5 Pruning Optimizations

We here propose two optimizations that can be applied to the implementation of

once/1. They do not affect the operational semantics of once/1, but can improve

the time/memory execution of tabled LP applications.
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The Reactivation Operation

The execution tree under a pruned generator might not be fully explored at the

moment of pruning, possibly discarding the computation of pending answers.

Thereby, (future) consumers of pruned generators might require answers which

were not computed due to the pruning. Two main approaches have been proposed

so far: either keep the solutions in the answer table and protect the execution tree

from backtracking [114], or keep the solutions in the answer tables but discarding

the execution tree [110]. The former, based on the reactivation operation, might

be interesting for applications where the pruned generators are often reactivated,

arbitrarily improving the execution speed. However, we decided to implement the

latter because the memory consumption of the former could be unacceptable. For

example, using stack freezing, the trail section to be saved at time of pruning is

unbounded because backtracking might be performed until the initial choicepoint.

We improve over incomplete tables for cases where the reactivation operation

comes for free. once proceed/0 marks as PRUNED the generators inside the ex-

ecution tree of the active once scope and updates the current choicepoint, but

these operations can be performed lazily on backtracking (just before entering

the pruned alternatives). Therefore, the execution tree of pruned generators is

kept on the stacks and can be reused by a swapping operation executed in the

continuation code. This special case of the swapping operation implements the

reactivation operation for free. On the other hand, after backtracking over the

pruned generators, the execution of the pruned generators is reclaimed and it

must be computed from scratch if future consumers demand more answers than

the ones available.

Memory Optimizations after Pruning Success

Another optimization is related to the removal of the consumers inside the exe-

cution subtree of active once scope — which trivially speeds up the completion

operation because fewer consumers have to be traversed in the completion oper-

ation fixpoint. This removal can be also used to reduce dependencies between

generators being evaluated — fewer dependencies lead to the sooner completion of
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:- table t/1, r/1.

t(X) :- r(X).
t(1).
...
t(X) :- ...

r(X) :- large comp, once(t(X)). r(X)

t(X)

SCC

r(X)

t(X)

SCC1

SCC2

Figure 6.7: Consumer Optimizations.

generators and better memory use — and to reclaim unneeded consumer memory

of pruned consumers which is protected from backtracking.

In the example in Figure 6.7 (left-side), the query t(X) is a generator whose

first clause calls r(X), another generator. r(X) starts a large computation and, af-

terward, once(t(X)) is called. The first clause of t(X) suspends when calling r(X).

The generator dependency graph at this moment is shown in Figure 6.7 (in the

middle), where there is only a completion point represented by the leader t(X).

After the consumer call to r(X) suspends, execution backtracks and the second

clause of t(X) is executed, computing the answer X=1. This makes the once/1

call succeed and the previously suspended consumer is removed (and therefore

ignored by the completion fixpoint). This can be used for reclaiming the memory

associated to these consumers —which is probably frozen on the stacks —and for

updating the graph of generator dependencies as shown in Figure 6.7 (right-side),

removing the dependency of r(X) on t(X). The new graph of generator depen-

dencies defines two different completion points, corresponding to two different

leaders, t(X) and r(X). Therefore, r(X) can complete on backtracking. The com-

pletion of r(X) improves the program memory behavior because the memory used

by large comp/0 is reclaimed before exploring alternative clauses of the generator

t(X). The pseudo-code to perform this optimization is as follows:7

Oldestleader = oldest(Gen(C) s. t. (C ∈ recur cons set(act once scope)));
for (G = Ga; Oldestleader != G; G = ParentOf(G))

Leader(G) = oldest(G
⋃
{Gen(C) s. t. (C ∈ recur cons set(OnceScope(G)))});

7This code follows the call to once proceed/0 in Figure 6.5.
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The first line computes the oldest dependency of the active once scope. The

second line traverses generators starting from the youngest one being executed,

Ga, until Oldestleader, in order to update their generator dependencies.8 Since

once proceed/0 has just been executed, the third line computes the new oldest

dependency of G without taking into account the pruned consumers. At the end

of the execution of this code, the leader fields have been updated according to

the new graph of generator dependencies.

There is another optimization for reclaiming the memory frozen by consumers

which is independent from the updating of generator dependencies. This opti-

mization refers to the case where the topmost frozen memory corresponds to

consumers being pruned. In this case, we can update the value of the frozen

memory in order not to protect from backtracking the memory of consumers

which have been pruned. The pseudocode for this optimization is as follows:9

MAXfroz mem = max(FrozMem(C) s. t. (C ∈ recur cons set(act once scope)));
if (FrozMem == MAXfroz mem)
FrozMem = max(FrozMem(C) s. t. (C ∈ recur cons set(OnceScope(Leader(Ga)))));

The first line computes MAXfroz mem, the maximum frozen memory by the

consumers inside the execution tree of the once scope being pruned. Since

once proceed/0 has just been executed, the third line computes the new maximum

frozen memory without taking into account the pruned consumers. FrozMem

is only updated if its previous value is different than the one of MAXfroz mem

because if these values are the same, the current frozen memory corresponds to

a consumer outside of the execution tree of the once scope being pruned.

6.5 Performance Evaluation

We have implemented the once/1 pruning operator under swapping evaluation

in Ciao. We compare its performance w.r.t. XSB version 3.3.6. Both systems

were compiled with gcc 4.5.2 and executed on a machine with Ubuntu 11.04

8Generator dependencies of generators older than Oldestleader are unaffected.
9This code follows the call to once proceed/0 in Figure 6.5.
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and a 2.7GHz Intel Core i7 processor. The benchmark set is available from

http://clip.dia.fi.upm.es/˜pchico/tabling/iclp2012.tar.

6.5.1 Applications Searching an Answer Subset

Table 6.1 shows execution times in ms. for a set of applications that can take

advantage of once/1 in order to compute a subset of answers. numbers searches for

an arithmetic expression which evaluates to a given natural number (N), given a

list of natural numbers (S). Tabled LP is used to avoid the recomputation of re-

cursive calls with a subset of S. The suffix none indicates a query where N cannot

be obtained using S, the suffix easy indicates a query where the first solution is

found close to the beginning of the search space and suffix stand indicates a query

with no special characteristics (i.e., no specific search tree shape was sought).

iproto, leader, and sieve are model checking applications where reachability analy-

sis is performed. numbers uses once/1 in the definition of its tabled predicates in

order to only return one answer. iproto, leader and sieve queries are embedded in

a once/1 operator in order to prune the search when the given state is returned,

e. g. once(iproto(init,FinalState)). We measure the time to return the first answer

for each query (the first column) and also until final failure (the all column). We

show execution times of Ciao under local and swapping evaluation, using once/1

or not.

numbers none cannot take advantage of either swapping evaluation or once/1

because it must explore the full search space, since no solutions are found. Its dif-

ferent execution times provide intuition regarding the overhead of swapping eval-

uation and once/1, which in this case are both almost negligible. In numbers easy,

local evaluation has to compute all the possible expressions while swapping eval-

uation can return the first one and stop, which takes much shorter. The use of

once/1 allows swapping evaluation to discard alternative execution paths before

performing backtracking — note that swapping evaluation would compute all the

answers on backtracking unless once/1 is used, which gives us a strong reason

for the necessity of combining answer-on-demand tabled evaluation and pruning

operators. With respect to local evaluation, it takes some more time to return all
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Local Swapping

No once/1 once/1 No once/1 once/1

Query first all first all first all first all

num none 21 912 21 912 22 365 22 365 22 574 22 574 22 982 22 982

num easy 20 613 21 108 17 023 17 027 1 624 22 421 1 708 1 792

num stand 24 296 25 312 22 750 22 753 8 403 26 058 8 729 8 906

iproto 2 992 3 184 3 014 3 016 1 112 3 024 1 126 1 141

leader 9 940 10 324 10 182 10 186 3 296 10 963 3 412 3 433

sieve 35 554 36 272 35 986 35 991 7 081 37 139 7 107 7 123

Table 6.1: Time comparison of local and swapping evaluation with/without pruning

operators. Times are in ms.

the solutions than to return the first one, because they have to be reconstructed

from the table space (but all of them were already computed before returning the

first one). once/1 under local evaluation makes it possible to discard solutions

when the first one is found, but recursive tabled calls were still completely eval-

uated in a speculative way. We conclude that a pruning operator can be used

under local evaluation, but it is obviously less interesting than under swapping

evaluation. numbers stand has a behavior similar to numbers easy, but the first so-

lution takes some more time to be computed. Note that the effects of pruning on

execution time depend heavily on when the first answer is found, because pruning

only affects the remaining search space. iproto, leader, and sieve show an overall

behavior similar to that of numbers.

6.5.2 Early Completion based on once/1

Existing proposals for early completion optimization are highly dependent on the

syntactic form of the generator clauses and often allow unnecessary computa-

tions. For example, the XSB early completion optimization updates the next

instruction of the generator choicepoint to be the completion fixpoint procedure,

avoiding the computation of the alternative generator clauses. It does not per-

form either reactivation of pruned generator calls or updating of the graph of
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:- table t1/0, t2/0.

t1 :- t2. t1. t2 :- t1, sleep(2).

?− t1.

Figure 6.8: bad xsb example.

XSB Ciao

no early early speedup no early early speedup

bad xsb 2000 2000 1.00 2000 0.3 6666

genome chain 28.8 24.8 1.16 33.1 23.5 1.41

genome grid 102.4 60.4 1.69 116.2 12.7 9.15

genome cycle 290.0 212.5 1.36 324.7 1.8 180.38

genome dense 3.2 0.4 8.00 5.1 0.2 25.50

Table 6.2: Time comparison of local using/not using early completion optimization.

generator dependencies based on the consumer removal. These drawbacks are

overcome by our early completion optimization based on once/1. As an exam-

ple, let us analyze the behavior of the code in Figure 6.8 under XSB. t1/0 is a

generator whose first clause calls t2/0, another generator. t2/0 calls t1/0, per-

forming a consumer suspension. On backtracking, t2/0 cannot complete because

of this dependency. Now, the second clause of t1/0 is executed and it succeeds.

At this moment, t1/0 can be completed early (discarding pending execution al-

ternatives), but its fixpoint procedure is still executed. The consumer of t1/0 is

resumed, (speculatively) executing a large computation (sleep(2)). Obviously, the

resumption of this consumer is unnecessary for forward execution and it would

not have been performed under early completion optimization based on once/1.

In contrast, the generator t2/0 would have been marked as pruned to be later

reactivated if needed.

Table 6.2 shows execution times in ms. for a set of benchmarks that can take

advantage of early completion optimization. bad xsb is the benchmark analyzed
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above. genome computes relations following a genome structure represented as

a graph. The suffixes give some rough indications of the shape of the graph.

We evaluate Ciao and XSB, using local evaluation in both cases for fairness in

the comparison. The no early column shows execution times taken after modi-

fying the XSB sources to deactivate early completion optimization and the early

column shows execution times with the early completion optimization activated.

As explained previously, the early completion optimization in Ciao is based on

once/1.

bad xsb takes 2000 ms. in XSB and less than 1 ms. in Ciao, confirming the

analysis of Section 6.3.2. The rest of the benchmarks show more realistic sce-

narios, where XSB (no early) executes sometimes faster than Ciao (no early). One

reason is that the Ciao tabled LP implementation is based on a program transfor-

mation that imposes some overheads. But the main focus of interest here is the

search space pruned by the early completion optimization. XSB takes advantage

of early completion optimization, speeding up the execution between 1.16× and

8×, while Ciao obtains speedups between 1.41× and 180×, showing that early

completion optimization based on once/1 can clearly be more effective in many

cases. The execution times of genome cycle and genome grid, which generate situ-

ations similar to the one of bad xsb where the Ciao early completion optimization

discards expensive fixpoint computations which XSB executes, are the ones where

Ciao gets the most advantage w.r.t. XSB.

6.6 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there are five previous attempts at incorporating

pruning operators under tabled LP [55, 57, 110, 23, 114]. [55] works under the

dynamic reordering of alternatives (DRA) technique [56]. Because the abstract

machine for DRA is much more WAM-like than the other abstract machines that

implement proper tabling, the authors claim that their DRA implementation is

closer to that of !/0 in the WAM. They argue that, since the DRA schedul-

ing strategy is deterministic, this allows for a well-defined !/0, with an intuitive

operational semantics. DRA tries non-looping alternatives first and looping al-
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ternatives later on, and this is the order in which !/0 prunes. In fact, proper

tabling implementations could be made to follow the same order for consumer

resumptions than DRA. However, we tend to agree with [114] that the behavior

resulting from the implementation of !/0 in DRA can still be confusing, as argued

in Section 6.2.2. [114] provide some additional examples. In any case, DRA is

based on recomputation of looping alternatives, while proper tabling does not

re-execute except for the cost of reinstalling trailed bindings, offering a quite

different trade-off. Our proposal is tailored to proper tabling.

Tabling modes [57] is also based on !/0 (see Section 6.2.2 for a discussion). It

is used at the level of program definition, which restricts the flexibility for the

case of applications which sometime need all the solutions and sometimes need

a subset of them. [57] uses the lazy strategy, which computes all the solutions

as local evaluation does. Consequently, tabling modes do not prune the tabled

evaluation. Thereby, this is a much simpler implementation than the one we

propose, but, e. g., a minimization problem as the one in Section 6.3.5 would not

use previous solutions to prune the search space.

Incomplete tables [110] is also based on !/0 (see Section 6.2.2 for a discussion).

They do not provide a robust implementation (Yap Prolog documentation alerts

that the behavior of tabled LP with !/0 is undefined). Also, its implementation

does not support the reactivation operation.

Demanded tables [23] implements a version of once/1. They do not prune

generator calls that are being consumed by external consumers (demanded table),

which forces them to perform runtime analysis to detect if a generator call is being

demanded. We avoid this analysis by supporting reactivation of tables. We do

not care if a generator to be pruned is being demanded, since the demanding

consumers would reactivate the generator if needed.

JET [114] is closer to the spirit of this work, although they do not provide

an implementation. Their ideas are also based on reactivation of tables, but

they do not provide any pruning operator for the user. Instead, pruning takes

place on JET points, which are detected by static analysis. This is a deliberate

design decision to facilitate the job of the programmer, but it implies a loss of

pruning power. For example, our numbers benchmark would not benefit from JET
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pruning. We strongly believe that the semantics of once/1 is clear enough for the

programmer, although we could of course adapt our pruning operator to be based

on analysis. Other minor advantages of our pruning operator are that once/1 is

linear in the number of generator choicepoints while JET pruning is linear in the

number of choicepoints, that once/1 does not impose any overhead if pruning is

not used, and that once/1 does not store any choicepoint more than once to allow

future reactivations, among others.

Finally, the most important contribution of our pruning mechanism is the

pruning of consumers inside the execution tree of a pruning operator. They must

be removed in order not to execute the continuation of a pruning operator more

than once — the resumption of these consumers might lead to a new execution

of this continuation code. Moreover, we propose some memory optimizations to

take advantage of the consumer removal after a pruning operation.

6.7 Conclusions

We argue that none of the previous approaches for pruning under tabled LP

is fully satisfactory, and that a well-defined pruning operator under answer-on-

demand tabled evaluation is a necessity in order to enlarge the application domain

of tabled LP. To this end, we have presented and evaluated a pruning operator

under swapping evaluation, and reported on benchmarking of its implementation

in Ciao, comparing it to previous proposals, and showing that it offers advantages

in terms of efficiency and programmability. We have also shown how our pruning

operator can be used as a basis for implementing a number of optimizations such

as early completion, pruning at the top-level and branch-and-bound minimization

procedures, among others.



7
Swapping Operation for Executing

Trapped Computations

Summary

This chapter considers the problem of supporting goal-level, independent and-

parallelism (IAP) in the presence of non-determinism. IAP is exploited when

two or more goals that will not interfere at run time are scheduled for simulta-

neous execution. Backtracking over non-deterministic parallel goals runs into

the well-known trapped goal and garbage slot problems. The proposed solu-

tions for these problems generally require complex low-level machinery which

makes systems difficult to maintain and extend, and in some cases can even

affect sequential execution performance. In this chapter we propose a novel

solution to the problem of trapped nondeterministic goals and garbage slots

which is based on the swapping operation developed for tabling evaluation.

While the implementation of this operation itself is not simple, in return it

does not impose constraints on the scheduler. As a result, the scheduler and

the rest of the run-time machinery can safely ignore the trapped goal and

garbage slot problems and their implementation is greatly simplified. Also,

standard sequential execution remains unaffected. In addition to describing

the solution we report on an implementation and provide performance results.

We also suggest other possible applications of the proposed approach beyond

parallel execution.

127
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7.1 Introduction

Extracting parallelism from sequential programs has become a key point for the

practical exploitation of multicore technology. However, writing parallel appli-

cations has shown to be a difficult, time-consuming, and error-prone process for

developers. Consequently, the design of new language constructs that aim at

easing the task of writing parallel applications and the development of language

tools to uncover the parallelism intrinsic in sequential applications have drawn

the interest of the research community. Traditionally, declarative languages have

received much attention for both expressing and exploiting parallelism due to

their comparatively clean semantics and expressive power.

In particular, a large amount of effort has been invested by the community

in the area of parallel execution of logic programs [59], where two main sources

of parallelism have been identified and exploited. Or-parallelism, efficiently ex-

ploited by systems such as Aurora [86] and MUSE [6], aims at executing different

branches of the execution in parallel. On the other hand, and-parallelism sched-

ules the literals of a resolvent to be executed in parallel.

As an alternative to execution models specifically designed for executing and-

parallel programs, efficient models to exploit and-parallelism based on the WAM

were developed. The latter have the advantage of retaining the many optimiza-

tions present in the WAM which improve performance in the sequential execution

parts — and, consequently, improve the overall performance. &-Prolog [63] (the

first fully described such system) and DDAS [121] are among the best-known pro-

posals in that class. In addition, other systems such as (&)ACE [99], AKL [71],

Andorra [116] and the Extended Andorra Model (EAM) [135, 83] have tackled the

challenge of increasing performance of applications by providing solutions that

combine both kinds of parallelism. In this chapter we will focus on goal-level,

independent and-parallelism, a subclass of and-parallelism in which parallelism is

exploited among goals that do not compete for resources (bindings to variables,

I/O, databases, and others) at run-time.

Although previous systems that have exploited independent and-parallelism

excelled at speeding up the execution of programs in multiprocessor systems [59],
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the difficulty of the machinery required to execute nondeterministic programs

in parallel hindered their widespread availability. In particular, one of the most

delicate aspects that these systems need to address is the management of trapped

goals and stack unwinding, which are necessary to free garbage slots left by the

nondeterministic parallel execution, resulting in a complex interaction between

goal age, scheduling, and memory management [60, 62]. Dealing with these issues

required low-level, complex engineering, such as special stack frames in the stack

sets [63, 100].

Notwithstanding, non-determinism is an essential concept that arises in many

core areas of computer science, such as artificial intelligence and constraint-

based optimization, and is necessary in general problem-solving patterns, such

as generate-and-test. In order to avoid complexity, recent approaches to indepen-

dent and-parallelism focus more on simplicity than on ultimate performance, ab-

stracting core components of the implementation out to the source level. In [20],

a high-level implementation of goal-level IAP was proposed that showed reason-

able speedups despite the overhead added by the high level nature of the imple-

mentation. Other recent proposals [88], with a different focus from traditional

approaches, concentrate on providing machinery to take advantage of underlying

thread-based OS building blocks. Unfortunately, these implementations have not

completely removed to date the need for low-level machinery in order to solve the

trapped goal and garbage slot problems or are only appropriate for coarse-grain

parallelism.

In line with this trend towards simplicity, we propose in this chapter a novel

solution for trapped goals and garbage slots that is based on the swapping op-

eration developed for tabled evaluation. It performs a reordering of the stacks

to generate a stack state that could have been generated by a sequential SLD

execution. Although the implementation of this solution is involved, in return

it does not impose constraints on the scheduler for parallel execution which can

remain unchanged. Therefore, the scheduler and the rest of the run-time ma-

chinery can safely ignore the trapped goal and garbage slot problems and, as a

result, their implementation and maintenance are greatly simplified. Finally, it is

worth mentioning that our approach does not affect the performance of standard
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sequential execution.

Section 7.2 introduces the restricted independent and-parallelism and Sec-

tion 7.2 introduces the notion of unrestricted independent and-parallelism. Sec-

tion 7.4 explains at high-level the parallel scheduler for non-determinism pro-

grams. In Section 7.5, we provide a brief introduction to the trapped goal prob-

lem and review some of the classical solutions that have been proposed to work

around it. Section 7.6 focuses on the design and low-level details of our ap-

proach. Section 7.7 shows how this solution can be applied as well to solving

the garbage slot problem. In Section 7.8, we present a performance evaluation

of our approach, together with some data on the frequency of trapped goals in

our implementation. Section 7.9 discusses how our technique can be applied to

the implementation of execution strategies other than and-parallelism. Finally,

Section 7.10 presents some conclusions.

For brevity, we assume the reader is familiar with the WAM [133, 2] and the

RAP-WAM [63] architectures.

7.2 Restricted Independent And-Parallelism

The &-Prolog language [61, 63] has been a frequent vehicle for expressing goal-

level, restricted independent and-parallelism in logic programs. It is a simple

extension within the Prolog language syntax. In its restricted version, an asso-

ciative parallel fork-join operator &/2 is used. Essentially, the sequential comma

is replaced with &/2 in order to mark goals for parallel execution. Programs par-

allelized in the &-Prolog language typically use the standard Prolog if-then-else

constructions to be able to perform computations in different ways (e.g., sequen-

tially or in parallel), depending on the result of evaluating some independence-

related run-time checks (such as independence or groundness), or granularity

control-related tests (such as data size checks).

As an example of an &-Prolog expression, consider the clause for p/3 in

Figure 7.1 and the parallelization depicted in Figure 7.2. The parallel fork-

join operator &/2 binds more tightly than the comma. Thus, the expression

“a(X,Z) & c(Y), b(X) & d(Y,Z)” means that literals a/2 and c/1 can be safely ex-
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p(X,Y,Z) :−
a(X,Z),
b(X),
c(Y),
d(Y,Z).

Figure 7.1: Sequential program.

p(X, Y, Z):−
a(X, Z) & c(Y),
b(X) & d(Y, Z).

Figure 7.2: Fork-join annotations for p/3.

ecuted in parallel. Execution can continue only when both a/2 and c/1 have

successfully finished. At that point b/1 and d/2 can start parallel execution.

7.3 Unrestricted Independent And-Parallelism

In this section, we introduce an extension [17] to the restricted &-Prolog language

introduced in Section 7.2, and provide an example to show its advantages.

Definition 1 (Unrestricted &-Prolog grammar). Let
−→
t be a tuple of terms and p

a predicate symbol. Then the following grammar defines the set of valid sentences

in the unrestricted &-Prolog language:

Program ::= Clause . Program | ε
Clause ::= Literal | Literal :- Body

Body ::= Literal | Literal , Body | Body −> Body ; Body | ParExp

ParExp ::= Body & Body | Body &> Handler | Handler <&

Handler ::= Literal

Literal ::= p(
−→
t )

We will refer to this language as the unrestricted &-Prolog language. These

expressions add two more basic constructions [15], that aim at scheduling goals

for parallel execution, &>/2 and <&/1, defined as follows:

Definition 2 (Publish operator &>/2). Goal &> H schedules goal Goal for parallel

execution and continues executing the code after Goal &> H. H is a handler which
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contains (or points to) the state of goal Goal.

Definition 3 (Wait operator <&/1). H <& waits for the goal associated with H

to finish, or executes it if it has not been taken by another agent yet. After that

point the bindings made for the output variables (i.e., the answer substitution) of

Goal are available to the agent calling <&/1.

The operational semantics for these two operators is as follows: let us consider

that, at some point of the execution, G = (g1, ..., gn)θ is the current resolvent.

The sequential SLD-resolution proof procedure would:

• execute g1θ, obtaining the answer substitution θ1 (the corresponding global

substitution being θθ1),

• execute g2θθ1, obtaining θ2 (respectively, θθ1θ2),

• execute g3θθ1θ2, obtaining θ3 (respectively, θθ1θ2θ3),

• . . .

and so on until the execution of all goals in G has finished. Note that “executing

g1θ” is understood as the resolution of g1 and its descendants in resolvent G, until

they become resolved, and g2 appears as the leftmost goal in G. For convenience,

when comparing to the parallel resolution, we will also think of “executing g1θ”

as if executing a resolvent containing only g1 with the substitution θ applied to

it. Then θ1 represents the composition of all the most general unifiers (“m.g.u.”)

appearing in the resolution of g1θ and its descendants. For any term t, the

composition of two substitutions, θ and η, is formally defined as θη(t) = η(θ(t)).

Now, let us assume that goal gi is executed in

parallel using our unrestricted parallel operators as

G = (g1, ..., gi−1, gi & > H, gi+1, ..., gj−1, H < &, gj, ..., gn)θ. 1 One

possible execution scheme for resolvent G could be the following:

• Partition G into the resolvents:

1The extension to more than one goal is straightforward.
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– Ga = (gi)θ
′, where θ′ = θθ1...θi−1.

– Gb = (gi+1, ..., gj−1)θ
′.

– Gc = (gj, ..., gn)θ′′, where θ′′ is defined later on.

• Execute Ga and Gb in parallel obtaining the answer substitutions θa and θb

respectively.

• Apply the sequential composition of θ′ with the parallel composition of θa,

and θb obtaining θ′′,

• And finally execute Gcθ
′′.

where we assume that the new variables introduced during the renaming steps in

the parallel execution of Ga and Gb belong to disjoint sets.

Parallel composition is defined to work with both strict and non-strict notions

of independence. Consider two substitutions θ and η, and their representation

as sets of equations, E(θ) and E(η). Given any term t, the parallel composition

is θ ◦ η(t) = mgu(E(θ) ∪ E(η))(t). Note that if var(θ) ∩ var(η) = ∅, then

mgu(E(θ)∪E(η))(t) = η(θ(t)). In our parallel execution scheme, θ′θa◦θb = θ′θa◦
(θi+1...θj−1) = θθ1...θi−1θaθi+1...θj−1 = θθ1...θi−1θiθi+1...θj−1. Therefore, both the

sequential and parallel executions will apply the same global substitution.

Definition 4 (Fork-join operator &/2). The &/2 [63] operator can be defined as:

A & B :− A &> H, call(B), H <&.

This definition does not preclude of course an implementation from providing

more efficient implementations of &/2, for example by expanding &/2 in line fol-

lowing the definition, or by using standard lower-level mechanisms to implement

&/2 directly. In any case, the obvious and important implication of the definition

above is that any parallelization performed using &/2 can be encoded using &>/2

and <&/1 without loss of parallelism. We will term these operators unrestricted

operators henceforth. The unrestricted operators allow more freedom to the an-

notator (and to the programmer, if parallel code is written by hand) to express

data dependencies and, therefore, to extract more parallelism. See [17] for more

details.
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p(A, B) :−
a(A) &> H,
b(B),
H <&.

a(1).
a(2).
b(1).
b(2).

Figure 7.3: Predicate p/2 with an unrestricted operator-annotated clause.

7.4 Sketch of Nondeterministic Parallel Execution

The previous definitions of &>/2 and <&/1, as well as &/2, are not tied to a

particular implementation approach. In this section, we will provide an overview

of the high-level parallel execution model presented in [21] and [20].

Section 7.3 described the semantics of unrestricted operators for deterministic

benchmarks. &>/2 publishes goals to be executed in parallel and <&/1 waits for

their execution to end. However, non-deterministic logic programs bring two new

scenarios that need to be considered in order to ensure correctness in the execu-

tion: failure in parallel execution and backtracking over unrestricted operators.

• Failure in parallel execution: if one of the goals scheduled for parallel ex-

ecution fails, it is necessary to cancel the execution of the other parallel

computations to comply with the no-slowdown property. For example, if

goals a(1) and b(X) are executed in parallel, and the execution of goal a(1)

immediately fails, the execution of goal b(X) needs to be canceled since it

would have never been executed in a sequential execution of (a(1),b(X)).

• Backtracking over unrestricted operators: Let us assume that predicate p/2

in Figure 7.3 is executed, and goal a/1 is executed by a remote agent, while

goal b/1 is executed by the publishing (local) agent, generating the answer

{A=1,B=1}. When another answer for predicate p/2 is requested, sequential

backtracking generates a new answer for goal b/1, and thus the new answer

for predicate p/2 will be {A=1, B=2}. When another solution for predicate

p/2 is required, backwards execution will reach the &>/2 operator, since

goal b/1 does not have more answers to compute, and the remote agent
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responsible for the execution of goal a/1 is notified that a new answer for

goal a/1 is required, while the publishing agent restarts the execution of goal

b/1. 2 Finally, the next time that backwards execution reaches the &>/2

operator, the computation of a/1 will fail, and the execution of predicate

p/2 will continue as in the case of failure in a parallel execution. 3

A possible situation that arises when the remote agent is requested for a new

answer of a parallel goal is that the execution of the parallel goal might be trapped,

i.e., the goal execution is not at the top of the execution stacks.

7.5 The Trapped Goal Problem

As mentioned before, one of the main challenges in IAP implementation is how

to deal correctly with backtracking. The problem stems from the fact that in

principle any of the available parallel goals can be selected for execution, and

therefore they can be piled on the execution stacks in an order which differs from

the one which would be generated by sequential execution. Since IAP imple-

mentations have been traditionally required to follow a right-to-left backtracking

order, this clearly leads to a problem: it is possible that a goal to be backtracked

over is trapped under a logically older goal which would hinder the application

of the usual right-to-left backtracking order [60, 62]. We illustrate this with an

example.

Figure 7.4 shows a possible state of the execution of a call to m/3 using two

agents.4 When the first agent starts computing the first answer, goals a(X,Y )

and b(Z) are scheduled to be executed in parallel. Let us assume that goal b(Z)

is executed locally by the first agent and that goal a(X,Y ) is stolen by the second

agent for execution. Then, the second agent schedules goals b(X) and b(Y ) to

be executed in parallel, which results in goal b(Y ) being locally executed by the

2Note that the second answer of goal a/1 and the first answer of goal b/1 are computed in

parallel.
3Note however that there exist backtracking parallel implementations based on answer stor-

ing which avoid recomputation of parallel goals [31].
4Herein we use agent to refer to an executing thread attached to its own stack set.
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m(X,Y,Z) :- b(X,Y) & a(Z).

b(X,Y) :- a(X) & a(Y).

a(1).
a(2).

a(X)

a(Z)

m(X, Y, Z)

a(Y)

Agent 1 Agent 2 Agent 1 Agent 2

a(Y)

a(X)

a(Z)

m(X, Y, Z)

a(Z)

b(X, Y) b(X, Y)

Figure 7.4: Example of execution state in IAP with trapped goals.

second agent and goal b(X) taken by the first agent after finishing the computation

of an answer for goal b(Z). In order to obtain another answer for predicate m/3,

right-to-left backtracking requires computing additional answers for goals b(Z),

b(Y ), and b(X), in that order. However, goal b(Z) cannot be directly backtracked

over since the execution of goal b(X) is stacked on top of it. Goal b(Z) has become

a trapped goal.

Several solutions have been proposed to solve this problem. One of the orig-

inal proposals makes use of continuation markers [63, 100] to skip over stacked

goals. Even though this solution deals correctly with the trapped goal problem,

it leads to a quite complex implementation, having to cope with a relatively large

number of cases. In addition, it needs to store a significant amount of additional

information, which increases memory overhead. Another solution (also suggested

in [63, 121, 122] and developed further and studied in [100]) is to allow public

backtracking, i.e., to let an agent perform backtracking over a choicepoint that

belongs to the stack set of a different agent. Unfortunately, this solution creates

a difference between the logical and physical views of the stacks, and adds the

complexity of having to manage parallel accesses to the private stacks of each of

the agents. More recently, another solution to the problem was presented in [20],

which is based on moving the execution of the trapped goals to the top of the

stack before the agent starts to compute a new answer of the parallel goal. This

solution simplifies the implementation, reducing the need for low-level machinery

in comparison to previous approaches. However, garbage slots may still appear

in the stacks. A common disadvantage of these approaches is that the parallel
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scheduler is forced to directly manage trapped goals. Also, they all share a rel-

atively complex marker architecture. All of this keeps the complexity of these

approaches relatively high, affecting overall system maintenance, extensibility and

portability, as well as affecting standard sequential execution.

A completely different approach to solving the trapped goal and garbage slot

problems is restricted scheduling : to keep track of goal execution order dependen-

cies in order to restrict the set of goals that an agent is allowed to execute to only

those that ensure that no goal under them will become trapped or garbage [60, 62].

An agent will not execute a goal G on a stack set if that stack set already con-

tains a goal that could be backtracked over before goal G. While this solution

shares with our approach the advantage of keeping stacks ordered, it complicates

scheduling, adds overhead, and, above all, comes at the cost of limiting the degree

of parallelism in the system. In Section 7.8.2 we present a preliminary perfor-

mance evaluation that shows that this effect can be quite significant in practice.

Recently, other systems with support for parallelism, such as Erlang [1], opted

to create a new small stack set for each parallel goal. Note that Erlang, unlike

Prolog, does not have support for backtracking. Therefore the problem we are

tackling in this paper simply does not exist and the shape of the stacks is much

simpler. The creation of multiple stacks (as needed) has also been suggested in

the context of Prolog (as early as [60]), but the WAM multi-stack structure makes

creating fresh stacks more expensive in time and memory.

Note that, while we have discussed so far approaches that keep the sequen-

tial solution order, trapped computations also appear in approaches to and-

parallelism which give up on maintaining sequential execution solution order [31].

Therefore this paper is not as much a quest for efficiency as an attempt to find

a simple solution (which minimizes changes to the scheduler while keeping the

performance of the sequential execution) to a problem which seems unavoidable

in and-parallel execution.
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7.6 Reordering Stacks to Free Trapped Goals

In classical WAM implementations [133, 2], the order of the choicepoints corre-

sponds to the chronological order in which backtracking has to be performed.

This strong correspondence between the logical and the physical view of the choi-

cepoint stack (and the corresponding heap and trail segments) is exploited to

perform backtracking efficiently, to reclaim all storage in the process in a very

simple and fast way, and to pave the way to other optimizations. Unfortunately,

trapped goals break this correspondence between logical and physical views and,

therefore, some of the WAM assumptions do not hold anymore. As we saw before,

this lack of correspondence appears in most previous approaches, in which the

logical and physical views are separated. We propose to force this correspondence

by explicitly reordering the stacks. The advantage is that this will maintain all the

invariants of the sequential execution, which will in turn facilitate maintenance

and make sequential optimizations easier to adopt.

7.6.1 An Example of Stack Reordering

Figure 7.5(a) shows the stack state of an agent which needs to compute a new

answer of a goal that is currently trapped. T C1, . . . , T Cn correspond to the

choicepoints generated by the previous execution of such trapped goal. C1, . . . ,

Cm correspond to the choicepoints that belong to computations younger than the

one of the trapped goal. Pointers on the left of each choicepoint indicate the

corresponding trail section associated to each choicepoint (trail(choice point)), and

show the limits of the logical effects that need to be undone when backtracking

over each of the choicepoints. Pointers on the right of each choicepoint indicate

the corresponding heap section of each of the choicepoints (heap top(choice point)),

and show the limit of heap memory that can be reclaimed on backtracking.5 In

this case, it is possible to reinstate the correspondence between the logical and

physical views by reordering the choicepoints in the stack. Figure 7.5(b) shows

the stack set after reordering, which involves moving the choicepoints of the

5Similar pointers for the environment stack have been omitted from the figure.
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TRAIL

...
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C2
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Cm
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(a) Snapshot of a trapped goal execution.
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(b) Snapshot after choicepoints reordering.

Figure 7.5: Example of choicepoint reordering before executing a trapped goal.

trapped goal T C1, . . . , T Cn to the top of the stack, therefore creating a new

backtracking execution order. Note that reordering the choicepoints needs a trail

cell reordering in order to remove those logical effects generated by previous goal

executions.

In addition, this choicepoint reordering operation requires updating the heap

top pointers heap top(T C1), . . . , heap top(T Cn) of each choicepoint to the current

heap top of the agent’s stack set, in order to protect the heap positions which

belong to the trapping computations from backtracking over the trapped goal.6 If

these pointers are not reallocated, backtracking over the previously trapped goal

(now on top) would set the H (heap) pointer to a location under the trapping

goal heap area and forward execution would run over the heap area used by

the trapping goal. For example, if heap top(T Cn) were still pointing to cell 4,

backtracking over T Cn would set H=4 and forward execution could overwrite

heap cell 5, which belongs to another computation. By setting all heap pointers

from heap top(T C1) to heap top(T Cn) to point to the heap top, trapped cells

remain protected and heap construction happens at the top of the heap. Given

that younger heap cells point to older heap cells (i.e., top points to bottom in

this figure), dangling pointers will not appear.

After reallocating pointers as shown in the previous paragraph, the heap sec-

6A similar idea was proposed in the context of tabling [46].
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tion corresponding to the old trapped computation becomes unreachable. This

is taken care of by updating the heap top pointer heap top(C1) associated with

choicepoint C1. It is made to point to the cell where the first choicepoint of the

initially trapped computation was pointing (heap top(T C1)). This will reclaim

the unused section on backtracking, as backtracking over C1 will set the heap

pointer to the start of the heap area.

A similar operation needs to be performed for the environment stack to protect

the environments of the trapping computation from backtracking. Note that it

is not necessary to reorder the heap or the environment frame stack, and that

the choicepoint stack reordering operation can be executed without requiring the

agents to compete for mutual exclusion since this operation only affects locally

the stack set of each agent.

7.6.2 Stack Reordering Algorithm

Figure 7.6 presents the algorithm that allows restarting the computation of a

particular trapped goal. The procedure move exec top is supplied with a handler h

as argument, which corresponds to a structure that is associated to the execution

of each parallel goal, and stores the execution state of such computation. Let us

use the example shown in Figure 7.5 to understand this procedure.

Fields initCP(h) and lastCP(h) of a particular handler h return the initial and

the last choicepoint of the parallel computation associated with h. Lines 3 and 4

initialize local variables to point to the first choicepoint and the first trail cell of

the trapped goal.

The first step in the algorithm (line 6) is to check whether the goal execution

that needs to be restarted is currently trapped or not. If that is the case then the

choicepoints of the trapped goal execution need to be moved to the top of the

stack and the corresponding trail sections to the top of the trail (Section 7.6.1).

In the case of the example shown in Figure 7.5, lines 7 to 11 of the algorithm

copy the choicepoints T C1, . . . , T Cn to an auxiliary memory location denoted

by tg cp and, similarly, the choicepoints C1, . . . , Cm are copied over to yg cp, the

trail sections t1 to t3 are copied onto tg trail, and finally trail sections t4 to t7 are
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1 void move exec top(Handler h)
2 begin
3 init cp = initCP(h);
4 init trail = trail(initCP(h));
5

6 if (IS YOUNGER CP(CP(wam), lastCP(h))) then
7 MEM ALLOC COPY(tg cp, init cp, lastCP(h));
8 MEM ALLOC COPY(yg cp, ONE YOUNGER CP(lastCP(h)), CP(wam));
9 MEM ALLOC COPY(tg trail, init trail,

10 ONE OLDER TRAIL(trail(ONE YOUNGER CP(lastCP(h)))));
11 MEM ALLOC COPY(yg trail, trail(ONE YOUNGER CP(lastCP(h))), trail(wam));
12

13 for all handler OnTop(handler, h, HandlerStack) do
14 begin
15 initCP(handler) := initCP(handler) − sizeof(tg cp);
16 lastCP(handler) := lastCP(handler) − sizeof(tg cp)
17 end for;
18 initCP(h) := initCP(h) + sizeof(yg cp);
19 lastCP(h) := lastCP(h) + sizeof(yg cp);
20 MoveToTop(h, HandlerStack);
21

22 MEM COPY(init cp, yg cp);
23 MEM COPY(init cp + sizeof(yg cp), tg cp);
24 MEM COPY(init trail, yg trail);
25 MEM COPY(init trail + sizeof(yg trail), tg trail);
26

27 for all cp in yg cp do
28 begin
29 trail(cp) := trail(cp) − sizeof(tg trail);
30 end for;
31 heap top(CP(init cp)) := heap top(initCP(h));
32 frame top(CP(init cp)) := frame top(initCP(h));
33 for all cp in tg cp do
34 begin
35 trail(cp) := trail(cp) + sizeof(yg trail);
36 heap top(cp) := heap top(wam);
37 frame top(cp) := frame top(wam);
38 end for;
39 end if
40 end;

Figure 7.6: Choicepoint reordering algorithm in an agent’s stack set.
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copied over to yg trail.7

We maintain a handler stack, HandlerStack, keeping the chronological order in

which goals are executed. It is used in lines 13 to 17 to update the pointers initCP

and lastCP of those handlers representing goals younger than the trapped one.8

Lines 18 and 19 update the pointers initCP and lastCP of the trapped handler.

Line 20 moves the trapped handler to the top of the handler stack, corresponding

with the new stack order.

The next step in the algorithm is to copy the choicepoints and trail sections

back from the auxiliary memory locations tg cp, yg cp, tg trail and yg trail to the

agent’s stack and trail. This is performed by lines 22 to 25, which first move the

choicepoints C1, . . . , Cm back to the stack, followed by choicepoints T C1, . . . ,

T Cn, and then move trail sections t4 to t7 over to the trail, followed by trail

sections t1 to t3.

Lines 27 to 30 iterate over the trail pointers of each of the initially trapping

choicepoints trail(C1), . . . , trail(Cm) to ensure that they point to the updated

location of their corresponding trail sections. Lines 31 and 32 update the heap

and frame top pointers of the first trapping choicepoint in the stack C1 to point

to the original value of the heap and frame top pointers of the first choicepoint of

the initially trapped computation T C1, to allow a proper release of the trapped

goal memory when the execution backtracks over choicepoint C1. After executing

lines 22 to 25, init cp is now pointing to C1.

The algorithm then continues in lines 33 to 38 updating the trail pointers

trail(T C1), . . . , trail(T Cn) for each of the choicepoints of the initially trapped

computation to point to the new location of their corresponding trail sections, as

well as their heap top and frame top pointers to point to the current heap top of

the agent’s stack set, and therefore protect the heap and the environment frame of

choicepoints C1, . . . , Cm from backtracking over the initially trapped goal. Now,

7The amount of necessary auxiliary memory is usually negligible w.r.t. heap memory. Its

size is the maximum between that of the trail/choicepoint stack section of the trapped goal and

the trapping computations.
8Note that the complexity of this traversal is never worse than the choicepoint stack reorder-

ing.
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the trapped goal is ready to be backtracked over using standard WAM machinery,

after the auxiliary memory allocated in tg cp, yg cp, tg trail and yg trail is released.

Note that this algorithm assumes that choicepoints are not linked, but just

stacked one over the previous one. In implementations where each choicepoint

points to the previous one, reordering can boil down to pointer updating. Also,

even for the case of memory reallocation, as will be shown in Section 7.8, back-

tracking over trapped goals does not occur very often, which reduces the impact

of the overhead of the move exec top algorithm so that it does not significantly

impact performance during execution of IAP.

7.6.3 Some Low Level Details

Our solution for the trapped goals problem requires considering two particular

situations which have to be managed at a low level. The first one involves con-

sidering the environment trimming optimization, and the second one is related

to “spurious” trail cells that may appear after the execution of the Prolog !/0

operator.

Environment Trimming The environment trimming optimization reclaims,

during forward execution, variables of the current environment when it is known

that they are not going to be accessed again during forward execution. This is de-

termined by comparing the ages of the current environment and the environment

pointed to by the current choicepoint (using the environment cp field of the choi-

cepoint). In general, choicepoints protect local variables which have been created

prior to the creation of the choicepoint. Under IAP execution, environment trim-

ming may occur after a parallel call is performed. However, remote agents may

generate choicepoints that protect some of these local variables. Unfortunately,

environment trimming is not aware of the existence of these remote choicepoints,

and unsafe environment trimming operations may then be performed. The sim-

plest way to solve this problem is to insert a “void” choicepoint before any parallel

call in order to protect all current local variables. A more efficient solution would

involve modifying the environment cp field of the last choicepoint to protect all cur-
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rent local variables. The trail may be used to reinstall the original value of the

environment cp field before backwards execution is performed over this choicepoint.

Spurious trail cells Trail entries keep track of the cells with conditional bind-

ings : those made to variables which appeared before a given choicepoint was

pushed and bound after that choicepoint is pushed. These cells will not be re-

claimed after backtracking over the last choicepoint of a goal execution, but their

bindings need to be undone. After executing a !/0 operator, some of these bind-

ings become unconditional (because the choicepoint which was pushed between

cell creation and cell binding is no longer active), and therefore they should

not be part of the trail. Some Prolog systems remove these bindings as soon

as a !/0 is executed. However, other systems (such as Ciao, on which our im-

plementation is based) do not do so because these “spurious” trail cells do not

affect the standard sequential execution: they always point to reclaimed memory.

Unfortunately, spurious trail cells become a problem after the execution of the

move exec top procedure, since the order of cells in the trail changes. In the case

of environment frame variables, environment trimming or last call optimizations

could make these spurious trail cells point to new, live environment stack sections.

Using again the example in Figure 7.5, referencing a spurious trail cell belonging

to choicepoint T Cn could affect the environment frame of C1. The problem is

solved by invalidating those trail cells of choicepoints T C1, . . . , T Cn which do

not belong to the heap and the environment frame segments of these choicepoints

(because they are not conditional).

7.7 Dealing with Garbage Slots

In addition to the trapped goal problem, unused sections of the stack may appear

when executing nondeterministic parallel programs under IAP. Let us consider

the goal g :− a, (b & c), d. Let us assume that all goals in the body of g/0 can

return several solutions. There are several scenarios that may occur depending

on which subgoal fails:
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• If subgoal a/0 fails, sequential backtracking is performed.

• Since subgoals b/0 and c/0 are mutually independent, if either one of them

fails without a solution, backwards execution must proceed over subgoal

a/0, because subgoals b/0 and c/0 do not affect each other’s search space.

• If subgoal d/0 fails, backwards execution must proceed over the right-most

choicepoint of the parallel conjunction b & c, which could be trapped, and

recompute the answers for all subgoals to the right of that choicepoint.

Thus, backtracking within a conjunction of parallel subgoals occurs only if

initiated by a failure from outside of the subgoals conjunction (also known

as outside backtracking). Instead, if the backwards execution is initiated

from within the subgoals in the parallel conjunction, backtracking proceeds

outside of all these subgoals, i.e., to the left of the conjunction (also known

as inside backtracking).

Inside backtracking requires canceling the execution of the parallel goals that

belong to the same parallel goal conjunction. These goals could be trapped

and they would then produce garbage slots in the trail, choicepoint stack, and

heap. Traditionally, IAP implementations have solved this problem with methods

closely related to those used to solve the trapped goal problem, with similar

drawbacks, including complexity in the implementation of the parallel scheduler,

as well as impacting its performance.

The solution for trapped goals that we have presented in Section 7.6.2 can

be reused to avoid leaving garbage slots in the stack by executing the procedure

move exec top before canceling the execution of a trapped goal. By doing so, the

corresponding trail cells and choicepoints of the canceled goal would be immedi-

ately reclaimed. The heap and environment frame stack would be reclaimed by

garbage collection or upon backwards execution over the first choicepoint above

the choice points of the canceled goal (choicepoint C1 following the example in

Figure 7.5). In our set of benchmarks, the trapped heap memory increases the

memory use by 1% in the worst case.
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7.8 Performance Evaluation

We present in this section some of the performance results obtained with the

implementation of our proposed solution in the Ciao [13, 68] system. Such imple-

mentation is based on a previous high-level implementation of IAP [20], whose

functionality has been augmented with the support to manage trapped goals and

garbage slots.

All benchmarks shown in this section were automatically parallelized with

CiaoPP [65], using the annotation algorithms described in [90, 14, 18]. Finally,

the actual performance results for each of the benchmarks were obtained after

averaging ten different runs on a Sun UltraSparc T2000 (known as Niagara archi-

tecture) machine with eight 4-thread cores and 8Gb of memory running Solaris

10u1.

As we stated before, the aim of this chapter is not so much to evaluate raw

performance gains as it is to clarify up to which point the proposed technique

is advantageous. In order to measure this, we will evaluate, on one hand, how

often trapped goals appear in typical and-parallel computations and how much

overhead the stack reorganization operations impose on the execution and, on

the other hand, what speedups can be expected from executions which respect

goal dependencies in order to avoid trapped computations.

7.8.1 Deterministic and Non-Deterministic Benchmarks

We have used some deterministic and non-deterministic benchmarks selected

from [17, 31], listed in Table 7.1. All these benchmarks can produce trapped

goals (i.e., goals stacked out of order w.r.t. the sequential execution). Note that

even if some of these benchmarks only return one solution, they are forced to fail

in order to backtrack and explore all the search tree. For deterministic bench-

marks, this means that backtracking is attempted on all parallel goals which

are piled out-of-order in the stacks following the logical dependencies across the

execution tree, even if they do not produce additional solutions.

Table 7.2 presents the ratio of trapped goals vs. total parallel goals in the
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Program Description

fft Fast Fourier transform.

fibo 22nd Fibonacci number, executed sequentially from the 12th down-

wards.

hanoi Towers of Hanoi of size 14, executed sequentially from the 7th down-

wards.

hanoi dl Towers of Hanoi with difference lists.

mmat Multiplication of two 50 × 50 matrices.

pal Recursively generates a palindrome of 215 elements, switching to

sequential execution when generating palindromes of length 27.

qsort Use QuickSort to sort a list of 10000 elements, switching to sequen-

tial execution when the list to be sorted has 300 elements.

qsort dl QuickSort with difference lists.

iqsort QuickSort with an irregular input list which makes the subgoals to

be very different in size and favors the occurrence of trapped goals.

iqsort dl QuickSort with difference lists, sorting an irregular input list.

tak Takeuchi function with arguments tak(14,10,3).

qsort nd Non-deterministic QuickSort (gives topological sortings) with an

input list size 4000 elements, switching to sequential execution on

50 elements.

Table 7.1: Benchmark descriptions.

execution of each benchmark (column Trapped) and the percentage of the parallel

execution time that is spent on the move exec top operation (column Lost). While

this of course depends on the particular scheduling performed, it has been found

to be quite stable in our current implementation. The evaluation is performed

only up to 8 agents in order to make sure that every agent receives the full

computing power of a core (threads in a core compete for shared resources, such

as arithmetic units). The cases for one and two agents are also omitted since they

do not generate trapped goals.

The first conclusion is that trapped goals do not appear very often in general,
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Bench. Info
Number of threads

3 4 5 6 7 8

Fft
trapped 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.10 0.15

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Fibo
trapped 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.06

lost 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02

Hanoi
trapped 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Hanoi dl
trapped 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04

lost 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07

Mmat
trapped 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00

Pal
trapped 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.03

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Qsort
trapped 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.11 0.06 0.09

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Qsort dl
trapped 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.13 0.11 0.11

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01

iQsort
trapped 0.03 0.09 0.18 0.26 0.27 0.35

lost 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03

iQsort dl
trapped 0.03 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.28 0.36

lost 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03

Tak
trapped 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.13 0.07 0.05

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Qsort nd
trapped 0.02 0.07 0.14 0.21 0.33 0.39

lost 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01

Table 7.2: Trapped goal statistics.

and their behavior depends largely on the nature of the benchmark itself. This

scarcity favors our approach, whose cost grows with the number of trapped goals

that need to be moved but otherwise does not pose overhead. This explains that
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the overhead imposed by the move exec top operation is very small in all of the

benchmarks. These benchmarks create between 200 and 6000 choicepoints, and

the precise number is related to the amount of work that move exec top operation

has to perform. The highest overhead (7%) is in hanoi dl, which appears as an

exceptional case. These results appear to support our thesis that it is debat-

able whether providing a very efficient but complex solution to the trapped goals

problems is worth the effort. Instead, the proposed solution seems more practical

since it greatly simplifies the parallel scheduler (with the added advantage, dis-

cussed later, that it can be reused for other purposes). This is even more so if we

take into account that the frequency of trapped goals can be largely reduced by

out-of-order backtracking with answer memoization [31], in which the traditional

right-to-left order in backtracking is not maintained on parallel goal conjunctions.

In this case the stack reorganization operation, although still necessary, is used

even less frequently.

7.8.2 Avoiding Trapped Goals: the Impact of Goal Precedence

As mentioned in Section 7.5, a valid approach [62] to solving the trapped goal

problem is to respect a notion of goal precedence during forward execution to

completely avoid trapped goals. The low frequency of trapped goals previously

found seems to suggest that this approach might be effective in practice.

In order to assess whether this is the case, we have developed a prototype

implementation of IAP which schedules goals according to their precedence. Ta-

ble 7.3 presents some of the speedups we obtained w.r.t. the Ciao sequential

execution using this prototype (column Prec) and the speedups of our approach

to handle trapped goals (column Trap), but adding the overhead of determining

precedences: precedence dependencies are calculated but not used. The reason is

that our dependency calculation algorithm may be suboptimal, and by applying

it to both cases we obtain a conservative comparison.9

From the experimental results, the speedups obtained with a goal-precedence

scheduler are in general reduced, with some benchmarks having a bigger difference

9Note that the observed overhead of the precedence analysis is rarely above 1%.
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Bench. Approach
Number of threads

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

fft
trap 1.75 2.06 2.69 2.68 2.87 2.97 3.02

prec 1.74 1.75 2.68 2.69 2.68 2.67 2.68

fibo
trap 1.91 2.62 3.18 3.98 4.51 5.48 5.98

prec 1.72 2.51 2.50 4.10 3.98 5.14 5.13

hanoi
trap 1.81 1.94 2.93 3.24 3.41 3.74 4.11

prec 1.81 1.91 1.91 3.24 3.21 3.23 3.42

hanoi dl
trap 1.41 1.41 1.86 2.95 3.06 3.59 3.75

prec 1.41 1.41 1.40 2.76 2.75 2.75 2.67

mmat
trap 1.52 2.24 2.95 3.72 4.35 4.97 5.63

prec 1.53 2.23 2.91 3.67 4.11 4.68 5.42

pal
trap 1.81 2.27 2.59 3.18 3.29 3.60 3.96

prec 1.82 1.83 1.82 1.82 3.17 3.18 3.03

qsort
trap 1.79 2.25 2.51 2.69 2.84 3.42 3.73

prec 1.78 1.78 2.27 2.29 2.29 2.29 2.29

qsort dl
trap 1.73 2.23 2.44 2.65 3.13 3.25 3.32

prec 1.71 1.71 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.16

iqsort
trap 1.33 1.33 1.67 2.27 2.43 2.80 3.02

prec 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33

iqsort dl
trap 1.29 1.30 1.64 2.13 2.68 2.88 3.19

prec 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29

tak
trap 0.89 1.77 2.38 3.50 3.54 4.47 4.25

prec 0.89 1.77 2.38 3.50 3.54 3.54 4.40

qsort nd
trap 1.53 1.59 1.92 1.93 2.01 2.34 2.54

prec 1.53 1.58 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.66

Table 7.3: Speedup comparison: dependence analysis vs. trapped goals.

(e.g., iqsort and iqsort dl, probably due to an initial imbalanced split of the input

list). In addition, the execution based on goal precedence of our prototype has

been shown to be quite sensitive to the order in which the parallel goals are taken
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by remote agents, which makes the overall speed of the parallel execution less

predictable. Finally, this solution is intended to match the behavior of standard

sequential execution and is of no use in the case of strategies which use less strict

execution strategies to increase the amount of search performed in parallel [31].

Therefore, we believe that avoiding trapped goals based on goal precedence has

drawbacks which makes it not advantageous in practice.

7.9 Other Applications for Stack Reordering

So far, we have used move exec top to arrange the stack order so that it could

have been generated by the standard sequential execution. move exec top is based

on the swapping operation (see Chapter 5) and it can be also applied to the

implementation of intelligent backtracking [96].

Intelligent Backtracking Intelligent backtracking strategies are based on the

idea of performing backtracking directly on the goal which generated the bindings

that caused a failure. In the following example:

p(X,Y) :- a(X), b(Y), c(X).
a(1). a(2). b(1). b(2). c(2).

the execution of c(X) fails because a(X) unified X with 1. Standard backtracking

would retry b(Y ) in a purposeless attempt to execute c(X) with a new binding for

Y . Intelligent backtracking would change the backward execution order to allow

backward execution over a(X) before backtracking over b(X). Intelligent back-

tracking needs to keep track of the point where bindings were produced in order

to safely detect the closest useful backtracking point. Intelligent backtracking

could make use of the move exec top operation to change the backtracking order.

7.10 Conclusions

We have presented a new algorithm to solve the trapped goal problem in which the

stack is reordered to generate an execution state that could have been generated
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by the sequential execution. Using this algorithm simplifies the implementation

of the scheduler for parallelism and does not affect the performance in case of

standard sequential execution. Our approach has been implemented in the Ciao

system, and we have performed an experimental evaluation of its effectiveness.

We have also compared our approach to that based on keeping track of goal de-

pendencies in order not to generate trapped goals and found that the restriction

in the degree of parallelism brought about by the dependency-based approach

makes this solution less advantageous. Furthermore, the use of the move exec top

operation imposes only a limited overhead and does not restrict parallelism. Fi-

nally, the stack reordering operation presented in this paper represents seman-

tically a change in the backtracking execution order, which we believe could be

successfully applied to the implementation of tabling, swapping evaluation, and

intelligent backtracking.
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Summary

Goal-level Independent and-parallelism (IAP) is exploited by scheduling for si-

multaneous execution two or more goals that will not interfere with each other

at run time. This can be done safely even if such goals can produce multiple

answers. The most successful IAP implementations to date have used recom-

putation of answers and sequentially ordered backtracking. While in princi-

ple simplifying the implementation, recomputation can be very inefficient if

the granularity of the parallel goals is large enough and they produce several

answers, while sequentially ordered backtracking limits parallelism. And, de-

spite the expected simplification, the implementation of the classic schemes

has proved to involve complex engineering, with the consequent difficulty for

system maintenance and extension, while still frequently running into the well-

known trapped goal and garbage slot problems. This work presents an alterna-

tive parallel backtracking model for IAP and its implementation. The model

features parallel out-of-order (i.e., non-chronological) backtracking and relies

on answer memoization to reuse and combine answers. We show that this ap-

proach can bring significant performance advantages. Also, it can bring some

simplification to the important engineering task involved in implementing the

backtracking mechanism of previous approaches.

8.1 Introduction

While many IAP implementations obtained admirable performance results and

achieved efficient memory management, implementing synchronization and work-

153
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ing around problems such as trapped goals (Section 8.5) and garbage slots in the

execution stacks required complex engineering: extensions to the WAM instruc-

tion set, new data structures, special stack frames in the stack sets, and others

(as explained in the previous chapter). Due to this complexity, recent approaches

have focused instead on simplicity, moving core components of the implementa-

tion to the source level. In [20], a high-level implementation of goal-level IAP

was proposed that showed reasonable speedups despite the overhead added by the

high level of the implementation. Other recent proposals [88], with a different fo-

cus than those of the traditional approaches to parallelism in LP, concentrate on

providing machinery to take advantage of underlying thread-based OS building

blocks.

A critical area in the context of IAP that has also received much attention is

the implementation of backtracking. Since in IAP by definition goals do not affect

each other, an obvious approach is to generate all the solutions for these goals in

parallel independently, and then combine them [35]. However, this approach has

several drawbacks. First, copying solutions, at least naively, can introduce a sig-

nificant overhead. In addition, this approach can perform an unbounded amount

of unnecessary work if, e.g., only some of the solutions are actually needed, and

it can even be non-terminating if one of the goals does not fail finitely. For these

reasons the operational semantics typically implemented in IAP systems performs

an ordered, right-to-left backtracking. For example, if execution backtracks into

a parallel conjunction such as a & b & c, the rightmost goal (c) backtracks first.

If it fails, then b is backtracked over while c is recomputed and so on, until a

new solution is found or until the parallel conjunction fails. The advantage of

this approach is that it saves memory (since no solutions need to be copied) and

keeps close to the sequential semantics. However, it also implies that many com-

putations are redone and a large amount of backtracking work can be essentially

sequential.

Herein we propose an improved solution to backtracking in IAP aimed at re-

ducing recomputation and increasing parallelism while preserving efficiency. It

combines memoization of answers to parallel goals (to avoid recomputation), out-

of-order backtracking (to exploit parallelism on backtracking), and incremental
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computation of answers, to reduce memory consumption and avoid termination

problems. The fact that in this approach the right-to-left rule may not be fol-

lowed during parallel backtracking means that answer generation order can be

affected (this of course does not affect the declarative semantics) but, as explained

later, it greatly simplifies implementation.1 The EAM also supports out-of-order

execution of goals. However, our approach differs from EAM in that the EAM

is a more encompassing and complex approach, offering more parallelism at the

cost of more complexity (and overhead) while our proposal constitutes a simpler

and more approachable solution to implement.

In the following we present our proposal and an IAP implementation of the

approach, and we provide experimental data showing that the amount of par-

allelism exploited increases due to the parallelism in backward execution, while

keeping competitive performance for first-answer queries. We also observe super-

linear speedups, achievable thanks to memoization of previous answers (which

are recomputed in sequential SLD resolution).

8.2 An Overview of IAP with Parallel Backtracking

In this section we provide a high-level view of the execution algorithm we propose

in order to introduce the key concepts which we will explain in more detail in

later sections.

The IAP + parallel backtracking model we propose behaves in many respects

as classical IAP approaches, but it has as its main difference the use of speculative

backward execution (when possible) to generate eagerly additional solutions. This

brings a number of additional changes which have to be accommodated. We

assume as usual in IAP a number of agents, each of which are normally attached

to their own stack set, composed of heap, trail, stack, and goal queue (and often

referred in the following simply as a “stack”). Active agents are executing code

using their stack set, and they place any new parallel work they find in their

1We might enforce the right-to-left rule on backtracking, but the system latency when re-

turning answers on-demand would be worse.
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goal queue. Idle agents steal parallel work from the goal queues of other agents.2

We will also assume that stack sets have a new memo area for storing solutions

(explained further later, see Figure 8.2).

Forward execution: as in classical IAP, when a parallel conjunction is first

reached, its goals are started in parallel. When a goal in the conjunction fails

without returning any solution, the whole conjunction fails. And when all goals

have found a solution, execution proceeds. However, and differently to classical

IAP, if a solution has been found for some goals, but not for all, the agents that

did finish may speculatively perform backward execution for the goals they exe-

cuted (unless there is a need for agents to execute work that is not speculative,

e.g., to generate the first answer to a goal). This in turn brings the need to stash

away the generated solutions in order to continue searching for more answers

(which are also saved). When all goals find a solution, those that were specula-

tively executing are suspended (to preserve the property of no-slowdown w.r.t.

sequential execution [67]), their state is saved to be resumed later, and their first

answer is reinstalled.

Backward execution: we only perform backtracking on the goals of a paral-

lel conjunction which are on top of the stacks. If necessary, stack sections are

reordered to move trapped goals to the top of the stack (as explained in the pre-

vious chapter). In order not to impose a rigid ordering we allow backtracking on

these goals to proceed in an arbitrary order (i.e., not necessarily corresponding

to the lexical right-to-left order). This opens up the possibility of performing

backtracking in parallel, which brings some additional issues to take care of:

• When some of the goals executing backtracking in parallel find a new an-

swer, backtracking stops by suspending the rest of the goals and saving

their state.

2For a more in-depth understanding of the memory model and scheduling used in traditional

IAP approaches, please refer to [63, 122, 59].
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• The solution found is saved in the memoing area, in order to avoid recom-

putation.

• Every new solution is combined with the previously available solutions.

Some of these will be recovered from the memoization memory and others

may simply be available if they are the last solution computed by some goal

and, thus, the bindings are active.

• If more solutions are needed, backward execution is performed in parallel

again. Goals which were suspended resume at the point where they were

suspended.

All this brings the necessity of saving and resuming execution states, memo-

ing and recovering answers quickly, combining previously existing solutions with

newly found solutions, assigning agents to speculative computations only if there

are no non-speculative computations available, and managing computations that

change from speculative to non speculative. Note that all parallel backtracking

is speculative work, because we might need just one more answer of the right-

most parallel goal, and this is why backward execution is given less priority than

forward execution. Note also that at any point in time we only have one active

value for each variable. While performing parallel backtracking we can change

the bindings that will be used in forward execution, but before continuing with

forward execution, all parallel goals have to suspend to reinstall the bindings of

the answer being combined.

8.3 An Execution Example

We will illustrate our approach, and specially the interplay of memoization and

parallel backtracking in IAP execution with the following program:

main(X, Y, Z, T) :- a(X, Y) & b(Z, T).
a(X, Y) :- a1(X) & a2(Y).
b(X, Y) :- b1(X) & b2(Y).
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We will assume that a1(X), a2(Y ), b1(X) and b2(Y ) have two answers each,

which take 1 and 7 seconds, 2 and 10 seconds, 3 and 13 seconds, and 4 and 25

seconds, respectively. We will also assume that there are no dependencies among

the variables in the literals of these clauses, and that the cost of preparing and

starting up parallel goals is negligible. Finally, we will assume that there are two

agents available to execute these goals at the beginning of the execution of the

predicate main/4. Figure 8.1 summarizes the evolution of the stack of each agent

throughout the execution of main/4 (abbreviated as m/4 in the figure).

Once the first agent starts the execution of main/4, a/2 is published for parallel

execution (i. e. placed in its goal queue) and b/2 is executed locally. The second

agent steals a/2, publishes a1/1 for parallel execution and executes a2/1 locally,

while the first agent marks b1/1 as parallel and executes b2/1. The execution state

can be seen in Figure 8.1(a). When the second agent finds then the first answer

for a2/1, it marks a2/1 to be executed in a speculative manner. However, since

a1/1 and b1/1 are still pending, the second agent will start executing one of them

instead. We will assume it starts executing a1/1. Once it finds an answer, a1/1

is marked to be executed speculatively. Since a2/1 is also marked as such, then

the entire predicate a/2 can be configured to be executed speculatively. However,

the second agent will now execute b1/1 since it is pending and has higher priority

than speculative execution (Figure 8.1(b)).

Figure 8.1(c) shows the execution state when the first agent finds an answer for

b2/1. In this case, since there is no other parallel goal to execute, the first agent

starts the execution of b2/1 speculatively (sp), until the second agent finishes

the execution of b1/1. When that happens, the first agent suspends (or stops

st) the execution of b2/1 and the first answer of main/4 is returned, as shown in

Figure 8.1(d).

In order to calculate the next answer of main/4, both agents will backtrack

over b2/1 and b1/1, respectively. Note that they would not be able to backtrack

over other subgoals because they are currently trapped. Once the second agent

finds the second answer of b1/1, the first agent suspends the execution of b2/1

and returns the second answer of main/4, combining all the existing answers of

its literals (this state would be very similar to the one in Figure 8.1(d)).
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Figure 8.1: Execution of main/4 with memoization of answers and parallel backtrack-

ing.

In order to obtain the next answer of main/4, the first agent continues with

the execution of b2/1, and the second agent fails the execution of b1/1 and starts

computing the next answer of a1/1, since that goal has now been freed, as shown in

Figure 8.1(e). Whenever the answer of a1/1 is completed, shown in Figure 8.1(f),

the execution of b2/1 is again suspended and a set of new answers of main/4

involving the new answer for a2/1 can be returned, again as a combination of the

already computed answers of its subgoals. To obtain the rest of the answers of

predicate main/4, the first agent resumes the execution of b2/1 and the second

agent starts calculating a new answer of a2/1 (Figure 8.1(f)). The first agent

finds the answer of b2/1, suspends the execution of the second agent, and returns

the new answers of main/4. Finally, Figure 8.1(g) shows how the second agent

continues with the execution of a2/1 in order to obtain the rest of the answers of

main/4.
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Note that in this example memoization of answers avoids having to recompute

expensive answers of parallel goals. Also note that all the answers for each parallel

literal could have been found separately and then merged, producing a similar

total execution time. However, the computational time for the first answer would

have been drastically increased.

8.4 Memoization vs. Recomputation

Classic IAP uses recomputation of answers: if we execute a(X) & b(Y ), the first

answer of each goal is generated in parallel. On backtracking, b(Y ) generates

additional answers (one by one, sequentially) until it finitely fails. Then, a new

answer for goal a(X) is computed in parallel with the recomputation of the first

answer of b(Y ). Successive answers are computed by backtracking again on b(Y ),

and later on a(X).

However, since a(X) and b(Y ) are independent, the answers of goal b(Y ) will

be the same in each recomputation. Consequently, it makes sense to store its

bindings after every answer is generated, and combine them with those from

a(X) to avoid the recomputation of b(Y ). Memoing answers does not require

having the bindings for these answers on the stack; in fact they should be stashed

away and reinstalled when necessary. Therefore, when a new answer is computed

for a(X) the previously computed and memorized answers for b(Y ) are restored

and combined.

8.4.1 Answer Memoization

In comparison with tabling [127, 136, 24], which also saves goal answers, our

scheme shows a number of differences: we assume that we start off with termi-

nating programs (or that if the original program is non-terminating in sequential

Prolog we do not need to terminate), and therefore we do not need to take care

of the cases tabling has to: detecting repeated calls,3 suspending / resuming con-

3Detecting repeated calls requires traversing the arguments of a goal, which can be arbitrarily

more costly than executing the goal itself: for example, consider taking a large list and returning
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sumers, maintaining SCCs, etc. We do not keep stored answers after a parallel

call finitely fails: answers for a(X) & b(Y ) are kept for only as long as the new

bindings for X and Y are reachable. In fact, we can discard all stored answers as

soon as the parallel conjunction continues after its last answer. Additionally, we

restrict the visibility of the stored answers to the parallel conjunction: if we have

a(X) & b(Y ), a(Z), the calls to a(Z) do not have access to the answers for a(X).

While this may lead to underusing the saved bindings, it greatly simplifies the

implementation and reduces the associated overhead. Therefore we will not use

the memoization machinery commonly found in tabling implementations [106].

Instead, we save a combination of trail and heap terms that capture all the

bindings made by the execution of a goal, for which we need two slight changes:

we push a choicepoint before the parallel goal execution, so that all bindings to

variables that live before the parallel goal execution will be recorded, and we

modify the trail code to always trail variables that are not in the agent’s WAM.4

This ensures that all variable bindings we need to save are recorded on the trail.

Therefore, what we need to save are the variables pointed from the trail seg-

ment corresponding to the execution of the parallel goal (where the bindings to

its free variables are recorded) and the terms pointed to by these variables. These

terms are only saved if they live in the heap segment which starts after the exe-

cution of the parallel goal, since if they live below that point they existed before

the parallel goal was executed and they are unaffected by backtracking. Note

that bindings to variables created within the execution of the parallel goal and

not reachable from the argument variables, do not have to be recorded, as they

are not visible outside the scope of the parallel goal execution.5

Figure 8.2 shows an example. G is a parallel goal whose execution unifies: X

with a list existing before the execution of G, Y with a list created by G, and Z,

just its first element, as in first([X| ],X).
4This introduces a slight overhead, which we have measured at around 1%.
5Another possible optimization is to share bindings corresponding to common parts of the

search tree of a parallel goal: if a new answer is generated by performing backtracking on,

for example, the topmost choicepoint and the rest of the bindings generated by the goal are

not changed, strictly speaking only these different bindings have to be saved to save the new

answer, and not the whole section of trail and heap.
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Figure 8.2: Snapshot of agent’s stacks during answer memoization process.

which was created byG, with a list also created byG. Consequently, we save those

variables appearing in the trail created by G that are older than the execution

of G (X and Y ), and all the structures hanging from them. [x,y,z] is not copied

because is not affected by backtracking. The copy operation adjusts pointers of

variables in a similar way than it is done in tabling implementations [106]. For

example, if we save a variable pointing to a subterm of [1,2], this variable would

now point to a subterm of the copy of [1,2].

Note that this is at most the same amount of work as that of the execution of

the goal, because it consists of stashing away the variables bound by the goal plus

the structures created by the goal. The information related to the boundaries of

the goal and its answers is kept in a centralized per-conjunction data structure,

akin to a parcall frame [63]. Similar techniques are also used for the local stack.

Reinstalling an answer for a goal boils down to copying back to the heap the

terms that were previously saved and using the trail entries to make the variables

in the initial call point to the terms they were bound to when the goal had

finished. Some of these variables point to the terms just copied onto the heap

and some will point to terms which existed previously to the goal execution and

which were therefore not saved. In our example, [1,2] is copied onto the heap and

unified with Y and X is unified with [x,y,z], which was already living on the heap.

As mentioned before, while memoization certainly has a cost, it can also
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provide by itself substantial speedups since it avoids recomputations. Since it is

performed only on independent goals, the number of different solutions to keep

does not grow exponentially with the number of goals in a conjunction, but rather

only linearly. This is an interesting case of synergy between two different concepts

(independence and memoization), which in principle are orthogonal, but which

happen to have a very positive mutual interaction.

8.4.2 Combining Answers

When the last goal pending to generate an answer in a parallel conjunction pro-

duces a solution, any sibling goals which were speculatively working towards

producing additional solutions have to suspend, reinstall the previously found

answers, and combine them to continue with forward execution. A similar be-

havior is necessary when backtracking is performed over a parallel conjunction

and one of the goals that are being reexecuted in parallel finds a new solution.

At this moment, the new answer is combined with all the previous answers of the

rest of the parallel goals. For each parallel goal, if it was not suspended when

performing speculative backtracking, its last answer is already on the execution

environment ready to be combined. Otherwise, its first answer is reinstalled on

the heap before continuing with forward execution.

When there is more than one possible answer combination (because some

parallel goals already found more than one answer), a ghost choicepoint is created.

This choicepoint has an “artificial” alternative which points to code that takes

care of retrieving saved answers and installing the bindings. On backtracking,

this code will produce the combinations of answers triggered by the newly found

answer (i.e., combinations already produced are not repeated). Note that this new

answer may have been produced by any goal in the conjunction, but we proceed

by combining from right to left. The invariant here is that before producing a

new answer, all previous answer combinations have been produced, so we only

need to fix the bindings for the goal that produced the new answer (say g) and

successively installing the bindings for the saved answers produced by the rest of

the goals.
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Therefore, we start by installing one by one the answers previously produced

by the rightmost goal. When all solutions are exhausted, we move on to the next

goal to the left, install its next answer and then reinstall again one by one the

answers of the rightmost goal. When all the combinations of answers for these

two goals are exhausted, we move on to the third rightmost one, and so on —but

we skip goal g, because we only need to combine its last answer since the previous

ones were already combined.

An additional optimization is to update the heap top pointer of the ghost

choicepoint to point to the current heap top after copying terms from the mem-

oization area to the heap, in order to protect these terms from backtracking for

a possible future answer combination. Consequently, when the second answer

of the second rightmost parallel goal is combined with all the answers of the

rightmost goal, the bindings of the answers of the rightmost goal do not need to

be copied on the heap again and we only need to untrail bindings from the last

combined answer and redo bindings of the answer being combined. Finally, once

the ghost choice point is eliminated, all these terms that were copied on the heap

are released.

One particular race situation needs to be considered. When a parallel goal

generates a new solution, other parallel goals may also find new answers before

being suspended, and thus some answers may be lost in the answer combination.

In order to address this, our implementation maintains a pointer to the last

combined answer of each parallel goal in the parcall frame. Therefore, if, e.g.,

two parallel goals, a/1 and b/1, have computed three answers each, but only

two of them have been combined, the third answer of a/1 would be combined

with the first two answers of b/1, updating afterward its last combined answer

pointer to its third answer. Once this is done, the fact that b/1 has uncombined

answers is detected before performing backtracking, and the third answer of b/1

is combined with all the computed answers of a/1 and, then, the last combined

answer of b(Y ) is updated to point to its last answer. Finally, when no goal is

left with uncombined answers, the answer combination operation fails.
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Figure 8.3: Trapped goal problem with ordered and out-of-order backtracking in IAP.

8.5 Trapped Goals and Backtracking Order

The classical, right-to-left backtracking order for IAP is known to bring a num-

ber of challenges, among them the possibility of trapped goals : a goal on which

backtracking has to be performed becomes trapped by another goal stacked on

top of it. Normal backtracking is therefore impossible. Consider the following

example:

m(X,Y,Z) :- b(X,Y) & a(Z).
b(X,Y) :- a(X) & a(Y).
a(1). a(2).

Figure 8.3(a) shows a possible state of the execution of predicate m/3 by

two agents. When the first agent starts computing m/3, b(X,Y ) and a(Z) are

scheduled to be executed in parallel. Assume that a(Z) is executed locally by

the first agent and b(X,Y ) is executed by the second agent. Then, the second

agent schedules a(X) and a(Y ) to be executed in parallel, which results in a(Y )

being locally executed by the second agent and a(X) executed by the first agent

after computing an answer for a(Z). In order to obtain another answer for m/3,

right-to-left backtracking requires computing additional answers for a(Z), a(Y ),

and a(X), in that order. However, a(Z) cannot be directly backtracked over since

a(X) is stacked on top of it: a(Z) is a trapped goal.
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Several solutions have been proposed for this problem. One of the original

proposals uses continuation markers [60, 122] to skip over stacked goals. This

is, however, difficult to implement properly and needs to take care of a large

number of cases. It can also leave unused sections of memory (garbage slots)

which are either only reclaimed when finally backtracking over the parallel goals,

or require quite delicate memory management. A different solution [20] is to

move the execution of the trapped goal to the top of the stack. This simplifies

the implementation somewhat, but it also leaves garbage slots in the stacks.

8.5.1 Out-of-Order Backtracking

Our approach does not follow the sequential backtracking order, to reduce the

likelihood of the appearance of trapped goals and garbage slots. The key idea is

to allow backtracking (and therefore the order of solutions) to dynamically adapt

to the configuration of the stacks.

As mentioned before, the obvious drawback of this approach is that it may

alter solution order with respect to sequential execution, an unpredictable way.

However, we argue that in many cases this may not be a high price to pay,

specially if the programmer is aware of it and can have a choice. Programs

where solution order matters, typically because of efficiency, are likely to have

dependencies between goals that would anyway make them not amenable for

IAP. For independent goals we argue that allowing out-of-order backtracking

represents in some way a return to a simpler, more declarative semantics that has

the advantage of allowing higher efficiency in the implementation of parallelism.

The alternative we propose herein consists of always backtracking over the

goal that is on top of the stack, without taking into account the original goal

execution order. For example, in the case of backward execution over predicate

m/3 in Figure 8.3(a), both agents may be able to backtrack over a(X) and a(Y ),

without having to move the execution of a(Z).
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8.5.2 First Answer Priority and Trapped goals

Out-of-order backtracking, combined with answer memoing not to lose answer

combinations, can avoid trapped goals if no priority is given to any of the parallel

goals, because there will always be a backtrackable goal on the stack top to

continue the execution of the program. However, as mentioned before, we do

impose a lightweight notion of priority to first answers to preserve no-slowdown:

backward execution of parallel goals that have not found any answer has more

priority than backward execution of parallel goals which have already found an

answer. Note that even using this very lax notion of priority, the possibility of

trapped goals returns, as illustrated in the following example:

m(X,Y) :- a(X) & b(Y).
b(Y) :- c(Y) & d, e(Y).
a(1). a(2). c(1). c(2). d. e(2)

Figure 8.3(b) shows a possible state of the execution of predicate m/2 by two

agents. The first agent starts with the execution of predicate m/2 and publishes

a/1 and b/1 to be executed in parallel. The first agent starts with the execution

of b/1 and marks both c/1 and d/0 for parallel execution. The second agent then

executes c/1 while the first agent is executing d/0, and when the execution of c/1

finishes then it computes an answer for a/1. Once the execution of goals c/1 and

d/0 has finished, e/1 is executed. However, this execution will fail because c/1

already gave a different binding to variable Y . If the first answer is given priority,

c/1 should be backtracked before a/1, but c/1 is trapped by the execution of a/1.

While this example shows that it is possible to have trapped goals with out-

of-order backtracking, we experimentally found that the percentage of trapped

goals vs. remotely executed goals varies between 20% and 60% under right-to-left

backtracking and it is 0% under out-of-order backtracking for the benchmarks we

are using, thus allowing for a simpler solution for the problem without degrading

the performance of parallel execution.

Our approach is to perform stack reordering to create a new execution state

that is consistent, i.e., that could have been generated by a sequential SLD exe-

cution. Consequently, the parallel scheduler is greatly simplified since it does not
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have to manage trapped goals. This algorithm has been presented in Chapter 7.

8.6 The Scheduler for the Parallel Backtracking IAP Engine

Once we allow backward execution over any parallel goal on the top of the stacks,

we can perform backtracking over all of them in parallel. Consequently, each time

we perform backtracking over a parallel conjunction, each of the parallel goals of

the parallel conjunction can start speculative backward execution.

As we mentioned earlier, the management of goals (when a goal is available

and can start, when it has to backtrack, when messages have to be broadcast,

etc.) is encoded in Prolog code which interacts with the internals of the emulator.

Figure 8.4 shows a simplified version of such a scheduler, which is executed when

agents (a) look for new work to do and (b) have to execute a parallel conjunction.

Note that locks are abstracted out from algorithm.

8.6.1 Looking for Work

Agents initially execute the agent/0 predicate, which calls work/0 in an endless loop

to search for a parallel goal to execute, via the find parallel goal/1 primitive, which

defines the strategy of the scheduler. Available goals can be in four states: non-

executed parallel goals necessary for forward execution, backtrackable parallel

goals necessary for forward execution, non-executed parallel goals not necessary

for forward execution (because they were generated by goals performing specula-

tive work), and backtrackable parallel goals not necessary for forward execution.

Different scheduling policies are possible in order to impose preferences among

these types of goals (to, e.g., decide which non-necessary goal can be picked) but

studying them is outside the scope of this paper.

Once the agent finds a parallel goal to execute, it is prepared to start execution

in a clean environment. For example, if the goal has to be backtracked over and

it is trapped,6 a primitive operation move execution top/1 moves the execution

segment of the goal to the top of the stacks to ensure that the choicepoint to

6Hopefully a rare case under out-of-order backtracking.
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parcall back(LGoals, NGoals) :-
fork(PF,NGoals,LGoals,[Handler|LHandler]),
(

goal not executed(Handler) −>
call local goal(Handler,Goal)

;
true

),
look for available goal(LHandler),
join(PF).

look for available goal([]) :- !, true.
look for available goal([Handler|LHandler]) :-

(
goal available(Handler) −>
call local goal(Handler,Goal)

;
true

),
look for available goal(LHandler).

agent :- work, agent.
agent :- agent.

work :-
find parallel goal(Handler) −>
(

goal not executed(Handler) −>
save init execution(Handler),
call parallel goal(Handler)

;
move execution top(Handler),
fail

)
;

suspend,
work.

Figure 8.4: Parallel backtracking Prolog code.

be backtracked over is always on the top of the stack (using the algorithm of

Section 8.5). Also, the memoization of the last answer found is performed at this

time, if the execution of the parallel goal was not suspended.

If find parallel goal/1 fails (i.e., no handler is returned), the agent suspends un-

til some other agent publishes more work. call parallel goal/1 saves some registers

before starting the execution of the parallel goal, such as the current trail and

heap top, changes the state of the handler once the execution has been com-

pleted, failed, or suspended, and saves some registers after the execution of the

parallel goal in order to manage trapped goals and to release the execution of the

publishing agent.
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8.6.2 Executing Parallel Conjunctions

The parallel conjunction operator &/2 is preprocessed and converted into

parcall back/2, which is the entry point of the scheduler, and which receives the list

of goals to execute in parallel (LGoals) and the number of goals in the list (NGoals).

parcall back/2 invokes first fork/4, written in C, which creates a handler for each

parallel goal in the scope of the parcall frame containing information related to

that goal, makes goals available for other agents to pick up, resumes suspended

agents which can then steal some of the new available goals, and inserts a new

choicepoint in order to release all the data structures on failure.

If the first parallel goal has not been executed yet, it is scheduled for lo-

cal execution by call local goal/2, which performs housekeeping similar to that of

call parallel goal/1. It can be already executed because this parallel goal, which

is always executed locally, can fail on backtracking, but the rest of the parallel

goals could still be performing backtracking to compute more answers. In this

case, the choicepoint of fork/4 will succeed on backtracking to continue forward

execution and to wait for the completion of the remotely executed parallel goals

to produce more answer combinations.

Then, look for available goal/1 executes locally parallel goals which have not

already been taken by another agent. Finally, join/1 waits for the completion

of the execution of the parallel goals, their failure, or their suspension before

combining all the answers. After all answers have been combined, the goals of

the parallel conjunction are activated to perform speculative backward execution.

8.7 Suspension of Speculative Goals

Stopping goals that are eagerly generating new solutions may be necessary for

both correctness and performance reasons. The agent that determines that sus-

pension is necessary sends a suspension event to the rest of the agents that stole

any of the sibling parallel goals (accessible via the parcall frame). These events

are checked in the WAM loop each time a new predicate is called, using existing

event-checking machinery shared with attributed-variable handling (and there-
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fore no additional overhead is added). When the execution has to suspend, the

argument registers are saved on the heap, and a new choicepoint is inserted onto

the stack to protect the current execution state. This choicepoint contains only

one argument pointing to the saved registers in order to reinstall them on re-

sumption. The alternative to be executed on failure points to a special WAM

instruction that reinstalls the registers and jumps to the WAM code where the

suspension was performed, after releasing the heap section used to store the argu-

ment registers. Therefore, the result of failing over this choicepoint is to resume

the suspended execution at the point where it was suspended.

After this choicepoint is inserted, goal execution needs to jump back to the

Prolog scheduler for parallel execution. In order to jump to the appropriate

point in the Prolog scheduler (after call parallel goal/1 or call local goal/2), the

WAM frame pointer is saved in the handler of the parallel goal before calling

call parallel goal/1 or call local goal/2. After suspension takes place, it is reinstalled

as the current frame pointer, the WAM’s next instruction pointer is updated to

be the one pointed to by this frame, and this WAM instruction is dispatched.

The result is that the scheduler continues its execution as if the parallel goal had

succeeded.

Parallel goals to be suspended may in turn have other nested parallel calls.

Suspension events are recursively sent by agents following the chain of dependen-

cies saved in the parcall frames, similarly to the fail messages in &-Prolog [63].

8.8 A Note on Deterministic Parallel Goals

The machinery we have presented can be greatly simplified when running deter-

ministic goals in parallel: answer memoization and answer combination are not

needed, and the scheduler (Section 8.6) can be simplified. Knowing ahead of

execution which goals are deterministic can be used to statically select the best

execution strategy. However, some optimizations can be performed dynamically

without compiler support (e.g., if it is not available or imprecise). For example,

the move execution top/1 operation may decide not to memorize the previous an-

swer if there are no choicepoints associated to the execution of the parallel goal,
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because that means that at most one answer can be generated. By applying these

dynamic optimizations, we have detected improvements of up to a factor of two

in the speedups of the execution of some deterministic benchmarks.

8.9 Comparing Performance of IAP Models

We present here a comparison between a previous high-level implementation of

IAP [20] (which we abbreviate as seqback) with our proposed implementation

(parback). Both implementations are similar in nature and have similar overheads

(inherent to a high-level implementation), with the obvious main difference being

the support for parallel backtracking and answer memoization in parback. Both

are implemented by modifying the standard Ciao [13, 68] distribution. We will

also comment on the relation with the very efficient IAP implementation in [63]

(abbreviated as &-Prolog) for deterministic benchmarks in order to evaluate the

overhead incurred by having part of the system expressed in Prolog.

We measured the performance results of both parback and seqback on deter-

ministic benchmarks, to determine the possible overhead caused by adding the

machinery to perform parallel backtracking and answer memoization, and also of

course on non-deterministic benchmarks. The deterministic benchmarks used are

the well-known Fibonacci series (fibo), matrix multiplication (mmat) and Quick-

Sort (qsort). fibo generates the 22nd Fibonacci number switching to a sequential

implementation from the 12th number downwards, mmat uses 50x50 matrices and

qsort is the version which uses append/3 sorting a list of 10000 numbers. The GC

suffix means task granularity control [85] is used for lists of size 300 and smaller.

The selected nondeterministic benchmarks are checkfiles, illumination, and

qsort nd. checkfiles receives a list of files, each of which contains a list of file names

which may exist or not. These lists are checked in parallel to find nonexistent files

that appear listed in all the initial files; these are enumerated on backtracking.

illumination receives an N ×N board informing of possible places for lights in a

room. It tries to place a light in each of the columns, but lights in consecutive

columns have to be separated by a minimum distance. The eligible positions in

each column are searched in parallel and position checking is implemented with a
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pause of one second to represent task lengths. qsort nd is a QuickSort algorithm

where list elements have only a partial order. checkfiles and illumination are

synthetic benchmarks which create 8 parallel goals and which exploit memoization

heavily. qsort nd is a more realistic benchmark which creates over one thousand

parallel goals. All the benchmarks were parallelized using CiaoPP [65] and the

annotation algorithms described in [90, 14, 19].

Table 8.1 shows the speedups obtained. Performance results for seqback and

parback were obtained by averaging ten different runs for each of the benchmarks

in a Sun UltraSparc T2000 (a Niagara) with 8 4-thread cores. The speedups

shown in this table are calculated with respect to the sequential execution of the

original, unparallelized benchmark. Therefore, the column tagged 1 corresponds

to the slowdown coming from executing a parallel program on a single processor.

For &-Prolog we used the results in [63]. To complete the comparison, we note that

one of the most efficient Prolog systems, YAP Prolog [36] is on these benchmarks

between 2.3 and 2.7 faster7 than the execution of the parallel versions of the

programs on our parallel modification of Ciao using only one agent, but the

parallel execution still outperforms YAP. Of course, YAP could in addition take

advantage of parallel execution.

For deterministic benchmarks, parbackdet refers to the implementation pre-

sented in this paper with improvements based on determinacy information ob-

tained from static analysis [84]. For nondeterministic benchmarks we show a com-

parison of the performance results obtained both to generate the first solution

(seqbackfirst and parbackfirst) and all the solutions (seqbackall and parbackall).

Additionally, we also show speedups relative to the execution in parallel with

memoing in one agent (which should be similar to that which could be obtained

by executing sequentially with memoing) in rows pb relfirst and pb relall.

The speedups obtained in both high-level implementations are very similar

for the case of deterministic benchmarks. Therefore, the machinery necessary

to perform parallel backtracking does not seem to degrade the performance of

deterministic programs.

7We note that YAP is specially well optimized for SPARC architectures, according to its

author (personal communication).
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Benchmark Approach
Number of threads

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fibo

&-Prolog 0.98 1.93 - 3.70 - 5.65 - 7.34

seqback 0.95 1.89 2.80 3.70 4.61 5.36 6.23 6.96

parback 0.95 1.88 2.78 3.69 4.60 5.33 6.21 6.94

parbackdet 0.96 1.91 2.83 3.74 4.65 5.41 6.28 7.04

QSort

&-Prolog 1.00 1.92 - 3.03 - 3.89 - 4.65

seqback 0.50 0.98 1.38 1.74 2.05 2.27 2.57 2.67

parback 0.49 0.97 1.37 1.74 2.05 2.27 2.58 2.69

parbackdet 0.56 1.10 1.54 1.96 2.31 2.57 2.90 3.02

seqbackGC 0.97 1.77 2.42 3.02 3.37 3.77 3.98 4.15

parbackGC 0.97 1.76 2.41 3.00 3.34 3.74 3.94 4.12

parbackGCdet 0.97 1.78 2.44 3.04 3.41 3.79 3.99 4.21

MMat

&-Prolog 1.00 1.99 - 3.98 - 5.96 - 7.93

seqback 0.78 1.55 2.28 2.99 3.67 4.29 4.91 5.55

parback 0.76 1.52 2.25 2.95 3.60 4.22 4.83 5.45

parbackdet 0.80 1.60 2.38 3.01 3.79 4.55 5.19 5.87

CheckFiles

seqbackfirst 0.99 1.09 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.13

seqbackall 0.99 1.05 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.08 1.08 1.08

parbackfirst 3917 8612 10604 17111 17101 17116 17134 44222

pb relfirst 1.00 2.20 2.71 4.37 4.37 4.37 4.37 11.29

parbackall 12915 23409 30545 45818 46912 46955 46932 89571

pb relall 1.00 1.81 2.37 3.55 3.63 3.64 3.63 6.94

Illumination

seqbackfirst 1.00 1.37 1.55 1.56 1.56 1.61 1.67 1.67

seqbackall 1.00 1.16 1.21 1.24 1.24 1.25 1.25 1.27

parbackfirst 1120 1725 2223 3380 3410 4028 4120 6910

pb relfirst 1.00 1.54 1.98 3.02 3.04 3.60 3.68 6.17

parbackall 8760 16420 20987 31818 31912 31888 31934 65314

pb relall 1.00 1.87 2.40 3.63 3.64 3.64 3.65 7.46

QSortND

seqbackfirst 0.94 1.72 2.36 2.92 3.25 3.59 3.78 3.92

seqbackall 0.91 0.96 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00

parbackfirst 0.94 1.72 2.35 2.91 3.24 3.57 3.76 3.91

parbackall 4.29 6.27 8.30 9.90 10.5 10.9 11.1 11.3

pb relall 1.00 1.46 1.93 2.31 2.45 2.54 2.59 2.64

Table 8.1: Comparison of speedups for several benchmarks and implementations.
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Static optimizations bring improved performance, but in this case they seem

to be quite residual, partly thanks to the granularity control. When comparing

with &-Prolog we of course suffer from the overhead of executing partly at the

Prolog level (especially in mmat and qsort without granularity control), but even

in this case we think that our current implementation is competitive enough. It

is important to note that the &-Prolog speedups were measured in another archi-

tecture (Sequent Symmetry), so the comparison can only be indicative. However,

the Sequents were very efficient and orthogonal multiprocessors, probably better

than the Niagara in terms of obtaining speedups (even if obviously not in raw

speed) since the bus was comparatively faster in relation with processor speed.

This can only make &-Prolog (and similar systems) have smaller speedups if run

in parallel hardware. Therefore, their speedup could only get closer to ours. par-

back and seqback behavior is quite similar in the case of qsort nd when only the

first answer is computed because there is not backtracking here.

In the case of checkfiles and illumination, backtracking is needed even to

generate the first answer, and memoing plays a more important role. The im-

plementation using parallel backtracking is therefore much faster even in a single

processor since recomputation is avoided. If we compute the speedup relative to

the parallel execution on one processor (rows pb relfirst and pb relall) the speedups

obtained by parback follow more closely the increment in the number of processors

—with some superlinear speedup which is normal when search does not follow, as

in our case, the same order as sequential execution— which can be traced to the

increased amount of parallel backtracking. In contrast, the speedups of seqback

do not increase so much since it performs essentially sequential backtracking.

When all the answers are required, the differences are even clearer because

there is much backward execution. This behavior also appears, to a lesser extent,

in qsort nd. More in detail, the parback speedups are not that good when looking

for all the answers of qsort nd because the time for storing and combining answers

is not negligible here.

Note that the parback speedups of checkfiles and illumination stabilize be-

tween 4 and 7 processors. This is so because they generate exactly 8 parallel

goals, and there is one dangling goal to be finished. In the case of checkfiles we
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get superlinear speedup because there are 8 lists of files to check. With 8 proces-

sors the first answer can be obtained without traversing (on backtracking) any of

these lists. This is not the case with 7 processors and so there is no superlinear

behavior until we hit the 8 processor mark. Additionally, since backtracking is

done in parallel, the way the search tree is explored (and therefore how fast the

first solution is found) can change between executions.

8.10 Conclusions

We have developed a parallel backtracking approach for independent and-paral-

lelism which uses out-of-order backtracking and relies on answer memoization

to reuse and combine answers. We have shown that the approach can bring

interesting simplifications when compared to previous approaches to the complex

implementation of the backtracking mechanism typical in these systems. We

have also provided experimental results that show significant improvements in

the execution of non-deterministic parallel calls due to the avoidance of having to

recompute answers and due to the fact that parallel goals can execute backward in

parallel, which was a limitation in previous similar implementations. This parallel

system may be used in applications with a constraint-and-generate structure in

which checking the restrictions after the search is finished does not add significant

computation, and a simple code transformation allows a sequential program to

be executed in parallel.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Summary

This chapter summarizes the conclusions from previous chapters and also

points to future work in the area of tabled evaluation.

9.1 Conclusions

Logic programming has been shown to be a very interesting paradigm due to

its simple declarative/procedural semantics, its high expressive power and its

inherent non-determinism. In particular, problems involving search are easily

programmed in Prolog, the most successful logic programming language. How-

ever, Prolog presents limitations when dealing with recursions and redundant

subcomputations. Tabling improves over this limitations in order to facilitate the

programming of recursive predicates — e.g. fixpoint computations. The result-

ing tabling program is usually much easier to understand by both, humans and

automatic tools which perform static analysis. This thesis develops a wide study

of tabling and these are the two main conclusions:

• The implementation of tabling is complex and it presents (for suspension-

based approaches) the well known problem of the multi-binding representa-

tion. Therefore, there are at least three absolutely different approaches for

177
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tabling implementation whose performance is deeply dependent on the pro-

gram behavior. The adoption of a tabling implementation approach should

be dynamic in order to be adapted to the application behavior.

• The current tabling systems implement tabling as an isolated feature. In

this sense, standard Prolog features such as constraint logic programming,

answer on-demand evaluation or pruning operators do not have support

under tabled evaluation or they have a very limited support. From our

point of view, this clearly limits the applicability of tabling and its use in

new kind of applications. This thesis innovates on these areas in order to

make tabling compatible with these standard features.

On the other hand, Prolog is known as an easily — or more easily than other

languages — parallelizable language. This is, in part, due to the logical assign-

ment of logical variables and the flexibility of the control under logic programming

evaluation. This thesis states that the general design of parallel implementations

has to maximize the amount of exploited parallelism but technical details should

be kept as simple as possible because parallel implementations are difficult to

developed and to maintain. On this way, we can conclude that:

• The solution for trapped goals based on the swapping operation maintains

the WAM invariants and facilitates the implementation of the parallel sched-

uler. It can also be applied to the garbage slot problem. Although this

solution might affect the performance evaluation because a stack reorder

is — at least for the case of Ciao — linear on the size of the stacks, it is

worth it to have a modular solution for these kind of complex problems.

Note that our solutions imposes an overhead of 7% in the worst case for the

benchmarks we have tested.

• The parallel backtracking with memoization design exploits more paral-

lelism than previous approaches and it avoid some recomputation in the

presence of non-determinism, while keeping the answer on-demand prop-

erty. This is a clear example about our idea of “improving the general
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design of the parallel implementation is better than improving the low-level

details in order to achieve better performance”.

9.2 Future Work

This thesis opens several research lines in the area of tabled evaluation:

• Chapter 3 has shown that there is not a most successful tabling implementa-

tion for the general case and then, different approaches perform better than

the others depending on the application domain. It is left for future work

to develop static analysis in order to select the most performance tabling

implementation based on a specific program behavior.

• Chapters 5, 6 and 4 extend the tabling functionality to be working with

answer on-demand scheduling strategies, pruning operators and constraint

logic programing. These solutions have been implemented for the OCHAT

tabling implementation and they should be also adapted to the CCAT and

MVB tabling implementations.

• The combination of tabled evaluation, constraint logic programming and

pruning operator can be applied to different research areas as program

analysis and model checking. Although this thesis outlines some of these

applications, it is left for future work the deployment of more complex ap-

plications in this area.

• In the field of tabled evaluation, a key component for the system perfor-

mance is the implementation of the table space. We think that current

designs of the table space are quite inefficient in order to share information.

This is even more relevant if we take into account that the table space is usu-

ally a bottleneck for the memory/time consumption. We think that designs

based on input sharing and hash-consing might be more adequate than the

trie structure – or at least, some of these ideas might be incorporated into

the trie structure.
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